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Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are typically highlighted for their potential application in gas storage,
separations and catalysis. In contrast, the unique prospects these porous and crystalline materials offer
for application in electronic devices, although actively developed, are often underexposed. This review
highlights the research aimed at the implementation of MOFs as an integral part of solid-state
microelectronics. Manufacturing these devices will critically depend on the compatibility of MOFs with
existing fabrication protocols and predominant standards. Therefore, it is important to focus in parallel
on a fundamental understanding of the distinguishing properties of MOFs and eliminating fabrication-
related obstacles for integration. The latter implies a shift from the microcrystalline powder synthesis in
chemistry labs, towards film deposition and processing in a cleanroom environment. Both the
fundamental and applied aspects of this two-pronged approach are discussed. Critical directions for
future research are proposed in an updated high-level roadmap to stimulate the next steps towards
MOF-based microelectronics within the community.
1. Introduction
The structure and dynamics of matter at the nanometer scale
form the basis for both natural processes and technological
applications. For instance, ions moving across a lipid membrane
and in between electrodes are essential to living cells and
batteries, respectively. Similarly, our sense of smell and detectors
for hazardous substances are both based on the recognition of
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small molecules. To optimize interactions and processes at this
length scale, one would ideally be able to structure matter at the
(sub-)nanometer level. Indeed, in living organisms, precisely
tuned nano-environments are provided by ion channels and
dedicated receptors that are formed through self-assembly of
molecular building blocks. Man-made devices, on the other
hand, typically rely on much cruder fabrication tools: even
cutting-edge lithographic techniques fall at least an order of
magnitude short in resolution to structure matter at the desired
length scale.
Nevertheless, precisely controlled nano-environments do
exist in synthetic materials. Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)
are crystalline nanoporous materials built out of metal-based
nodes and multitopic organic ligands (also called linkers)
connected by coordination bonds (Fig. 1a).1 Over the last two
decades, MOFs have grown into promising materials for a wide
range of potential applications in industry and society. The
chemistry of these materials is characterized by the features of
their high-surface area crystal lattices: short and long range
ordering, intrinsic nanoporosity with pores of tunable size,
versatile host–guest chemistries (‘‘guest@MOF’’ properties)
and responsiveness to physical and chemical stimuli. What is
more, the synthetic chemistry that enables these features is
based on the spontaneous self-assembly of simple molecular
building units, which permits the ‘‘design’’ of MOF lattices
based on linkers and nodes with known geometries and
coordination environments. Hence, MOFs as a high-surface
area material platform, at the interface between hard and soft,
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inorganic and organic materials, offer a new window for fine-
tuning various structure–property relationships.
MOFs are typically obtained as microcrystalline powders
through solvothermal synthesis. Therefore, MOF research initially
focused on evaluating and optimizing the physical and chemical
properties in the context of bulk applications: gas storage and
chemical engineering operations (catalysis, separation).2,3 These
fields build on the prior research and industrial implementation
of related materials, e.g. nanoporous silicates such as zeolites.
More recently, the unique properties of MOFs encouraged
research lines atypical for porous materials, often in areas
where the introduction of ordered porosity promises new
concepts entirely. In contrast to the proposed bulk applications
of MOFs, these more recent directions frequently target high-
value technological areas requiring very little material in
comparison. Examples include MOFs as functional materials
in chemical analytics, biomedical technology, solid-state
material physics and various other branches of nanoscience
and technology.4
This review highlights the research aimed at the implemen-
tation of MOFs as an integral part of solid-state devices. In this
context, ‘‘integration’’ denotes that the MOF is an integral
component of the actual device structure and that the
fundamental aspects of device or circuit design are being taken
into account at least rudimentarily. We focus in particular on
electronic devices, which broadly defined are physical entities
that influence electrons when connected to an electrical circuit.
Examples of electronic devices include individual components
such as resistors, transistors and diodes, as well as assemblies
of such components such as amplifiers, sensors and micro-
controllers. Our everyday life increasingly relies on ever more
capable electronic devices including smartphones and computer
processors based on millions of miniaturized logic units, mem-
ory arrays and input/output interfaces such as physical sensors,
actuators and displays. The enormous success of electronic
devices has mainly been enabled by low-cost production through
scalable ‘‘CMOS’’ microfabrication (CMOS = complementary
metal-oxide–semiconductor). The renowned ‘‘Moore’s law’’ stat-
ing that the number of transistors in integrated circuits doubles
every two years, has been a self-imposed driving force for CMOS
research and downsizing in academia and industry since the
1970s. Importantly, this downsizing course has not only been
enabled by improved fabrication tools, but to an equal extent by
advances in materials science that ensure reliable performance
of ever tinier circuit elements. Industrial and academic research
efforts in this context have for long been harmonized by the
Fig. 1 Graphical representation of MOF, their structural and chemical versatility and some representative concepts related to device applications.
(a) MOFs are ordered frameworks built from interconnected organic ligands and metal-based nodes. The broad-scope recommended definition of a
MOF: ‘‘Coordination network with organic ligands containing potential voids; coordination network being a coordination compounds extending in at
least one dimension through repeating coordination entities’’.6 (b) Some key properties of MOFs that may lead to applications in electronic devices.
(c) The burgeoning field of MOF devices visualized through the seminal example of chemical sensors. Shown is the evolution of the yearly publications
that combine the concepts ‘‘metal–organic framework’’ and ‘‘sensor’’ (source: SciFinders). The earliest demonstrations of some general concepts, as
well as the 2011 roadmap article (no. 1), are positioned on the same timeline.
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International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).
These reports composed by semiconductor industry experts
specify research directions and targets in order to meet needed
material, fabrication and device specifications. In 2011, these
guidelines inspired some of us to stipulate a first roadmap for
exploratory research on MOFs in electronics.5 Today, circa five
years of research later, this review provides an updated overview.
Analogous to the previous paper, progress in different areas of
interest is reviewed and perspectives and suggested focus points
are stipulated. Although arguably arbitrary, we strictly limit this
discussion to MOFs and exclude most of the larger family of
coordination polymers, most of which are nonporous.6
One of the key trends in microelectronics is a gradual shift
from inorganic and silicon-centered, towards organic and
hybrid organic–inorganic devices. Depending on the applica-
tion scenario, this route is followed either to benefit from the
greater compositional complexity of organics, to reduce
production costs, or to push downsizing to the limit, down to
molecular dimensions. In the context of digital logic, such
approaches are referred to as ‘‘beyond CMOS’’, as CMOS-based
scaling in silicon technology will run into fundamental limita-
tions. Technologies based on new materials such as graphene
promise scaling beyond the limitations of silicon and are on the
verge of causing paradigm shifts in several areas.7 Application
areas in which similar transitions are either impending or
already commercially implemented include photovoltaic cells
(cf. from silicon to perovskite or dye-sensitized solar cells) and
displays (cf. from indium tin oxide to polymers). This shift in
materials scope is accompanied by a rising interest in molecular
approaches and a rising acceptance and economic viability of
alternative manufacturing approaches such as inkjet printing
and roll-to-roll manufacturing. In our opinion, the continuous
exploration of new materials and properties combined with an
increasing attention for bottom-up strategies at a length scale
where chemistry and materials science merge could make elec-
tronic devices one of the most interesting proving grounds
for MOFs.
Directly related to their structure, MOFs oﬀer properties
outside the existing materials scope in electronics: e.g. sensor
coatings with adsorption properties geared to specific analytes,
dielectric properties tunable at will, intrinsic porosity that
allows through-solidmass and ion transport, mechanical proper-
ties in between polymers and inorganics and electronic conduc-
tance tunable from practically zero to over a hundred S cm2
(Fig. 1b). Within this range of potential applications, chemical
sensing seems to be the first to shift from proof of concept to the
development stage, arguably due to the directly transferable
adsorption studies available from researching bulk applications.
Nevertheless, recent milestones such as the design and synthesis
of a first generation of highly conductive MOFs (2014–2015) and
the fabrication of a field effect transistor, FET, (2016) highlight
the potential of MOFs in future electronic devices (Fig. 1c). The
primary prerequisite for realizing such MOF-based devices is a
radical performance increase over established technologies.
Moreover, manufacturing these devices will critically depend
on the compatibility of MOFs with existing fabrication protocols
and predominant standards. Therefore, it is important that
research efforts focus in parallel on a fundamental understand-
ing of the distinguishing properties of MOFs and eliminating
fabrication-related obstacles for integration. For MOFs, the latter
implies a shift from the microcrystalline powder synthesis in
chemistry labs, towards film deposition and processing in a
cleanroom environment. Moreover, it is important that the field
moves beyond the synthetic and structural aspects to engage
experts in other fields, such as materials science, physics, and
electrical engineering and to realize the use of MOFs in devices.
In this review, both aspects of the two-pronged approach
suggested above are highlighted. Progress in understanding
relevant fundamental physical properties of MOFs is discussed
first. Secondly, the general context of device microfabrication is
outlined and relevant MOF research is put in perspective.
Thirdly, case studies of MOF integration in electronic devices
are discussed for diﬀerent application fields. Lastly, general
progress of the field, outstanding obstacles and perspectives
are outlined.
2. Fundamental MOF properties
A crucial requirement for designing and fabricating electronic
devices incorporating MOFs is knowledge of their basic charge
transport, photonic, and magnetic properties. Compared to
established materials such as silicon and organic semiconduc-
tors, little is known about MOFs. However, considerable pro-
gress has been made since the original 2011 roadmap,5
providing ample reason to envision that MOFs could have a
prominent place in future electronic devices. Several review
articles already provide in-depth summaries of various aspects
of MOF research that are relevant to electronic applications.
Our intention here is not to exhaustively cover the same
ground, but rather to discuss recent milestones that highlight
progress and to identify opportunities and critical needs for
advancing the field. Relevant review articles for further reading
will be cited where applicable. Following the structure of the
first-generation roadmap, in this section we update the status
of charge transport, optical, and light generation. New sections
concerning magnetic properties and light harvesting are also
included.
2.1 Electronic conductivity
The ability to conduct electrical charge is perhaps the most
important and also least explored property of MOFs to devel-
oping them as active materials in electronic devices. Most
MOFs are electrical insulators, but in the last five years this
subcategory has expanded from merely two structures in 2011
to about two dozen materials with demonstrated conductivity
or charge mobility. This ten-fold increase motivated a recent
review article by Dinca˘ and coworkers that identifies strategies
for designing electronically conducting MOFs.8 These results,
although limited, are nevertheless highly encouraging. How-
ever, the best MOF conductivities obtained so far are still low by
comparison with other types of conducting materials (Table 1).
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Although nonporous coordination polymers such as poly(Ni
1,1,2,2-ethenetetrathiolate), a rare example of a hybrid n-type
semiconductor, are certainly of interest, we confine the discus-
sion here to conducting MOFs that are clearly nanoporous. The
next two sections provide first a brief introduction to charge
transport from a solid-state physics point of view and its
connection with MOFs, then a summary of charge transport
mechanisms known to be operative in MOFs.
Fundamentals of charge transport. According to band theory,
solids can be classified as insulators, semiconductors, or metals
based on the magnitude of the energy gap, Eg, separating the
valence band (VB) from the conduction band (CB): Eg4 4 eV are
insulators, 0 o Eg o 3 eV are semiconductors, and Eg o 0
(i.e. partially filled band) are metals.9 The bandmodel works well
for many solids in which strong electronic coupling between
neighboring atoms leads to large band dispersion (i.e. large DE
between bonding and antibonding orbitals) that makes it ener-
getically favorable to delocalize carriers across many lattice sites.
For solids with large band dispersion (also known as ‘‘band-
width’’) such as Si (Fig. 2a), the energy gained by delocalizing the
charge (BW/2) makes the electron–electron repulsion effects
insignificant. In metals, the repulsion effects relative to Si are
further reduced electrostatically by the large density of free
carriers. However, true metallic conduction (i.e. decreasing con-
ductivity with increasing temperature) is not observed in many
materials with bandwidth less than B0.5 eV. This is the case
even when the Fermi level moves into the VB or the CB due to
strong carrier localization; here, the carriers are energetically
Table 1 Comparison of conductivity data for a selection of MOFs and other conducting materials
Material or formula unit Conductivity (S cm1) Charge carriere Mobility (cm2 V1 s1) Ref.
Copper 105–106 e 46 41
Doped polyacetylene 560 (n); 360 (p) h or e 1 (n-doped, cis) 42
Undoped polyacetylene 109 42
Doped polyaniline 103 41
Graphene 550b 41
Polycrystalline graphite 1250 43
Polythiophenes 1975 h 1–10 29 and 44
Rubrene 4 45
TTF-TCNQ 700 41
Cu[Ni(PDT)2] (I2 doped) 1  104 a 12
Cu3(BHT)2
d 1580b h or e 99 (h); 116 (e) 46
Ni3(HITP)2 2;
a 40b h or e 48.6 28 and 31
Ni3(BHT)2 0.15;
a 2.8–160c 47 and 48
Mn2(DOBDC) 3.9  1013 a 49
Fe2(DOBDC) 3.2  107 a 49
Mn2(DSBDC) 1.2  1012 a 0.01 49 and 50
{[Cd2(AZBPY)2(HO-1,3-BDC)2](AZBPY)(H2O)}n 1.86
b e 51
K1.2Ru3.6[Ru(CN)6]316H2O 5.7  103 36
TCNQ@Cu3(BTC)2 0.07
b h 18
TCNQ@[Cu(TPyP)Cu2(O2CCH3)4] 2.5  106 34
Zn2(TTFTB) 4.0  106 0.2 22
Porphyrin Zn-SURMOF-2 h 0.002 52
Pd@porphyrin Zn-SURMOF-2 h 0.003–0.004 52
[Sr(HBTC)(H2O)]n 10
9–107 a 32
NNU-7 (anthracene MOF) 1.3  103 c 24
(NBu4)2Fe2(DHBQ)3 0.16
a 15
Sample morphologies used for conductivity measurements, if specified: a pellet; b film; c microflakes or single crystal. d Coordination polymer
without any indication of guest-accessible porosity. e h: hole; e: electron.
Fig. 2 Calculated band diagrams. (a) Si. Adapted from ref. 9. Copyright 2011 Springer. (b) MOF-5. Reproduced with permission from ref. 10.
(c) Ni3(HITP)2. Reproduced with permission from ref. 14. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. The bandwidth (W) is approximately 8 eV, 0 eV,
and 0.8 eV, respectively.
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trapped on lattice sites and require thermal agitation to hop
from site to site.
Typical MOFs, with low atomic density and the strong
localization of the electron wave function characteristic of
Werner-type coordination complexes, by contrast have little or
no band dispersion. They thus behave as insulators, as is the
case of MOF-5 (Fig. 2b).10 This is true for many solids in which
there is far less electronic coupling than in Si due to large
diﬀerences in orbital energy between the bonding atoms and/or
reduced orbital overlap typical of d-electron compounds. In
these cases, the conductivity classifications based solely on
band gap can be misleading. For example, MnO and CrO have
partially filled d-bands with an odd number of d-electrons,
implying that, irrespective of the ligand field splitting, they
should be metallic. Yet these and many other transition metal
oxides are insulators at room temperature due to the strong
electrostatic repulsion that charge carriers experience when
forced to doubly occupy a d-orbital in the process of moving
across the lattice.11
In materials like MOFs with limited electronic coupling and
narrow bandwidth, electron–electron repulsion becomes
important, and in many transition metal compounds this
causes the CB to split into two sub-bands separated by the
Hubbard energy, referred to as the lower and the upper
Hubbard bands. Hubbard insulators can be converted to
conductors by formation of anion or cation vacancies or by
impurity doping; this strategy has been implemented in some
MOFs.12 Prussian blue (PB), composed of Fe(II) and Fe(III) ions
coordinated by cyanide ligands, is an excellent example of this.
PB is expected to be a band insulator due to the large ligand
field splitting, but one would also predict that it should become
metallic when oxidized to Berlin green or reduced to Prussian
white. Nevertheless, both oxidized and reduced PB exhibit
thermally activated (hopping) conduction due to formation of
small polarons.13 Small polarons form when the electrostatic
energy gained in distorting the lattice by the charge carrier
exceeds the energy gained by carrier delocalization (i.e. the
bandwidth) leading to carrier trapping at individual lattice
sites. Typical polaron mobilities are{1 cm2 V1 s1, compared
with4100 cm2 V1 s1 measured for elemental and compound
semiconductors. Oxidation and reduction in PB are effectively a
form of oxidative or reductive doping; oxidation decreases EF,
leading to a higher concentration of hole carriers, whereas
reduction increases EF, producing a higher concentration of
electrons.
In summary, understanding conductivity in the context of
materials with long-range order provides an alternative per-
spective on MOF design from the traditional chemist’s view-
point of localized molecular orbitals. Charge localization and
low band dispersion in MOFs therefore motivates two basic
strategies for designing conducting frameworks. One can
attempt to increase band dispersion by increasing the electro-
nic coupling between the metal ions and the linkers. Alterna-
tively, a doping strategy can be adopted, in which the Fermi
level is moved to increase the carrier concentration in the band
gap, either by doping or introducing defects (anion or cation
vacancies).
Charge transport mechanisms in MOFs. In brief, three
charge transport mechanisms have been identified in MOFs
(Fig. 3a): through-bond conduction, through-space conduction
(charge delocalization due to the close approach of adjacent
aromatic linkers), and guest molecules. In through-bond con-
duction, charge moves through continuous chains of covalent
and coordination bonds in the material. Examples include
frameworks with redox-active components (linkers, metal ions,
or both),12,15 and two dimensional graphene-like frameworks
that exhibit extended p-conjugation.31 Typically, this involves
so-called ‘‘hopping transport’’ and is characterized by a strong
temperature dependence.16
Tunneling is a form of through-bond conduction, but one in
which the barrier between donating and accepting portions of the
framework is too high to allow hopping charge transport to occur.
Fig. 3 Schematic illustrations of analogous routes for charge and energy transport in MOFs. (a) Three possible mechanisms have been observed in MOFs
for charge transport: through-bond conduction via metal nodes and linkers; through-bond conduction via guests that function as bridging units; and
through-space conduction via charge delocalization through adjacent aromatic linkers. (b) Photoexcitation followed by fluorescence resonance energy
transfer or exciton hopping between chromophoric framework units or guest.
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It is characterized by a weak temperature dependence and is
operative over short distances (1–4 nm).16 We are unaware of any
MOFs for which tunneling is known to be operative, although a
MOF infiltrated with metal nanoclusters is reported to be con-
ductive by tunneling between the nanoclusters.17
The use of guest molecules to create new charge transport
pathways is a recently discovered charge transport mechanism in
MOFs and is related to through-bond conductivity if the guest
molecules are strongly bound to the framework. The prototypical
example of this is TCNQ (7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane) infil-
trated HKUST-1, for which spectroscopic and other evidence is
consistent with the guest molecules bridging copper dimers by
binding to open metal sites.18 In such cases (discussed in more
detail below) the guest molecule serves as the bridge in a donor–
bridge–acceptor (DBA; also known as ‘‘superexchange’’) model.19–21
A strong temperature dependence of the conductivity would be
expected; however, in TCNQ@HKUST-1, the activation energy is
only 14 meV, suggesting strong coupling among the components of
the DBA complex.
Through-space conductivity is known in a few cases: an iso-
reticular series of MOFs with compositionM2(TTFTB) (M =Mn, Co,
Zn, and Cd; H4TTFTB = tetrathiafulvalene tetrabenzoate)
22,23 and
an anthracene-based MOF that is electroluminescent.24 In the
M2(TTFTB) structures, the interplanar linker separation is only
B3.7 Å, enabling interlinker charge transfer to occur. Band struc-
ture calculations of the zinc version predict that the width of the
valence band edge is 400meV; this is considerably greater than that
of most MOFs, for which the bands are so narrow that charge can
be considered completely localized.
Increasing conductivity with temperature generally suggests
hopping conduction; however, band conduction in an intrinsic
semiconducting MOF with a band gap of B0.3 eV or lower could
also display this behavior around room temperature. The process
of charge hopping between neighboring sites can be described
using a configuration coordinate diagram with the x-axis represent-
ing the distortion coordinate around the site with the trapped
carrier.20,25 In contrast, decreasing s with temperature indicates
band conduction, which could be metallic (for partially filled
bands) or semiconducting due to dopants with low ({kT) ioniza-
tion energy. The temperature dependence of s has been measured
for only a few MOFs and in all cases increases with temperature.
The fairly wide range of activation energies, from as low as 0.1 meV
to as high as 810 meV, suggests a large variation in the extent of
charge delocalization and carrier trappingmechanisms.8 Activation
energies in the range of several hundred meV are consistent with
formation of small polarons.
Measurements of charge transport properties. Electronic
conductivity is described by eqn (1), in which s is the conductivity
(in Ohm1 cm1 = S cm1), m is the chargemobility (in cm2 V1 s1),
and N is the charge carrier concentration (in C cm3):
s = mN (1)
There are thus four measurable quantities, including the identity
of the majority charge carrier (holes or electrons). Of these, s is the
most straightforward to measure and several techniques are
available.8 Obtaining the temperature dependence of s yields
insight into the conduction mechanism. Clouding the picture,
however, is that the morphology of the sample and the measure-
ment technique used can strongly aﬀect the conductivity value that
is experimentally determined. For example, van der Pauw mea-
surements on Ni3(BHT)2 microflakes have yielded a conductivity
more than 1000 times higher than two-point probe measurements
on pellets. These issues are reviewed elsewhere,8,26 but it suﬃces
to say that control of morphology is essential and that versatile
synthetic approaches are needed to fully understand intrinsic vs.
defect- or grain boundary-controlled conductivity of MOFs.
The identity of the charge carrier has only been determined
for a few MOFs, most of which are hole conductors.12,27,28
Carrier identity can be established directly by Seebeck coeﬃ-
cient or Hall measurements or can be inferred from doping
studies.12,22,27 Alternatively, a FET device can be used, which
also provides the mobility.28 Charge mobility has only been
measured for a few MOFs. The values reflect the localized nature
of charge; two of the reported values are a factor of 10 or more
lower than typical organic conducting polymers.29 However, the
high mobility of Ni3(HITP)2 places it within the range of metals
such as copper and higher than many organic conductors
(Table 1). Carrier concentrations are virtually unknown; to our
knowledge, this property has never been measured for a MOF.
Semiconducting MOFs. Although semiconductivity can be
broadly identified by the band gap of a material, as discussed
above, here we define semiconductivity as a material having
both a band gap and conductivity that increases with tempera-
ture. This temperature dependence may not be exponential.
The first convincing demonstration of semiconductivity in a
porous MOF was the synthesis of Cu[Ni(PDT)2], a material in
which the redox-active metals provide charge mobility through
the structure.12 This material has the same crystal structure as
the previously reported coordination polymer Cu[Cu(PDT)2];
30
however, the pores of that material collapse upon removal of
solvent. The optical band gap for the material is about 2.0 eV,
similar to some organic semiconductors. The conductivity
displays a temperature dependence with a relatively large activa-
tion energy of 0.49 eV, suggesting a weak hopping mechanism in
a material with relatively little band dispersion. In this regard,
Cu[Ni(PDT)2] is similar to the Prussian Blue example discussed
above. The activated MOF is essentially an insulator (conductiv-
ity of only 108 S cm1), but this is strongly enhanced upon
oxidative doping with iodine (Table 1), indicating that the
majority charge carriers are holes (i.e., a p-type conductor).
An exemplary semiconducting MOF in which both through-
bond and through-space mechanisms are operative is Ni3(HITP)2,
a ‘‘metal–organic graphene analogue’’ (MOG; Fig. 4).31 A very
narrow band gap (0.1 eV) is found and the conductivity, among
the highest known (40 S cm1 for a thin film), is more than nine
orders of magnitude higher than the first report of a conducting
porous MOF, Cu[Ni(PDT)2] (Table 1). Ni3(HITP)2 consists of
p-stacked two dimensional sheets of 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexaaminotri-
phenylene linkers coordinated to Ni(II) ions. This and other MOGs
assembled from multitopic dithiolene and o-semiquinone aro-
matic organic moieties bridged by square-planar metal ions have
a high degree of in-plane charge delocalization, similar to that
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observed in graphene and layered metal chalcogenites.14 In the
first report by Dinca˘ and co-workers, temperature-dependent con-
ductivity was observed, with an activation energy of B0.025 eV,31
consistent with the relatively narrow bandwidth of B0.5 eV
estimated from the dispersion relation calculated for Ni3(HITP)2
(Fig. 2c). This weak temperature dependence suggests either
a tunneling mechanism for charge transport, or strong
superexchange-type coupling in which there is extensive mixing
between the metal ions and coordinated linkers.
The electrical properties of Ni3(HITP)2 were recently probed
using a FET in which the MOF served as the channel. A p-type
semiconducting behavior was observed (see Section 4.1).28
Interestingly, however, the I–V transfer curve of the FET sug-
gests that the material is ambipolar. A rather high mobility was
obtained (ca. 40 cm2 V1 s1), comparable to or exceeding the
best single crystal organic semiconductors at room tempera-
ture. This is particularly surprising, given the polycrystalline
morphology of the MOF in the channel and the relatively low
defect density at the channel–oxide interface (8  1012 cm2,
stillB100 higher than high-quality Si/SiO2 interfaces in metal
oxide semiconductor FETs), suggesting that the intrinsic carrier
mobility could be even higher. However, the narrow band gap
limits the utility of Ni3(HITP)2 for semiconductor applications.
A Sr-based MOF was also recently reported, consisting of 2-D
sheets of Sr(II) ions bridged by monodentate benzene tricarbox-
ylate linkers in a three dimensional structure.32 A bandgap of
2.3 eV was measured, in good agreement with a DFT-predicted
indirect gap of 2.04 eV. Temperature-dependent conductivity
measurements yielded an activation energy of 170 mV, indicat-
ing hopping transport and consistent with the small dispersion
in the VB maximum and CB minimum bands predicted by DFT.
Together, these yield a conductivity of only 109–107 S cm1.
Coordinated water molecules evidently played no role in the
conductivity, as their removal by heating to 335 K did not affect
the conductivity. Thus, in spite of the large and heavy Sr(II)
cations, charge transport through the carboxylate linkages is
still too small to produce significant conductivity.
Emergent electronic properties via guest-molecule infiltration.
Recently, a new MOF concept was advanced, ‘‘guest@MOF,’’ in
which non-innocent guest molecules are used as a design element
to install novel properties.21 Talin et al. showed that over seven
orders of magnitude increase in electronic conductivity occurs
when the pores of HKUST-1 are infiltrated with the redox-active
molecule TCNQ.18 The majority charge carriers were identified
from measurement of the Seebeck coeﬃcient to be holes,27
qualitatively consistent with a superexchangemechanism enabled
by TCNQ molecules bridging copper paddlewheel building
units.21 Neumann et al., in an independent study, also considered
a super exchange mechanism, but speculated that the majority
carriers are electrons.33 This concept has been extended to other
paddlewheel MOFs. A TCNQ-doped copper paddlewheel MOF
with porphyrin linkers also shows increased electronic conduc-
tivity, although much smaller than seen in TCNQ@HKUST-1:34
Increased conductivity is also observed when HKUST-1 is
infiltrated with ferrocene; here, the magnitude of the increase
is much smaller than with TCNQ and is attributed to improved
electronic coupling between the paddlewheel secondary build-
ing units.35
The family of hexacyanoferrates, including PB, provides
additional examples of guest@MOF behavior. Although PB
itself is not typically considered a MOF because it lacks porosity
upon removal of guest water molecules, Behera et al. synthesized
ruthenium-substituted analogues that have permanent porosity
and reasonably high surface areas.36 These exhibit thermally
activated hopping conduction (Table 1), with the Ru(III)Ru(II)
having a conductivity B100 that of PB at room temperature.
Prior work on the all-iron versions show that control of oxidation
state and water content allows conductivity in this system to vary
from semiconducting to insulating.13 Other examples of emergent
properties resulting from a guest@MOF structure have been
reported. These include guest-tunable spin crossover,37 reversible
ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic behavior,38 and resistance
switching.39 Reviews of these and other guest-induced phenom-
ena are presented elsewhere.21,40
Theoretical predictions of charge transport in MOFs. First-
principles calculations of MOF electronic structure, primarily
using DFT, time-dependent DFT, and band-structure theory,
are providing new insight into the design of conducting MOFs.
In some ways, theory and experiment are catching up to work
done decades ago to understand the electronic structure of
transition metal complexes. For example, Gu et al. combined
DFT calculations with ellipsometry measurements to probe the
electronic structure of HKUST-1.53 The calculated values of
the HOMO–LUMO gap in the isolated BTC (= benzene-1,3,5-
tricarboxylate) linker compared with the predicted excitation
spectrum for the MOF indicate that the absorption bands
observed by ellipsometry are the result of transitions from the
Fig. 4 Structure of the secondary building unit and space-filling image of
the metal–organic graphene analogue Ni3(HITP)2.
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linker to the empty d orbitals on the Cu(II) ions (ligand-to-metal
charge transfer; LMCT). This is not a surprise; the building unit
in this MOF has a molecular analogue in copper acetate, for
which the charge transfer and ligand field transitions have been
characterized in great detail.54,55 Nevertheless, as will be dis-
cussed below, the number of MOFs for which the band structure
has been predicted has grown considerably. New computational
approaches specific to MOFs are also being developed. For
example, Walsh and coworkers developed a method to compute
the electrochemical potentials of MOFs, which enables the
alignment of the valence and conduction bands with other
electronic materials, such as TiO2, to be assessed.
56
DFT calculations demonstrate that bandgap modulation is
possible. The band gaps of IRMOFs (Zn4O node),
57–61 UiO-
66,62,63 MFU-4,64 Zn-DCPP SURMOF-2,65 Ni3(HITP)2,
14 and novel
hybrid perovskite MOFs66 can be tuned by modifying the linker or
metal ion, applying strain, or by changing the counter ions in the
pores. With the exception of Ni3(HITP)2, there is very little
dispersion in the band structure predicted for these materials,
indicating that charge transport, if it occurs, would most likely be
by a hopping mechanism. HKUST-1 is relatively well studied in
this regard; the measured conductivities18,27,33,35 are in agreement
with DFT.27,35,67 These calculations predict that MOFs comprised
of carboxylate-type linkers are insulators, as evidenced by the very
flat and narrow bands (the total dispersion in the valence band is
onlyB0.1 eV), indicating that there is little delocalization in spite
of the presence of optical LMCT bands.
Theory can also provide a rational basis for metal ion
selection to improve metal-linker overlap for through-bond
conduction. Dramatic changes in conductivity were achieved
by varying the metal ion in a thiol analogue of MOF-74. In this
MOF, through-bond conduction and high mobility are enabled
by infinite chains of (–Mn(II)–S–) linkages.50 However, the
bands are again rather narrow, onlyB100 meV and the activa-
tion energy for charge transport is high, 0.81 eV, indicating that
weak hopping transport is the likely mechanism. Correlation
effects are also likely responsible for the high activation energy,
given the Mn(II) d5 configuration. In contrast, charge transport
in the Fe(II) version of this MOF proceeds with an activation
energy of only 0.28 eV, producing a conductivity that is six
orders of magnitude higher than the Mn(II) compound.49 A
similarly large conductivity difference is predicted for the Mn
and Fe versions of MOF-74. Here, DFT calculations suggest that
the difference results from the lower work function, higher
charge density, and greater charge density in the Fe(II) MOF.
The first calculation of charge mobility in a MOF was
reported by Musho and Wu, who modeled the eﬀect of linker
functionalization on the electronic structure of the Zr(IV) MOF
UiO-66.62 The Boltzmann eqn (2) with a relaxation time
approximation was used to compute the mobility:
m ¼ qts
m
¼ C1h
4q
E1q
 2
mem
ð Þ5=2 TkBð Þ3=2 (2)
in which C1 is the elastic constant, E1 is the three-dimensional
deformation potential, m* is the eﬀective mass of the charge
carrier, me is the mass of an electron, T is the temperature, and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. The predicted mobilities are
not high – B103 cm2 V1 s1 – leading to conductivities
of B4  104 S cm1. Consistent with these predictions are the
rather flat electronic bands. However, a tunable band gap is
predicted; the nativeMOF has a fairly wide gap of 3.10 eV, whereas
the NO2-functionalizedMOF a gap of only 2.20 eV. Together, these
results demonstrate that both bandgap and charge density can be
tuned by relatively straightforward linker functionalization,
another encouraging sign that MOF synthetic versatility can lead
to electronic materials with tailored properties.
The Ni3(HITP)2 MOG discussed above demonstrates that the
electronic conductivity of nanoporous MOFs can approach that
of some organic conductors (Table 1). This stimulated several
theoretical studies probing the mechanism of conductivity,
possible alterations of the structure to achieve higher conduc-
tivity, and the potential for unusual electronic behaviors. Sub-
stitution of other metals for nickel is predicted to lead to a
number of interesting properties. Replacing Ni(II) with Cu(II)
can be used to modulate the strength of the metal–metal and
p–p interactions, leading to metallic conductivity in the bulk
material and semiconductivity in a monolayer.68 As discussed
above, Foster et al. proposed a different strategy to achieve
semiconducting behavior in this structure, substituting Cr(III)
ions for Ni(II) and inserting pillar ligands between the two
dimensional sheets.14 More exotic effects have also been
predicted. Zhou et al. predict that quantum spin Hall and Z2
metallic states can be achieved in a monolayer of this
material.69 Dong et al. subsequently predicted that substituting
5d metals for the nickel ions and partial or complete replace-
ment of the nitrogen atoms would lead to a quantum anom-
alous Hall effect, which to date has only been realized in a few
materials.70 Thus far, only the bulk forms of the all-Ni and all-
Cu71 of these possible structures have been synthetically rea-
lized (reported film thicknesses are B100 nm). These predic-
tions are intriguing, however, and suggest that properties
difficult to achieve by fully inorganic approaches may be
accessible in MOFs. However, control of layer thickness likely
will be essential; in particular, methods to form monolayers or
a specific number of 2D layers must be developed. Some
recently developed approaches to growing layered MOFs,72–74
including one in which monolayers of a porphyrin MOF were
produced,75 are encouraging in this regard. Defects at layer
edges, which may be crucial to topological insulator behavior,
must also be controlled. Both are major challenges that have
not been effectively addressed thus far.
2.2 Ionic conductivity
Ion conduction is a critical aspect in many energy storage and
-conversion devices, for instance Li(I) and proton transport in
Li-ion batteries and many fuel cell types, respectively. Co-
integration of power functions directly on microelectronic
chips is currently attracting a lot of interest for application in
self-powered electronics such as portables, wearables and
implants. To enable such applications, a suitable ionic conduc-
tor needs to be selected to serve as electrolyte. In macroscale
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Li-ion batteries, porous polymer sheets soaked in an organic Li(I)
salt solution are typically used to fulfill this role. Nevertheless,
replacing these systems with solid-state electrolytes is an active
research topic, mainly because of their volatility, flammability
and reactivity towards the electrodes.76 In the context of micro-
electronic devices, integration of liquid components as part of
vertical stacks is not possible due to structural reasons and
incompatibility with vacuum technology. Similarly, the control
over relative humidity, needed for optimal performance of many
proton conductors, might be harder to achieve in microelectro-
nics than in larger equipment.
The regular arrangement of identical channels in a MOF
framework hints at the possibility for eﬃcient transport of ionic
species. Most work in this area has focused on proton conduc-
tion. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, three general strategies can be
identified to introduce mobile protons in the MOF pores:
through counter ions as proton carriers, via the introduction
of acidic functional groups on the framework or via the inclu-
sion of protonated guest molecules (guest@MOF). The proper-
ties of resulting proton-conducting MOFs have been reviewed
in-depth.77–79 Proton conduction in these materials typically
occurs via a ‘‘vehicle mechanism’’ based on the diffusion the
ionic carriers (H3O
+) or the ‘‘Grotthuss mechanism’’ based on
transfer between neighboring sites through hydrogen bonds.
Either type of mechanism can be dominant in the different
proton introduction strategies. Interestingly though, the
Grotthuss mechanism is the more efficient one, as confirmed
by the abnormally high mobility of protons in water compared
with other ions for which vehicle-type transport dominates.80
While most of the proton-conducting frameworks require hydra-
tion, several promising strategies have been developed for anhy-
drous proton transport in MOFs. Interesting strategies are the
inclusion of protic guest molecules in porous frameworks81–83 and
the inclusion of partially protonated phosphate groups, mostly in
non-porous layered coordination polymers.84,85
A smaller share of work targeted metal cation transport in
MOFs, and has mainly focused on Li(I) in view of its potential
application in solid-state batteries. For example, grafting of
lithium alkoxide compounds on the coordinatively unsaturated
metal cation sites in MOF-74 results in immobilization of the
alkoxide, while leaving the Li(I) ions relatively free to move
along the one dimensional channels of the MOF (Fig. 5b).86
After loading of the grafted material with additional Li(I) salt in
carbonate solvent a solid electrolyte could be obtained in the
form of a dry free-flowing powder. After pressing the powder
into pellets, the bulk Li(I) conductivity at room temperature was
0.012 mS cm1. This value is at least two orders of magnitude
higher than a range of equivalent non-grafted MOFs, and on
par with organic polymer solid electrolytes. A similar approach
was applied for modification of UiO-66, which contains three-
dimensional channels, resulting in a bulk conductivity at room
temperature of 0.018 mS cm1 in the absence of added free
Li(I) salts.87 Interestingly, cation mobility was stimulated in the
latter case by utilizing bulky (tert-butyl) aliphatic groups to
shield the counter charge of the MOF coordinated alkoxide.
Instead of the organic carbonates or ethers typically used in
Li(I) electrolytes, Kitagawa and co-workers included an ionic
liquid in the MOF pores, thereby preventing its solidification.
Interestingly, their results suggest that the Li(I) cations diﬀuse
through the pores via the exchange of the solvating anions,
similar to the Grotthuss mechanism in proton conductivity.88
Conduction of larger and/or multivalent metal ions imposes
more challenging requirements on the development of solid
electrolytes, for instance in charge compensation along the
conduction path. Utilization of the permanent porosity in
MOFs could be advantageous in this context. Analogous to
the lithium alkoxide grafting approach, diﬀerent magnesium
phenolates and imidates were grafted on the coordinatively
Fig. 5 Ion conduction in MOFs. (a) Diﬀerent strategies for the introduc-
tion of acidic species as a source of protons in MOFs. Adapted from ref. 80.
Copyright 2016 Wiley & Sons. (b) Schematic representation of hopping
transport of Li(I) in the alkyllithium grafted channels of MOF-74. Adapted
from ref. 87. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) Analogous
method for Mg(II) transport through grafting of phenolate and imidate on
the inorganic node of MOF-74 and its larger pore isoreticular analogue.
Adapted from ref. 89.
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unsaturated metal cation sites in two isoreticular MOFs,
MOF-74 and its expanded analogue which has a larger channel
width (2.1 vs. 1.3 nm) and lower surface polarity (Fig. 5c).89 The
room temperature ionic conductivity of pressed powder pellets
grafted with triethylene glycol dimethyl ether varied over four
orders of magnitude for the diﬀerent composites. The highest
conductivity in the study (0.25 mS cm1) was measured for the
expanded material loaded with salts with non-coordinating
anions. Notably, this conductivity is among the highest
reported for Mg(II) solid electrolytes.90
2.3 Energy harvesting and emission
The hybrid organic–inorganic structure of MOFs provides
numerous opportunities for light harvesting and tuning energy
transport. Light can be absorbed by the linkers, metal cations,
or guest molecules and transferred by exciton hopping or
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET; Fig. 3b). The
same material characteristics that make MOFs attractive for
charge transport operate here, namely synthetic tunability,
long-range order and porosity as an additional design element.
However, the use of MOFs as active components in light-
harvesting devices was only discussed conceptually in the
initial MOF roadmap. Since then, the field has progressed to
the point that fundamental aspects of light harvesting in MOFs
and their relationship to MOF design are beginning to be
understood, and incorporation into devices has been achieved
in a few cases. This body of work demonstrates the potential of
MOFs for light harvesting, but also makes clear the major
challenges that must be surmounted. Several reviews focused on
synthetic approaches and post-synthetic functionalization,91,92
device aspects,93 and guest@MOF possibilities21 recently
appeared. Here we focus on the most recent device-related
developments, in particular the possibility of using MOFs for
photovoltaics (PV). The use of MOFs as emitter materials in
light-emitting diodes is also receiving considerable attention,
primarily from the point of view of emitter design,91,94 rather
than device integration and performance.
Photovoltaics.MOFs can be envisioned as active materials in
both the bulk heterojunction (BHJ)95 and the dye-sensitized
solar cell (DSSC)96,97 architectures. The advantages of MOFs in
both cases are the synthetic versatility that would allow both
light absorption and band alignment to be tuned, porosity that
can be used to contain absorbers and/or charge carriers, and
long-range order. In conventional BHJs, an electron-donating
semiconducting organic polymer serves the dual roles of light
absorption and hole transport, with a molecular acceptor
(often a fullerene) enabling exciton splitting and electron
transport. The microstructure of these mixtures is tailored to
have both ordered donor–acceptor regions to promote efficient
exciton splitting and disordered regions of the electron- and
hole-conducting components to improve conductivity. A MOF
architecture emulating this would comprise a donor–acceptor
pair using the MOF as one half of the junction and the pores as
the host for a polymer or molecular semiconductor as the other
half.98 This concept is yet to be realized as a device, due to the
lack of semiconducting frameworks with appropriate band gap
and band alignment with a charge donor or acceptor material.
However, observation of energy transport by FRET99 and long-
lived charge separation100 in guest@MOF systems have been
demonstrated.
In contrast, in a DSSC, light absorption and charge transport
are performed by diﬀerent materials, making the material
engineering much less complex than for BHJ solar cells. MOFs
are well suited to serve as the dye (i.e. light harvesting)
component of a DSSC by virtue of the ability to build structures
with multiple light absorbers locked into a stable crystalline
structure. Moreover, the porosity provides an additional design
element by enabling another light absorber to be used, as well
as access for the electrolyte needed to regenerate the dye.
A recent report shows that even drop-cast MOF nanocrystals
can act as the sensitizer in a Gra¨tzel-type cell, ruling out the
possibility that free linker chemisorbed to the TiO2 surface is
the actual light absorber.101 When considering the required
properties of the MOF, light absorption in the visible and near
IR (B400–900 nm) is clearly essential. Closed-shell metal ions
such as zinc are preferred, as these minimize the opportunities
for exciton quenching by fast decay to the ground state or the
LUMO, rather than undergoing charge injection. Other necessary
properties are compatibility with electrolytes such as I/I3
 and
pores large enough to allow the electrolyte to come into close
contact with the linkers. Effective visible light absorption is not
sufficient, however. Proper alignment of the MOF LUMO and
HOMO levels with the CB of TiO2 and the VB of the electrolyte are
also critical for efficient photocurrent generation. Walsh and
coworkers modeled the chemical potential of several well-known
MOFs and showed that in most cases the alignment with the TiO2
CB is poor.56
Porphyrin-containing linkers in zinc-based frameworks are a
logical choice for MOF-based sensitizers.73 However, their light
absorption is primarily in the 400–500 nm region. Adopting
strategies employed in the design of molecular sensitizers, the
light absorption peak in a MOF can be shifted somewhat to the
red by functionalizing the porphyrin ring with electron donors,
as was done with diphenylamino groups.65 MOFs composed of
dicarboxyphenylporphyrin (DCPP) linkers can exhibit very high
charge carrier generation efficiencies, on the order of 10%.65
Linkers that absorb light further to the red have also been
designed computationally;98 however, these have yet to be incor-
porated into a MOF. In another example of integrating a photo-
active MOF, TiO2–MIL-125 composites were made in a single-step
synthesis and integrated in ITO/TiO2–MIL-125/perovskite-graphite
devices.102 Incorporation of MIL-125 resulted in an apparent
photosensitization, raising the energy conversion efficiency from
2.5 to 6.4%.
MOF analogues of classical ruthenium dyes are another light
harvesting strategy being explored to provide absorption in the
middle of the visible spectrum.103–105 Morris and coworkers
adopted this strategy, incorporating ruthenium centers into a
UiO-67 framework, and performed extensive photophysical
characterization103,106,107 of these materials and thin film
growth. An especially promising aspect of this work is that
MOF sensitization outperformed a device sensitized by the
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molecular ruthenium complex. It was speculated that efficient
charge injection is possible because the Ru centers near the
TiO2 interface intercept distant excitons via FRET. Long
hopping distances have been reported in porphyrin- and
BODIPY-based MOFs as well,108,109 suggesting that the ordered
crystalline structure of MOFs is a key advantage. A chiral,
indium–potassium MOF was reported as a co-sensitizer with
a conventional ruthenium dye (N719) was also reported.110 PV
cells also have been constructed by depositing HKUST-1 on
mesoporous TiO2, yielding a reasonable prototype efficiency
(0.26%) and a moderate improvement over a bare TiO2 ref. 111.
The ruthenium analogue of HKUST-1 gives even higher effi-
ciency (1.22%).104 However, the exact role of the MOF is unclear;
heavy iodine doping was necessary in both cases to achieve the
reported efficiencies, presumably to install acceptable electronic
conductivity.
Whether the band gap in a MOF is direct or indirect also has
a bearing on its potential for PV and light emission applica-
tions. Direct band gap semiconductors eﬃciently absorb light
to create excitons (bound electron–hole pairs) that can be split
to produce current in a PV cell. In contrast, light absorption is
slow for indirect semiconductors, making them unattractive for
light absorption unless very thick layers are used; similarly,
they are of little use for light-emitting devices. For virtually
all MOFs, the nature of the band gap has not been established,
but can be predicted as for the Sr-based MOF discussed in
Section 2.1. Liu et al. were the first to consider the nature of the
band gap for a porphyrin MOF and concluded that their material
is an indirect band gap semiconductor (Fig. 6a).52 Time-
dependent DFT calculations predict a bandgap of 1.94 eV for
the zinc-metallated porphyrin linker and GGA-DFT indicates
some dispersion in the valence and conduction bands. However,
this dispersion is so small (B3 meV in the G–Z direction,
perpendicular to the porphyrin planes) that semiconductivity
via an indirect band gap is unlikely. The resulting electron
carrier mass, 9.6me (me = electron mass), is more than an order
of magnitude higher than molecular organic conductors such as
rubrene,45 suggesting that the electronic conductivity also will be
poor. From a structural standpoint, through-space conduction
between the adjacent porphyrin rings will be low, due to the
0.6 nm inter-ring separation. The zinc-carboxylate linkages
between porphyrins are not expected to provide significant
through-bond conductivity, as also indicated by the limited
efficiency of initial explorations in PV using MOF-5112 and
Al2(BDC)3.
113 Unfortunately, the temperature-dependent electri-
cal conductivity was not measured, which could confirm this
conclusion. In spite of these uncertainties, the thorough spectro-
scopic and device characterization performed by Liu et al. pro-
vide important data that encourage further research to design
MOFs for light harvesting and photonic applications.
In addition to light absorption and/or carrier separation and
transportation, MOFs are being explored for diﬀerent roles in
PV applications as well. For example, ZIF-8 films incorporated
in dye-sensitized FTO/TiO2 half-cells formed an energy barrier
preventing interfacial charge recombination (Fig. 6b and c).114
However, as indicated by the decreased energy conversion
eﬃciency (from 5.11 to 4.31%), this eﬀect also hampers charge
injection from the dye molecules to the semiconductor. In a
follow-up study, this unfavorable side-eﬀect was to a certain
extent overcome by modifying the fabrication protocol and
Fig. 6 Integration of MOFs in photovoltaic research. (a,i) FTO/SURMOF/I–I3
/Pt PV cell assembly. The energy diagram shows photon absorption and
exciton separation in the porphyrin SURMOF. (a,ii) Periodic nematic stacking of porphyrin linkers in the SURMOF (metal nodes are omitted for clarity).
A proposed exciton diffusion pathway is shown by the red arrows. Adapted and reproduced with permission from ref. 52. Copyright 2015 Wiley & Sons.
(b) Design of a typical DSSC. (c) MOF as barrier layer for immobilization of dyes to TiO2 at the photoanode half-cell. Adapted from ref. 115. Copyright 2015
Wiley & Sons.
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depositing the ZIF-8 barrier layer on top of pre-adsorbed dye
molecules, thereby increasing the energy conversion eﬃciency
to 46%.115 Recent work also suggested a role for MOFs in wet
chemical fabrication of organic-lead halide perovskite devices,
one of the fastest growing PV technologies. As the perovskite
unit cell is significantly smaller than that of most MOFs,
nucleation of perovskite nanodomains should be possible
within a host with large enough pores. This strategy was
demonstrated by adding nanocrystals of the Zr-based MOF-
525 (1.8 nm pore size) to a perovskite spin coating solution.116
Surprisingly, the addition of the MOF caused a significant
increase in the eﬃciency (from 10.1% to 12.0%) that seems
related only to the MOF scaﬀolding during perovskite nucleation.
Light-emitting devices. Besides PV applications, the
designer nature of MOFs oﬀers opportunities in light emission
as well. Many frameworks are luminescent and through the
combined engineering of inorganic nodes, organic linkers and
guest space and therefore oﬀer more design parameters than
alternative materials in this area. Examples of approaches to
tune the emission color include fine-tuning the linker91,94,117 or
the metal ion118 (especially lanthanide ions119) alone or in
combination, or alternatively, by infiltrating the pores with
luminescent species120,121 or by creating MOF nanoparticles.122
These materials are primarily targeted for use as phosphors that
down-convert the emission of UV or blue LEDs to longer
wavelengths and create broad spectrum white light emission.
Due to the rapidly growing market for LEDs, a search is ongoing
for eﬃcient phosphors that are low-cost, sustainable, safe, non-
toxic, and easily processible. Such materials can become alter-
natives for the rare-earth phosphors originally developed for
fluorescent lighting and now implemented in LEDs.
One of the earliest studies of emission-tuning in MOFs for
phosphor applications was the synthesis of In2BTB3 by Nenoﬀ
and co-workers, and the observation of its inherent broad-band
white emission when excited at 330 nm.123 It was shown that
the emission color temperature, important for practical warm
white-light applications, could be rationally tuned by doping
the framework with isomorphic red-emitting Eu(III). However,
the internal quantum yield of the proof-of-concept system,
4.3%, was still extremely low. A great deal of progress has been
made since then, most prominently by Li and co-workers.124
First, they showed that the photoluminescent properties of the
host frameworks and selected guests can be rationally com-
bined to improve the guest@MOF composite material perfor-
mance. For example blue-emitting Cd-TATPT was prepared
with an optimized concentration of a yellow-emitting cationic
Ir(III) complex encapsulated in the pores (20% internal quan-
tum yield for excitation at 370 nm).125 An interesting iteration
of this concept is the one-step synthesis of MOF-based host–
guest systems. Tan and co-workers demonstrated how a Zn-
based emitter can be encapsulated during the formation of
ZIF-8, leading to significantly enhanced luminescence stability.126
DFT moreover indicates cooperativity via a host–guest charge
transfer mechanism. A second important concept is the inhibition
of non-radiative decay via chromophore rotation, vibration, and
torsion by anchoring such emitters into the rigid MOF
backbone (Fig. 7a). For example, tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)ethylene
(H4TCPBE) was used as a linker in the synthesis of a Zn2(TCPBE)
framework.127 Red shifting of the emission spectrum was observed
through incorporation in the MOF, as well as an increase of the
internal quantum yield from o50% for the organic by itself to
480% for the MOF. Third, by incorporation of a band gap-
modulating co-ligand, the internal quantum yield can be further
enhanced, up to 90.7% at 400 nm excitation for Zn6(BTC)4(TPPE)2
(TPPE = 1,1,2,2-tetrakis(4-(pyridin-4-yl)phenyl)ethylene).128 The
above results demonstrate that the incorporation of tailored photo-
luminescent linkers in MOFs can be used as a combined strategy
for immobilization, stabilization and fine-tuning of their emission
characteristics. Powder coating of blue-emitting LEDs with MOF
phosphors has been demonstrated by several groups as a device-
level proof-of-concept (Fig. 7b).
In contrast to MOF coatings on the outside of a LED, deeper
integration of light-emitting MOFs as an active component, i.e.
as the actual emitting layer in which electron–hole recombina-
tion results in light emission, would avoid the energy losses
intrinsic to down-conversion and could enable new emission
signatures and eliminate or reduce the cost of certain critical
elements. Nevertheless, integration of (semi)conducting MOFs
in LEDs has thus far not been reported. To achieve this goal,
the MOF must be both emissive in the desired spectral region
and have good charge mobility. A low density of electrically
active defects and high charge mobility are also essential for an
efficient LED so that injected holes and electrons can penetrate
the emitting layer(s) and recombine to form excitons with
Fig. 7 MOFs for light emitting devices. (a) Schematic illustration of the
improvement in quantum yield of a yellow-emitting organic chromophore
by incorporation in a rigid metal–organic framework. Adapted from
ref. 124. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (b) Blue LED bulb
and plate coated with solution-processed Zn2(TCPBE) MOF phosphor as a
demonstration of application in white LEDs. Adapted from ref. 127.
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minimal non-radiative recombination. As discussed in Section 2.1,
measurements of electronic mobility in MOFs are rare.8 In the
few cases for which they are known, the frameworks are
comprised of transition metal cations that are likely to be only
weakly luminescent, if at all. Mobilities have been reported
for an indium-isophthalate framework129 and for a zinc-
tetrathiafulvalene MOF,22 but the luminescence spectra were
not reported. Clearly, this is a promising area that is ripe for
new research and in which the ability to build multiple func-
tions into the framework is an important advantage.
2.4 Magnetic properties
The presence of open-shell metal centers can impart magnetic
properties in MOFs. Several reviews discussed such structure–
property relationships and the magnetic changes that occur in
response to different chemical and physical stimuli.130,131
Therefore, in this section we focus on important progress
towards understanding guest-induced spin crossover, the only
magnetic property of MOFs that has received significant atten-
tion from a device point of view. Spin crossover occurs when the
spin state of a metal ion switches from the low-spin to the high-
spin ground state electronic configuration and vice versa.132
The resulting changes in occupation of the antibonding and
nonbonding molecular orbitals modulate the magnetic and opti-
cal properties of the material, providing a transduction mecha-
nism for sensing near room temperature.133 The spin transition
temperature and thermal hysteresis are two related properties that
can be modulated by altering the ligand field strength and
cooperativity that arises from intermolecular interactions in the
complex.134 Although spin crossover can also be induced by
physical stimuli such as light, pressure, and temperature, we
focus here on guest-induced effects. Given the wide array of
binding motifs and chemical functionalities in MOFs, there are
numerous opportunities for tuning spin crossover behavior,
including the ability to exploit porosity for guest@MOF interac-
tions not possible in traditional spin crossover complexes.40
The first account of spin crossover in a porous MOF was
reported by Halder et al., who demonstrated that the Fe(II) spin
crossover center in Fe2(AZPY)4(NCS)4 (AZPY = trans-4,40-
azopyridine; NCS = thiocyanate) renders the framework respon-
sive to various guest molecules.135 While spin crossover is absent
for the evacuated framework, modulated spin crossover is
achieved in the presence of several alcohols, thereby illustrating
the potential for reversible sensing. Prior to this work, spin
crossover eﬀects due to guest counter ions were demonstrated
in three-dimensional networks such as the [Fe(BTR)3](ClO4)2
(BTR = 4,40-bis-1,2,4-triazole) system,136 but these materials are
not stable upon guest removal. Halder, Kepert and co-workers
later extended their initial study by replacing AZPY with diﬀerent
bis-pyridyl ligands to further tune guest-induced spin crossover
behavior.137–140 Following these seminal findings, several groups
have exploited three-dimensional Hofmann clathrates as a tun-
able platform for probing spin crossover effects. These materials
have a Fe(L)[M(CN)4] structure, in which L is a pillaring ligand
between the Fe(II) cations and M is Ni(II), Pd(II) or Pt(II). A
summary of these structures and various guest-induced effects
can be found in recent reviews.141,142 For sensing applications,
the Fe(pyrazine)[Pt(CN)4] Hofmann variant is likely the most
promising as spin crossover is observed near room temperature
in the bulk form as well as in thin films.143–145
A number of recent advances bode well for the development
of MOF-based magnetic sensing devices. While initial spin
crossover studies focused primarily on small, polar molecules,
the range of guest species targeted now spans an array of
solvent and gas molecules, including halogens and aromatic
species.141,142 Recent studies indicate that weakly interacting
molecules such as nitrogen and oxygen cannot yet be detected
using spin crossover. However, among the more strongly inter-
acting species that can be detected, the current understanding is
too limited to confidently predict their spin crossover eﬀects.
Molecular modeling is playing an increasingly important role in
elucidating the underlying principles governing the spin cross-
over response, with recent studies of the Fe(pyrazine)[Pt(CN)4]
framework providing valuable insight into the origin of its guest-
modulated behavior.146,147 For example, in agreement with
experiment, ligand field molecular mechanics simulations pre-
dict that the spin crossover temperature of Fe(pyrazine)[Pt(CN)4]
decreases with increasing water loading, a phenomenon attrib-
uted to the elongation of the Fe(II)–pyrazine bonds caused by
water interactions.147 In addition to the successful growth of
spin crossover MOFs as thin films,143–145,148–150 recent work
demonstrated reversible ppm-level gas sensing by monitoring
refractive index changes upon aromatic volatile organic com-
pound adsorption in a spin crossover Fe(BPAC)[Pt(CN)4] (BPAC =
bis(4-pyridyl)acetylene) material.151 What is still missing from
these developments is the demonstration of a MOF-enabled
sensing device whereby a spin crossover MOF is incorporated
as an integral component of the device hardware.
2.5 Dielectric properties
Dielectric polarization. The charge carriers of non-
conductive materials, by definition, cannot move freely along
the direction of electric fields. Nonetheless, these carriers can be
locally displaced from their equilibrium position by an electric
field, leading to dielectric polarization (e.g. in the medium in
between two capacitor electrodes). The dielectric constant (k) is
the resistance of a medium to the formation of an internal
electric field. When k is decreased, the resistance to formation of
an electric field in the medium will increase (maximum resis-
tance at k = 1 in the absence of any medium: vacuum). For a
given material, k is described by the Debye eqn (3), in which N is
total density of dipoles, ae the electronic polarization, ad the
distortion polarization, and the third term corresponds to the
thermally averaged contribution of the permanent dipole m:152
1 k
kþ 2 ¼
4p
3
N ae þ ad þ m
2
3kT
 
(3)
Hence, the three terms in the Debye equation represent the field-
induced displacement of electron clouds, the displacement of
nuclei or ions, and the orientation of permanent dipoles. In
general, k decreases with decreasing material density, the intro-
duction of porosity, and less polarizable atoms and bonds.
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Importantly, the diﬀerent contributions to polarization are
frequency-dependent, i.e. they are associated with diﬀerent
frequency regimes based on the speed at which the induced
polarization is able to adjust to an applied alternating electric
field. Electron clouds, being lowest in mass, contribute to the
polarizability even at frequencies as high as 1015 Hz. Ions
and molecular dipoles, by contrast, will only resonate below
ca. 1012 Hz and 109 Hz or lower, respectively (Fig. 8a).153 Typical
operation frequencies in integrated electronic circuits are in the
range of 109 Hz. This means that all three Debye terms can
contribute to the k, and therefore should be taken into account
in the design of suitable dielectrics.
Adsorption and desorption of guest molecules in MOFs
leads to variation of the density and polarizability and a related
transition in dielectric constant, from k(MOF) to k(guest@MOF). For
example, by replacing less polarizable guest molecules with more
polarizable counterparts, the k (60 Hz) of Ni(II)-bisbenzimidazole
coordination polymers increases from 4.8 to 12.6.154 Maxwell’s
eqn (4) relates the refractive index (n) to the real part of the
dielectric constant at the frequency of optical electromagnetic
waves (e.g. 1015 Hz for visible light):
n ¼ ﬃﬃﬃkp (4)
Hence, guest-induced variation of polarizability is not only a
signal transduction route for electronic chemical sensors, but
also for optical chemical sensors (n(MOF) to n(guest@MOF)). An
important distinction lies in the fact that orientation and distor-
tion polarization eﬀects do not contribute to the optical signal,
whereas they do in electrical transduction at lower frequencies.
Related chemical sensing approaches that have been reported in
literature will be discussed in the in Section 4.2.
Low-j dielectrics. Dielectric materials play a pivotal role in
microelectronics, as the capacitance is one of the fundamental
properties of a circuit. In integrated circuits, diﬀerent metal inter-
connects are separated by an interlayer dielectric (ILD, Fig. 8b).
Downsizing of CMOS technology requires increasingly challenging
ILD properties. For example, the parasitic (i.e. unwanted) capaci-
tance between neighboring interconnects has to be kept to a
minimum as it hampers signal propagation speed and increases
power dissipation. To address this issue, reduced kmaterials have
to be implemented. By definition, low-k dielectrics are materials
that are less polarizable than SiO2, or ko 4. Porousmaterials are of
particular interest as the incorporation of open space lowers the
density (N) and therefore k. However, at the same time the pore
aperture should be kept to a minimum to prevent metal penetra-
tion and electromigration during fabrication and device operation.
Hydrophobicity is another requirement, as uptake and entrapment
of humidity need to be avoided (kH2O =B80). Selection criteria such
as processability and integration routes, mechanical properties
(e.g. fracture properties and thermomechanical loading), break-
down voltage and environmental impact are also decisive for the
selection of future ILD materials.155 The development of k o 2.4
materials has been ongoing for years, and selecting suitable
candidates for k o 2.0 has been particularly challenging (e.g.
impact of high porosity on processability, resistance to process-
induced damage and mechanical stability). Nanoporous materials
based on modified SiO2 (e.g. porous, carbon-doped and fluorinated
SiO2) are now commercially implemented. Although further
improvement will depend on finding replacements, the diﬃculty
of this search is evident and resulted in postponing with every
edition of the ITRS roadmap in the last decade.156
The potential of MOFs for low-k applications was initially
put forward by Zagorodniy et al. through theoretic evaluation of
the (static) k of a range of diﬀerent Zn(II)carboxylate IRMOFs.157
The semi-empirical Clausius–Mossoti formula was used; neglect-
ing orientation and distortion polarization contributions. In a
later study, these estimations were confirmed by first-principle
DFT calculations, showing only a slight underestimation
(o10%).158 Above all, these calculations suggest that reticular
MOF design can be utilized as a route to ko 2.0 materials with
Fig. 8 MOFs as low-k dielectrics. (a) Simulated plot of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant as a function of frequency for a fictional
material. Redrawn from ref. 153. (b) False-color cross-sectional electron microscopy image of 90 nm CMOS microprocessor. Interconnects (red-brown)
are embedded in multiple layers of low-k ILD (green). The inset shows the transistor layer that is position at the bottom of the vertical stack. Adapted from
ref. 152. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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desirable band gaps (45 eV) and suitable mechanical properties.
However, experimental benchmarking of the theoretically
proposed materials requires synthesis of the proposed materials
as high-quality thin films in metal–insulator–metal (MIM) capa-
citors for analysis by impedance spectroscopy. This has not yet
been achieved for all highly porous IRMOFs that were proposed.
Lu and co-workers, in a recent review, summarized the handful
of studies reporting experimental low-k behavior of MOFs at
relevant frequencies.159 In line with the requirements for low-k
applications, the authors indicate that while MOFs show
potential, efforts are needed to develop suitable integration
strategies and computational screening. Currently, a few cases
have been reported that can be considered particularly promis-
ing. Eslava et al. reported k = 2.3 (0.1 MHz), for the prototypical
Zn(II) framework ZIF-8.160 The ZIF subclass of MOFs are promi-
nently utilized in thin film studies, and many compatible inte-
gration routes either available or in development (see Section 3.3).
In agreement with the low density of ZIF-8 (0.95 g cm3), the
distortion contribution to k was found to be low (0.5, in
comparison with 1.9 for SiO2). Hence, the observed k was only
slightly higher than the Clausius–Mossoti calculated (static)
k = 1.98. In addition, the breakdown voltage (42 MV cm2),
leak current (108 A cm2 at 1 MV cm2), environmental stability
and hydrophobicity of the ZIF-8 thin films were roughly within
the specifications needed for future low-kmaterials. Usman et al.
reported k = 2.4 (0.1 MHz), for two-dimensional Sr(1,3-BDC)
measured as pressed powder pellets.161 On the one hand, these
experimentally confirm the potential predicted for similar metal-
carboxylate MOFs. On the other hand, interstitial gaps and
interfaces in the pressed pellets could interfere with the data
interpretation and further work is needed to benchmark these
materials. Wo¨ll and co-workers studied the optical constants of
thin HKUST-1 films by spectroscopic ellipsometry at 750 nm, or
1014 Hz.162 After full dehydration of the framework n = 1.39 was
measured, which is in relatively good agreement with the
Clausius–Mossoti predicted (static) k = 1.7 (n = 1.30). Impor-
tantly, the optical constants do not include lower frequency
contributions and also in this case MIM capacitors need to be
fabricated and electrically analyzed. In general, further study in
this area is needed, particularly since MOFs can offer unexplored
strategies to further minimize k (e.g. isoreticular synthesis using
longer linkers to realize even lower density, low polarizability
fluorinated frameworks).
High-j dielectrics. Materials that combine high-k, low elec-
trical leakage and high breakdown voltage are needed in
microelectronics to enable capacitive coupling. For example,
the gate dielectric of a downsized microprocessor FET needs to
be high-k, particularly when fast switching and low leakage is
required. Currently, metal oxides such as ZrO2 and HfO2 are
implemented as high-k dielectrics. However, organic electronics
require alternative materials that couple suitable dielectric prop-
erties with e.g. lower mechanical brittleness.163,164 Because of the
versatile building blocks that can be incorporated in the MOF
backbone and pores, their use has been proposed in this context.
In a recent study by Li et al., electrochemically grown thin films
of the 2-fold interpenetrated Zn(dimethylammonium)(TBTC)
framework, MOF-246 (TBTC = 1,3,5-tris[4-(carboxyphenyl)-
oxamethyl]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzene), demonstrated k = 19.5, at
106 Hz.165 The high k value was attributed to the close-packed
interpenetration and electronic interaction of the frameworks
and its trapped solvent guests (dimethylformamide and etha-
nol). The film exhibited passable high-k insulating behavior,
showing a leakage current of 107 A cm1 at 1 kV cm1 and a
breakdown voltage above 10 kV cm1. However, a significantly
smaller k = 5.9 was observed for a powder layer of the same
material, possibly indicating better aligned space-charge distri-
bution in the monolithic film. Yet, further study is needed to
understand this phenomenon. Connected to the previous exam-
ples, non-centrosymmetric orientation of (induced) dipoles in
MOFs and guest@MOF approaches can give rise to ferroelectric
(high-k) dielectric behavior, i.e. spontaneous polarization that
can be electrically switched in a reversible way. The progress and
perspectives in this burgeoning field have been discussed by
specialized reviews.166,167
3. Microfabrication and current state
of MOF processing
The practical application of functional materials in devices
requires synthesis methods that provide control over properties
and morphology. In addition to performance, durability and
cost as criteria to assess a material, processability and compat-
ibility with all fabrication steps is key. In the next sections, a
general introduction to typical microfabrication steps is followed
by a discussion on the status of MOF processing in this context.
The latter includes thin film deposition and patterning, templat-
ing uses of MOFs and mechanical thin film behavior to illustrate
the importance of implementation-related engineering and its
relation with fundamental materials properties. Note that a
generalized description of microfabrication is inevitably an over-
simplification, and that production routes diﬀerent from the
example of CMOS technology are utilized in specific areas such
as large-area electronics, low-cost devices on plastics, etc.
3.1 Microfabrication: key characteristics and processing steps
CMOS production of integrated circuits (ICs, chips) is an
excellent example of cost-eﬀective industrial microfabrication as
its persistent progress enabled modern information technology.168
Moreover, microfabrication techniques and infrastructure have
become essential to science and technology areas far beyond
semiconductor technology, e.g. in nanoscience, at the interface
between physics, biology and chemistry. Many upcoming or
recently commercialized microelectromechanical systems, micro-
fluidics, on-chip bioassays, etc. would not have been feasible
without microfabrication routes that enable massively improved
performance, fabrication costs, power requirements, and device
reliability.169 In order to bring MOFs to the area of device research
and development, it is essential to capitalize on this technology
platform.
Microfabrication relies on sequences of the following unit
operations: thin film deposition, patterning, doping and
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etching (Fig. 9). Accordingly, electronic chips are generally
constructed bottom-up, layer-by-layer and part-by-part, through
vertical stacking of diﬀerent materials. Integration of each
material starts with deposition of a thin film on the substrate
(or on the structure resulting from the previous sequences).
A light-sensitive polymer, or photoresist, is then deposited on
top of the layer and patterned through ultraviolet lithography.
The pattern is transferred from the photoresist to the material
through an etching process. Lastly, the remaining photoresist
is removed from the assembly and the next sequence is
initialized. For semiconductor devices, spatial-selective doping
steps are included at diﬀerent instances throughout the
sequence. Whereas the above brief description is the textbook
example of IC microfabrication, in reality many variations are
utilized for case-specific causes.168 Markedly, well-established
technology platforms now exist for a range of substrates beyond
standard silicon wafers, such as glass and quartz (optical
transparence, piezoelectricity), ceramic materials (chemical
inertness, mechanical stability) and even organic polymers
(flexibility and low-cost for large-area applications).
Deposition. Device fabrication critically depends on the
deposition of homogeneous and pinhole-free films. Among a
wide range of film growth techniques, vapor phase depositions
are typically the process of choice, particularly for inorganics.170
These methods are categorized as either physical vapor deposi-
tion (PVD, i.e. direct deposition of an evaporated or sputtered
material) or chemical vapor deposition (CVD, i.e. reaction of
evaporated chemical precursors). A particularly flourishing CVD
process is atomic layer deposition (ALD), in which alternated
self-terminating reactions are used to enable bottom-up deposi-
tion of highly conformal films with precise thickness control.171
In addition, spin coating, spray coating and solution deposition
are popular alternatives, particularly for organics. Many factors
need to be taken into account in the development and selection
of MOF thin film processing routes: control over composition
and microstructure (crystallinity, epitaxy, grain size, grain
boundaries, etc.), surface texture (low roughness), deposition
speed, film–substrate interface chemistry and adhesion and
compatibility of the deposition conditions with general prere-
quisites (avoidance of solvents, corrosive metal salts, chemical or
physical contamination, etc.).172 In the context of inorganic
microelectronic devices, MOFs can be considered relatively
delicate in terms of chemical, mechanical and thermal stability,
potentially leading to issues in other processing steps. Never-
theless, the type and number of steps following MOF deposition
will depend on the position and integration level of the material
and therefore its role, e.g. as embedded interlayer dielectric
versus a chemical sensor coating in contact with the environ-
ment. If required, a device can be optimized to position
the integration of a more delicate but critical material towards
the back-end of the processing line (Fig. 9). In those cases, the
deposition of that material cannot corrode or contaminate any of
the previously deposited features. Note that in the cases when
back-end processing is not possible (e.g. transistors), much
more rigorous requirements are imposed upon these films but
acceptable deposition conditions span a broader range.
Patterning, planarization and doping.Microscale patterning
is the fundamental step that enables integration of complex
functions in electronic devices. Basically, in this fabrication
step the computer-assisted design of the device is transferred to
the physical reality. Electron beam lithography is typically used
to directly write a set of masks, which are subsequently used for
mass-scale transfer of the patterns via photolithography. After
selective removal of the photoresist, the functional material is
patterned through etching. Wet etching, using liquid chemicals,
as well as dry etching, using gas-phase chemistry, are frequently
used. Additive patterning routes are a valuable alternative to the
previous scheme. For example, area-selective deposition can be
used to circumvent exposing materials to etching procedures
(e.g. through shadow-mask deposition, soft lithography and
microcontact printing, or lift-oﬀ lithography). Related to wet
etching is the practice of chemical-mechanical planarization
(CMP), which is utilized to smooth non-planar films in prepara-
tion of a next deposition step. This step is an essential part of
current ‘‘Damascene’’ processing of the metal interconnects and
ILDs in the fabrication of ICs.152,168 Similar to shadow-mask
deposition of a material, the carrier type and carrier concen-
tration of a semiconductor film can be altered in a spatially
defined way through patterned doping. For inorganic semicon-
ductors, this is achieved via ion beam implantation or solid
diﬀusion of chemical dopants.
Back-end processing. After completion of all processing
steps, the wafer substrate is diced to allow individual packaging
of the chips that were produced in parallel. In this stage,
advanced chip stacks can be fabricated through vertical bonding
of diﬀerent substrates (e.g. ‘‘flip-chip’’ assemblies), although
integrating all functions on a single substrate is preferred. The
role of packaging is to protect and preserve the performance of
Fig. 9 Unit operations of microfabrication and chip production logistics.
Three options for MOF integration during the production of a hypothetical
CMOS fabricated chemical sensor are proposed: in the course of the
microfabrication process (option A), before dicing step in back-end
processing (option B) and on individual dies before packaging (option C).
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the device. In addition, the package provides larger-scale elec-
trical contacts to the chip, for interfacing with a printed circuit
board. Although crucial to enable devices, this engineering area
is not discussed further here.
3.2 Depositing and patterning MOF thin films
The first step toward the fabrication of devices requires the
deposition of MOF films, with control over composition, homo-
geneity, thickness, roughness and ideally crystal orientation.173
A second and similarly prominent aspect to fully exploit MOFs
in the field of miniaturized devices requires the ability to
fabricate MOF patterns from the micro- to the nano-scale. Since
the publication of several reviews on fabrication methods for
films and patterns,174–176 the field has further expanded, driven
by the prospect of MOF-based devices. In this section the main
methods used for MOF film preparation and MOF pattern
fabrication will be illustrated, highlighting the most relevant
progress and the conceptual differences.
Chemical solution growth. Solvothermal methods developed
for MOF powder synthesis have been adopted for thin film
growth. In some cases, nucleation and growth on the substrate
occurs spontaneously, as in a particularly popular ZIF-8 growth
protocol.177 In other cases, the surface needs to be pretreated, by
the introduction of anchoring sites or organic178 or inorganic179,180
aﬃnity layers. This approach is somewhat related to seeding
protocols to locally lowering the energetic barrier for crystal
nucleation.181 In any case, care should be taken to avoid corrosion
and chemical contamination when introducing a substrate with
previously defined features in a solution containing metal salts or
at non-neutral pH levels. For this reason, mild conditions and
minimally corrosive MOF precursors are preferred. Alternatively,
the MOF could be deposited as film at the start of a fabrication
sequence, before more delicate features are introduced. Top-down
patterning of MOF films through lithography is not yet routinely
performed, but has been illustrated for selected materials through
photoresist masking and acid etching (Fig. 10a).108,182 This
approach can likely be extended to other film growth methods
and materials.
Bottom-up patterning, i.e. inducing patterned surface
growth from a synthesis solution layered on top, has been
demonstrated as well. For instance, carboxylate nucleation sites
can be patterned on a surface while the rest of the surface is
passivated with a CF3-terminated self-assembled monolayer
(SAM).183 Similarly, seeds can be deposited in a pattern,
e.g. by placing them in lithographically defined wells or
channels.184,185 An alternative approach for direct lithographic
control over nucleation is by including a photobase in the
synthesis solution and irradiating a liquid film through a mask
to locally generate basic species and induce MOF nucleation
through ligand deprotonation.186 In evaporation-induced
bottom-up patterning, MOF crystals are grown by depositing
small volumes of precursor solution on predetermined loca-
tions on a substrate, followed by slow evaporation.187 The
localization of the MOF precursor solution during evaporation
gives rise to an increased precursor concentration in a confined
volume, thus forcing nucleation and growth of a limited
number of crystals. This approach has been used to yield a
few or even single crystals at each precursor droplet location. In
several cases the orientation of these crystals with respect to the
surface of the support was observed, likely due to the alignment
of well-defined crystal facets with the surface. Diﬀerent precursor
solution deposition methods including micro-contact printing,187
microfluidic pen lithography,188 digital microfluidics,189 and ink-
jet printing190 (Fig. 10b) have been used to pattern MOF growth,
even on large areas. For MOFs that can form under mild evapora-
tion conditions, these methodologies provide a straightforward
fabrication route.
Liquid-phase epitaxy. Liquid-phase epitaxial (LPE) deposi-
tion is a bottom-up layer-by-layer growth method that oﬀers
a high level of control over chemical functionalization and
crystal orientation. Typically, SAM-functionalized gold-coated
substrates are used with terminating functional groups that can
interact with metal ions (e.g. –COOH, –NH2, –OH). By alternat-
ingly exposing these substrates to metal salt and ligand solu-
tions, a crystalline MOF film can be built up layer by layer.191
The resulting MOF films typically have a precisely controlled
thickness and good properties in terms of homogeneity and
roughness. These properties allow combination with other
Fig. 10 Chemical solution growth of patterned MOF films. (a) Demon-
stration of two patterning routes for microscopic patterning of ZIF-8 thin
films via solution deposition: photolithographic etching (left) and area-
selective solution deposition on microcontact printed SAM (right). Adapted
from ref. 108. Copyright 2012 John Wiley & Sons. (b) Inkjet printing of
HKUST-1 precursor solution. (b,i) Picture of the precursor solution ink. (b,ii)
Picture of the printed HKUST-1 pattern. Reproduced with permission from
ref. 190. Copyright 2013 John Wiley and Sons.
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deposition techniques, as demonstrated by the fabrication of
periodic MOF/oxide stacks via alternating LPE and sputtering.192
Additionally, crystals can often be grown with a clear out-of-
plane preferential orientation and hetero-epitaxial MOF-on-MOF
growth has been demonstrated.193–196 A recent review by
Zhuang, Terfort and Wo¨ll highlights different aspects of this
deposition technique in detail.197 As LPE is greatly facilitated by
using a metal precursor with a structural motif that resembles
the MOF metal ion node, research in this area focused in
particular on carboxylate MOFs based on Cu(II), Zn(II), and to a
lesser extent Fe(III),198 by using the corresponding acetate
salts.193,194,199 Nevertheless, the demonstration of LPE growth
of the azolate frameworks ZIF-8200 and ZIF-90201 indicates the
broader applicability of the method.
LPE deposition was initially based on dip-coating, resulting
in a time-consuming film fabrication process. A further itera-
tion by Wo¨ll, Fisher and co-workers demonstrated that alter-
natingly spraying the building block solutions preserves most
of the characteristics of the original process and allows faster
deposition on larger surfaces (Fig. 11a).202 Another advance-
ment was made by Eddaoudi and co-workers,203 who demon-
strated LPE deposition through alternating injection of MOF
precursors in a spin-coater, thereby enabling rapid growth up to
several micrometers for substrates up to tens of centimeters
(Fig. 11b). In all accelerated LPE demonstrations, films were
deposited on flat surfaces as draining issues would lead to
inhomogeneity for complex three-dimensional substrates. The
LPE methodology is intrinsically suitable for localized deposi-
tion, as the SAM surface functionalization required to initiate
growth can easily be patterned, for instance via soft litho-
graphic methods (e.g. stamping).204
Conversion of metal oxides and related precursors. The
approach of using metal oxide films as precursors for MOF
coatings benefits from a range of established technologies for
deposition of the former (PVD, CVD, ALD, sol–gel methods,
etc.). In the context of device fabrication, an advantage of this
approach is that no corrosive metal salts are contacted with
preformed circuitry (e.g. Cl or NO3
 anions). To grow the MOF,
the oxide is decomposed to release cations while a suitable
ligand is introduced. For example, the surface of an Al2O3
support was transformed into MIL-53 through solvothermal
treatment in the presence of terephthalic acid.205 Similarly,
Furukawa and co-workers illustrated the fabrication of MOF
structures through quantitative pseudomorphic replication of
three-dimensional Al2O3 structures fabricated via sol–gel
routes.206 Recently, several reports demonstrated the conver-
sion of thin ALD films instead of bulk oxides to conformal MOF
coatings by solvothermal conversion, on both flat substrates
and particles (Fig. 12a).207–209 As is clear from the thin film
work, it is crucial to match precursor dissolution and MOF
nucleation to avoid loss of a too large fraction of metal ions to
the solution, resulting in defective coatings or even homoge-
neous (bulk) nucleation in the solution. Therefore, often fairly
aggressive conditions not compatible with microelectronics
fabrication are used (e.g. microwave heating, pH conditions).
To completely avoid metal ions escaping to solution, the con-
version can be performed under solvent-free conditions as well,
as proposed by Stassen et al. for conversion of ZnO into ZIF-8 by
contacting the oxide with the melted linker (Fig. 12b).210 In a
next iteration, the same group demonstrated the transformation
of conformal ALD metal oxides in a vapor-only process, coined
‘‘MOF-CVD’’, that enables highly uniform ZIF-8 films as thin as
50 nm.211 By avoiding the use of solvents, metal salts and
aggressive conditions, this process is highly compatible with
vacuum technology and CMOS microfabrication.172
In addition to oxides, other inorganics have been used as
well. For instance, Cu(OH)2 to HKUST-1 conversion was demon-
strated as a route for eﬃcient bulk production.212,213 Starting
from crystalline Cu(OH)2 nanostructures Takahashi, Falcaro and
co-workers, demonstrated the first heteroepitaxial inorganic–MOF
growth process, resulting in both in-plane and out-of-plane
orientation of Cu-based MOFs on a centimeter scale.214 This
approach provides access to anisotropic properties of MOFs and
devices based on oriented crystalline films, hinting at some
similarities with semiconductor wafers. In situ oxidation of metal-
lic substrates can be a source of metal ions as well. For instance,
HKUST-1 films have been formed by exposing copper plates
different oxidizing agents, including ammonium persulfate,
Fig. 11 Liquid phase epitaxy. (a,i) Schematic diagram showing LPE growth
of {100} oriented HKUST-1 SURMOF. (a,ii) Tilted-view electron microscopy
image of spray LPE HKUST-1. (a,iii) Thickness of spray LPE HKUST-1 film at
diﬀerent number of cycles. Adapted from ref. 202. Copyright 2011 John
Wiley & Sons. (b,i) Overview of spin coating LPE method. (b,ii) Thickness of
spin coating LPE HKUST-1 film at diﬀerent number of cycles. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 203.
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H2O2 and Ag
+.215 Grzybowski and co-workers extended this
approach for different substrates (ceramics, metals and polymers)
coated with metallic copper (500 nm) for the preparation of
porphyrin-based MOF.216 Homogeneous MOF films were depos-
ited over large areas (410 cm) that could moreover be detached,
allowing preparation of free-standing MOF membranes. As the
conditions for direct metal conversion are intrinsically corrosive,
this approach is more suitable for film deposition at the start of a
fabrication process rather than later on when other features are
present.
When thick films (40.5–1 mm) are targeted, the above
methods are not particularly suited, at least not as a one-step
approach. As the contact between ligand and inorganic is
required, the process is limited by the diffusion of precursors
through the MOF film. For most protocols, film roughness is
somewhat higher than for LPE, up to 30% of the MOF film
thickness. In terms of patterning, conversion of oxides and
metals has the big advantage that it can rely on established
protocols, often routinely applied in microfabrication. When
solvothermally converting patterned precursors, particular care
should be taken to match dissolution and MOF crystallization.
As mentioned above, the immobility of metal ions in solvent-
free conditions has been demonstrated, thereby avoiding this
issue. Solvent-free processing also enables entirely new pattern-
ing strategies, such as hot-pressing precursors to various
substrates.217 In addition, vapor-only processing enables
solvent-incompatible substrates and processing routes (e.g.
lift-off patterning). Another advantage of growth from inorgan-
ics is that deliberate incomplete conversion leaves a ‘‘primer’’
layer between the MOF and the substrate, leading to improved
adhesion.
Electrochemical film growth. Both anodic and cathodic
electrochemical deposition processes have been reported for
MOFs and were recently reviewed in detail.218,219 In anodic
MOF formation, cations are liberated from a metallic electrode
and react with ligand in the surrounding synthesis solution
(Fig. 13a). This procedure was initially proposed by Mu¨ller and
co-workers at BASF,220 as an method to avoid salts and there-
fore corrosion in the large-scale production of MOF powders.
De Vos and co-workers realized the potential of this method for
the rapid fabrication of HKUST-1 coatings due to the high
concentration of Cu(II) ions at the anode.221 Several other teams
further elucidated the underlying steps in film formation and
the influence of experimental parameters such as solvents,
temperature, electrolytes, voltage and current density on the
growth of diﬀerent MOFs including HKUST-1, ZIF-8, MIL-100(Al),
MIL-53(Al), and MIL-53-NH2(Al).
222–224 The method was later
extended to films of a range of other well-known ZIFs (ZIF-4,
ZIF-7, ZIF-14, ZIF-67)225 and robust Zr(IV) frameworks such as UiO-
66.226 Cathodic MOF deposition was first demonstrated by Dinca
and co-workers and relies on the generation of basic species near
the cathode surface (Fig. 13b).227 For instance, in a synthesis
solution containing Zn(II) nitrate and terephthalic acid, the gen-
eration of OH ions through reduction of the NO3
 anion results
in ligand deprotonation and formation of a MOF-5 film on the
cathode. This approach was subsequently demonstrated for dif-
ferent probases and extended to other frameworks, including
HKUST-1 and lanthanide-base materials.228–231 Although cathodic
film growth requires the addition of a metal salt, it was also
observed on the cathode during anodic UiO-66 growth in the
presence of nitric acid, as Zr(IV) species were transported from one
electrode to the other.226 In this case, anodic deposition resulted
Fig. 12 Conversion of ALD deposited oxides. (a) ZnO deposition by ALD followed by partial solvothermal conversion to ZIF-8. Adapted from ref. 207.
Copyright 2014 John Wiley & Sons. (b,i) MOF-CVD route: ALD of ZnO followed by vapor–solid reaction with linker and crystallization of ZIF-8.
(b,ii) MOF-CVD lift-off lithography route for patterned deposition of ZIF-8. Adapted from ref. 210. Copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group.
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in superior adhesion on the metallic zirconium substrate, likely
due to an intermediate oxide layer. On the other hand, cathodic
deposition has the advantage that a broader range of electrodes can
be used. For instance, reduction of a 4-carboxyphenyldiazonium
salt was demonstrated to efficiently functionalize glassy carbon
cathodes for subsequent solvothermal MOF deposition.232
For both anodic and cathodic approaches, the self-sealing
character of film growth is an important advantage. The under-
lying mechanism is that when depositing non-conductive,
electrode-passivating films such as MOFs, the uncovered metal-
lic areas (i.e. film defects) provide a higher reaction rate, by
releasing cations or producing basic species, and therefore
enhance nucleation and growth. Mechanistic studies for the
anodic case indicate that once a complete film is formed, metal
ions can to some extent still pass through the MOF and initiate
further growth at the MOF–solution interface, although care
should be taken to avoid delamination.231 Another advantage of
electrochemical deposition is the direct integration of the MOF
films with an active electrode, thereby enabling straightforward
electronic interfacing.165 Moreover, structuring electrochemical
MOF growth is straightforward as nucleation and growth
only occurs on the exposed metallic surface of patterned
electrodes.221,233,234 However, a requirement for controlled
deposition is maintaining electrical contact. While trivial in
the cathodic case, this condition hampers full metal conversion
for the anodic process. An alternative wireless approach is
bipolar electrodeposition, in which the metallic surface to be
coated is placed in a synthesis solution in an electric field. If
the polarization is strong enough, cathodic and anodic redox
reactions can occur on opposite sides of the metal object, as
demonstrated for ZIF-8 and HKUST-1 growth.235
Films of preformed MOF particles. As an alternative to direct
synthesis on the substrate, preformed MOFs crystals can be
transferred, either as a colloidal suspension or in the form of a
powder. This methodology was first demonstrated by dip coat-
ing a MOF nanocrystal suspension to form homogeneous films
in the 40 nm–1 mm range.236,237 Spin-coating of colloidal
suspensions has been used as well.238 Recently, a cold super-
sonic spray-coating method was demonstrated, where MOF
particles are ejected with high kinetic energy (equivalent velo-
city of B500 m s1) onto different substrates.239 Large-area
deposition was shown in the range of tens of centimeters. This
method most clearly offers opportunities for the deposition of
relatively thick films (e.g. 20 mm ZIF-8 films).
The solvent–air interface or the boundary layer between
immiscible solvents can be used to grow a free-standing MOF
film that can be subsequently transferred to a substrate. The
Langmuir–Blodgett methodology, often used to assemble
surfactant monolayers, was demonstrated for the deposition
of two-dimensional coordinative network films and three-
dimensional frameworks. A review describing the key aspects
of this technique such as preferred orientation was published
by Kitagawa and co-workers.240 A similar method was employed
to transfer films of the hydrophobic Ni2HITP3 material formed
at the air–water interface to fabricate proof-of-concept
transistors.28 In a related approach first demonstrated for
HKUST-1 and ZIF-8, the metal salt and ligand are contacted
as separate solutions in immiscible solvents.241 This approach
was as well used to fabricate demonstrator transistors by
transferring the film formed at the liquid–liquid interphase.46
Electrophoretic deposition of preformed MOF particles was
first demonstrated by Hwang et al. to coat ZIF-69 on a micro-
resonator sensor.242 This broadly applicable approach was
subsequently expanded for HKUST-1, MIL-53, UiO-66 and
NU-1000 by Farha, Hupp and co-workers.243 Interestingly, all
of the examined MOFs display net negative charges and were
deposited on the positive electrode. To tackle the often weak
adhesion of larger physically deposited particles, Falcaro,
Furukawa and co-workers used a glue-like primer to fix the
MOF crystallites.244 For example, by heating a commercial
resist coating (SU-8) and pressing the softened polymer against
a MOF powder bed, diﬀerent materials could be eﬃciently
immobilized by partial encapsulation. Similarly, phenyl-silane
hybrid primers were prepared using the sol–gel method and
doctor-bladed films of this material were used to bind ZIF-9
after solvent evaporation.245 The roughness, homogeneity and
thickness of the final films strongly depend on the MOF
particles. Additionally, control over the crystal orientation is
unlikely. However, there are no limitations on the type of MOF
that can be glued on a surface under mild heating (o200 1C).
Patterned deposition has been demonstrated as well for both
primer approaches, by using pre-patterned photoresist features
and X-ray lithography of the phenyl-silane material, respectively.
Fig. 13 Electrochemical film growth. (a) MOF deposition via anodic dis-
solution of metal ions. Reproduced with permission from ref. 165. (b) MOF
deposition via cathodic reduction of a probase to stimulate linker depro-
tonation at the surface of the electrode. Reproduced with permission from
ref. 229.
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In the latter case, deep X-ray lithography was used to circumvent
scattering by the MOF particles and to induce cross-linking of
the hybrid film with sufficient penetration depth.246
3.3 Other fabrication uses of MOFs
Templating is a rapidly growing aspect of MOF science. We
review other types of templating, shown schematically in Fig. 14.
The most straightforward approach, infiltration-reaction, infiltrates
a preformed MOF with chemical precursors that are subsequently
reacted to create nanoscale structures such as quantum dots or
carbon nanotubes (Fig. 14a). Alternatively, a pre-synthesized nano-
structure can be encapsulated by assembling the MOF around it
(Fig. 14b). Hierarchical templating methods create composite
materials with features that span beyond the local MOF pore
network by using MOF crystals as a growth template (‘‘deposition’’;
Fig. 14c).
Infiltration and reaction. The tailorable pores and well-
defined structures of MOFs provide a versatile platform for
directing the templated growth of ordered nanostructures
within their pore space. The first step of this process involves
the introduction of precursors into the pores via the gas,247–250
liquid,251–253 or solid phase,254–256 followed by conversion
(Fig. 14a). Hard template materials, such as zeolites and
mesoporous silica, have been used as well in this way, but a
key advantage of MOFs is their flexible synthetic chemistry that
can be exploited to direct the nanostructure growth. For example, it
has been demonstrated that the MOF structure and geometry can
be used to control the size and orientation of nanoparticles or
nanowires over a range inaccessible via traditional templating.257,258
Ordered arrays of silver nanostructures with diameters o10 nm
were formed by varying the silver salt loading within various MOFs
before decomposition.257 A study building on this work showed the
possibility of growing gold and platinum nanowires within the one-
dimensional MOF pores.259 The formation of metallic nanostruc-
tures is currently the most extensively investigated use of template-
directed reaction and has been demonstrated for a wide array of
metals and alloys (e.g. Cu, Pd, Pt, Ru).260–262 These examples
represent a first step toward the tantalizing goal identified in the
first roadmap, namely to exploit MOF templating to arrange
precisely spaced and oriented nanowires as electrical interconnects
with nanometer-scale resolution. Nevertheless, major hurdles
remain, not the least of which is the formation of electrical contacts
between these nanowires and various device components.
For electronic devices, nanoscale particles can serve as
quantum dots (QDs) that provide broad visible light absorp-
tion. By modifying their size the QD emission can be tuned to
overlap with the lowest-energy absorption band of the MOF to
allow eﬃcient energy transfer for photocatalysis and light-
harvesting. Fischer and co-workers provided a proof of concept
by templating semiconducting TiO2 nanoparticles in MOF-5
through vapor phase titanium-isopropoxide infiltration.263
Since then, other QD@MOF materials have been created,
including ZnO and GaN using ZIF-8 as a template and diethyl
zinc264 or trimethylamine gallane265 precursors. More recently,
CdSe nanoparticles were incorporated into the pores of MIL-
101(Al)-NH2 via a similar templated infiltration reaction.
266 As
already mentioned in Section 2.3, perovskite nanodomains
were formed inside the pores of MOF-525 when added to
a perovskite precursor solution, resulting in an increase in
solar cell eﬃciency that seems related only to the MOF
scaﬀolding.116 Porphyrin-based MOFs are particularly attractive
hosts for QD confinement for photonic devices because of their
promising light harvesting properties (see Section 2.3) that
could be further enhanced by confined QDs. Although compo-
sites of two Zn-porphyrin-based MOFs and amine-capped
CdSe/ZnS core–shell QDs have been reported,267 the synthesis
was achieved not via templating but via surface functionaliza-
tion allowing only a single QD layer on the MOF surface. The
improvement in light-harvesting efficiency was nevertheless
substantial; B50% more photons could be absorbed over a
monolayer of porphyrin building blocks in the MOF. Further
efficiency improvements can be anticipated by incorporating
well-dispersed QD in bulk porphyrin-based MOFs. The advan-
tage of templating approaches is that they eliminate the need
for stabilizing ligands or surfactants on the QD surface, as
typically used in template-free solution synthesis. Moreover,
they enable the formation of ordered QD arrays interesting for
imaging and display applications.
Another promising class of MOF-based templating reactions
involves the polymerization of monomer precursors to achieve
polymers with controlled molecular weight and stereochemistry
guided by the confinement in the MOF pores.268 Recent studies
have expanded the repertoire of conductive polymers that can be
formed using MOFs, now including poly-3,4-ethylenedi-
oxythiophene (PEDOT),269 polythiophene,270 polyaniline,271
polymethylpropylsilane,272 poly(N-vinylcarbazole),273 polyacetylene,274
Fig. 14 Schematic overview of templating methods involving MOFs.
(a) Precursor infiltration and subsequent nanostructure formation within
MOF pores. (b) Nanostructure encapsulation during MOF synthesis.
(c) Composite material synthesis using MOF crystals as templates.
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and polypyrrole.275 Demonstrations of the potential benefits of
this synthetic strategy in electronic devices are also now emer-
ging. In particular, recent work shows that MOF–polymer
guest@MOF composites not only exhibit enhanced electronic
conductivity relative to the bulk polymer or evacuated frame-
work but that these properties persist once the MOF template is
removed.269,272,273 The origin of these property enhancements is
rooted in the conformation control theMOF provides. For example,
the enhanced charge carrier mobility that results from confining
single polysilane chains within DUT-4 and DUT-5 is caused by the
elimination of slow inter-chain hole hopping that is otherwise
present in bulk polysilane.272 As an added benefit, the host can
also enhance the chemical stability of the polymer, as illustrated by
the improved photostability of MOF-confined polysilane.
Encapsulation during MOF synthesis. The second nanoscale
templating category entails growing the MOF around a pre-
existing template. One advantage of this approach over the
infiltration-reaction route is that it is a simple one-pot proce-
dure. Moreover, the MOF is not required to be stable under the
reaction conditions used to form the template, which resulted
in encapsulating a wider range of QD materials:276 CdTe,277
graphene,278 and carbon nanocrystals279 in ZIF-8, TiO2 in
HKUST-1,280 CdSe in a Eu(III) MOF,281 and CdSe/CdS/Cd0.5Zn0.5S/
ZnS multishell QDs in MOF-5.282 Among these studies, the result-
ing composite has mostly been tested for sensing applications,276
leaving improved energy harvesting in QD@MOF materials still
largely unexplored. In that context, the stabilization by encapsula-
tion of porphyrins and metalloporphyrins is of interest as well;
details of these eﬀorts are summarized elsewhere.283,284 Because of
their relatively complex size and shape, porphyrins can also play a
structure-directing role that enables the templated formation of
MOF structures otherwise unattainable.284
Material synthesis using MOF templates. MOFs can serve as
sacrificial templates that are removed once the desired micro-
structure is formed. In a recent demonstration of this concept,
Telfer et al. showed that ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 crystals can serve as
templates for creating hollow titania shells, porous titania, and
titania-based composite nanomaterials.285 In addition to
enabling tailored nanoparticle morphology and composition
control, the authors demonstrated that components of the
MOF templates, including encapsulated guest molecules, could
be incorporated within a nanoparticle shell following the
decomposition of the MOF. One particularly promising use of
MOF templating is the synthesis of porous carbons with
electrochemical storage characteristics interesting for batteries
and supercapacitors. The first demonstrations of this concept
were based on the carbonization of MOF-5 after infiltration
with various precursors, resulting in high surface-area carbons
with high specific capacitance and suitable galvanostatic
charge–discharge curves.286–288 Recent work shows that through
the carbonization and subsequent potassium hydroxide
activation of ZIF-8 nanoparticles yields hierarchically porous
carbons with unprecedentedly high supercapacitive pro-
perties.289 Moreover, the nitrogen-doped carbons produced
from ZIF pyrolysis have potential as fuel cell catalysts.290,291
To produce carbons, the metal ions of the MOF framework
must be removed after or during pyrolysis. Another approach is
to view the MOF itself as a nanoscale organic–inorganic com-
posite. By pyrolysis of a suitable transition metal MOF (e.g.
ZIF-67), it is therefore possible to generate a porous carbon
matrix with embedded metal oxide particles (e.g. Co3O4) with
the same composition as used in batteries. In this scenario, the
carbon matrix simultaneously provides electrical contact, pre-
vents sintering of the active phase and buffers mechanical
stresses, e.g. during intercalation–deintercalation in Li-ion
batteries. For an in-depth discussion of work in this area, we
refer to recent reviews.292,293
3.4 Mechanical properties of MOF thin films
The measurement, understanding and alteration of mechanical
properties of functional materials is of critical importance in
the context of miniaturized devices as mechanical loading (e.g.
bending, torsion, compression) is practically unavoidable, dur-
ing microfabrication, back-end processing or real-world opera-
tion. Mechanical loading can induce structural damage, which
for MOFs may show as phase changes, (partial) pore collapse
and eventually amorphization. Insight in the behavior of MOFs
under mechanical stress has grown considerably over the last
decade, through combined computational and experimental stu-
dies, mostly based on single crystals or microcrystalline powders.
Mechanical properties such as the shear modulus, bulk modulus,
elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and hardness have been deter-
mined for a few MOFs through nanoindentation, high-pressure
crystallography andmolecular dynamics simulations.294 In general,
it has been found that MOFs exhibit ‘‘softer’’, i.e.more flexible and
less hard, properties in comparison to inorganic materials such as
zeolites and microporous oxides. On material selection maps,
MOFs can therefore be roughly placed in an intermediate position
between inorganics and polymers (Fig. 15). Intuitively, this is
Fig. 15 Elastic modulus vs. hardness material property map. The mea-
sured mechanical properties of some typical MOFs are found in an
intermediate position between classical groups of hard and soft materials
(metals, polymers, ceramics). Reproduced with permission from ref. 294.
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explained by their larger porosity, more bendable organic building
blocks and lower bond strengths. However, MOFs often exhibit
‘‘anomalous’’ mechanical behavior related to their structural flex-
ibility and the diverse chemical interactions that can take place
within the pores.295 For instance, anisotropy of bond strengths and
framework rigidity causes diﬀerent mechanical properties for dif-
ferent crystal faces.296 Extreme anisotropy of the compressibility
of MOFs has also been observed and related to similar
mechanisms.297,298 Strain-induced phase transformations can
lead to rather extreme (reversible) compression of the unit cell
volume.299,300 In addition, the stimuli-responsiveness of MOFs has
been a celebrated topic of research,301,302 including adsorption-
induced reversible structural transitions such as breathing,303 gate-
opening,304 multistep adsorption,305 and recently the phenom-
enon of guest-induced contraction.306 Giving a complete overview
of such behavior is beyond the scope of this review; we refer to a
recent perspective for further reading.302
The occurrence of lattice defects (e.g. in the form of missing
linkers or nodes) causes structural destabilization and might
explain discrepancies between computationally predicted
properties of ‘‘ideal’’ frameworks and observed experimental
results.307 On the other hand, such defects can be used
as anchoring sites for chemically tuning the mechanical
properties.308 In thin films, factors such as anisotropy, texture
or grain boundaries may cause additional deviations from the
predicted properties. For example, Wo¨ll and co-workers
observed an elastic modulus (9.3 GPa) and hardness (0.23
GPa) for {100} oriented LPE HKUST-1 thin films,309 which
closely matched with computed values. By contrast, randomly
oriented electrochemically grown films of the same material
displayed significantly lower elastic modulus (3.5 GPa) and
hardness (0.17 GPa).310 Nevertheless, a close match between
the mechanical properties of films and single crystals can be
considered an indication of film quality in terms of phase purity,
absence of interstitial gaps and cohesion of the crystallites. For
example, Eslava et al. determined an elastic modulus (3.5 GPa)
and hardness (0.43 GPa) for polycrystalline ZIF-8 films160 that
were close to those previously determined for the {110} face of a
ZIF-8 single crystal (2.97 GPa and 0.50 GPa, respectively).311
The integration of MOF thin films in devices implies inter-
facing with diﬀerent materials, for instance within vertical
stacks. As guest-induced flexibility phenomena typically involve
large lattice parameter changes, it will be interesting to see how
and to what extent this behavior is influenced by interfacing
with a substrate. In one of the few studies in this context,
Kitagawa and co-workers have shown through grazing-
incidence X-ray diﬀraction on single crystals that a guest-
induced sheared phase of Zn2(NDC)2(DABCO) at the surface
can remain connected to the unaltered lattice in the bulk.312
Perhaps even more important, dissimilar material properties
in vertical stacks will cause (interfacial) mechanical strain
especially when exposed to stimuli (e.g. guest molecules, tem-
perature changes or pressure swings), potentially resulting in
failure through debonding or cracking. For instance, the brit-
tleness of MOF film relative to ductile polymer substrates can
lead to additional microcrack channeling and film debonding
failure modes, e.g. induced through tensile strain upon sub-
strate bending.313 To assess the viability of integration of MOF
thin films with flexible electronics, bending testing of such
assemblies should be conducted. Two rare example will be
discussed in Section 4.1: HKUST-1/PET and ZIF-8/PET (PET =
polyethylene terephthalate) stacks for which the performance
as memory resistors was tested at diﬀerent bending radii and
associated levels of tensile strain.314,315 As a second example, a
mismatch in the coeﬃcient of thermal expansion (CTE)
between a thin film and its substrate can produce residual
stresses following growth that can cause material fatigue or even
compromise the connection between the MOF and its electrical
contact (Fig. 16).316 Consequently, it is important to understand
this behavior so that device reliability issues can be avoided by
modifying or minimizing temperature changes during film
growth and processing and device operation. The CTE of MOFs
can be quantified experimentally through refinement of the
lattice parameters during variable temperature X-ray or neutron
diﬀraction measurements. Despite the relatively large number of
reported variable-temperature powder X-ray diﬀraction experi-
ments, only a few MOF CTE values have been determined. In
most cases, these concern MOFs that exhibit negative thermal
expansion, which is a relatively rare property that nevertheless
has been predicted to be widespread in nanoporousmaterials.317
For example, HKUST-1318 and MOF-5319 have CTE values near
room temperature of roughly a = dLL1dT1 = 4.1  106 K1
and 1.4  105 K1 (L = length), respectively. A limited number
of other MOFs also show negative thermal expansion.320–324 In
contrast, the CTE of the substrates commonly used in electronic
devices tend to be positive near room temperature. Reported
values (K1) for silicon, copper, aluminum, and silver are
a = 2.6  106, 1.7  105, 2.3  105, and 1.9  105,
respectively.325,326 This large CTE mismatch between a MOF
thin film and its substrate could lead to film cracking or
delamination. Negative thermal expansion is of interest for
many composite material applications, however.327
The thermal expansion properties of MOFs can also be
predicted using simulation techniques such as NPT (constant
number of particles, pressure, and temperature) molecular
Fig. 16 Eﬀects of residual stress on film properties due to a mismatch in
the thermal expansion coeﬃcient, a, of the film and its substrate caused by
variations in temperature during MOF film processing and device
operation.
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dynamics.328–331 This approach was used to yield CTE values in
reasonable agreement with those measured for MOF-5 and also
predicted the increase in negative thermal expansion with
increasing linker length.329–331 Performing these thermal
expansion calculations requires accurate flexible force field
models of MOFs; unfortunately, the limited number of such
models developed for MOFs makes it difficult to predict CTE
trends on a larger scale. Although CTE can also be predicted
using DFT, the timescale required for thermal equilibration of
the lattice parameters can make these calculations prohibitively
expensive. However, quantum mechanical calculations can still
play a valuable role in elucidating the underlying vibrational
modes that govern the thermal expansion properties of the
framework.319 The potentially large range of CTE values possi-
ble in MOFs could also have important implications for their
use in applications where fluctuations in temperature can
occur during device operation. For example, in devices that
rely upon a mechanical transduction mechanism for sensing
applications such as microcantilevers, variations in tempera-
ture can create stresses that modify the sensing response.332
This further motivates the need for thermal expansion mea-
surements to be performed on additional MOFs in the litera-
ture. An additional challenge exists for MOFs that exhibit
discontinuous changes in their CTE due to temperature-
induced phase transitions. Such behavior is observed in
MIL-53(Al), for which a large anisotropic change in lattice para-
meters occurs during the temperature-induced phase transition
between its large-pore and narrow-pore conformations.333,334
4. Case studies of MOFs in electronic
devices
In this section we highlight recent progress on integrating
MOFs in electronic devices. We refer to the definition of
‘‘electronic devices’’ in the Introduction, as hardware that uses
current or voltage as input or output and in which a MOF
enables a function such as sensing, energy conversion, data
storage or logic processing. Following publication of the first
roadmap in 2011, several milestones in MOF-based devices
have been realized, as well as important progress in this
direction. MOF-enabled sensing continues to be a particularly
active area of research and has been thoroughly reviewed,335
most recently in 2014.93 In contrast to previous overviews of
this area, recent progress allows us to adhere more strictly to
the definition of an electronic device, which shifts the focus
from chemistry- to more engineering-focused. For instance,
although there are many reports on sensing-relevant properties
of MOFs, such as changes in color or luminescence upon
uptake of chemical species, we do not consider these devices.
We make this distinction to emphasize that the integration of
MOFs in electronic and photonic applications must go beyond
materials discovery to include processing and material integra-
tion technologies. Although not exhaustive, the case studies we
picked serve to highlight the diversity of roles MOFs can play in
electronic devices, a versatility that stems directly from the
range of properties discussed in Section 2.
4.1 Digital circuits
Digital (electronic) circuits are broad group of devices for
processing and storage of logic signals (signal/ground voltage =
ON/OFF). Since miniaturization of integrated digital circuits is
one of the key pillars of our current information technology and
further downsizing of current CMOS technology will come to an
end in the foreseeable future, new approaches and novel materi-
als are explored with increased interest. New trends such as low-
power/low-cost standalone devices (e.g. ‘‘internet-of-things’’
applications) and flexible electronics are further inciting this
interest. The work on graphene-based devices is a prominent
example of this development and is recently expanding to
compositionally more versatile and nanoporous analogues.336
We demonstrate the potential of MOF integration in this context
through a discussion of the progress in two categories of devices:
logic gates and memory cells. Potential distinguishing features
of MOFs in these applications are the (sub-)nanometer ordering,
the tunable electronic band structure and the intrinsic open pore
space that can be exploited for guest@MOF approaches.
4.1.1 Field eﬀect transistors. Field eﬀect transistors (FETs)
are three-terminal circuit elements operated as logic gates, i.e.
electronic switches. A FET consists of a semiconductor, a
dielectric and three conducting electrodes (gate, source and
drain). The device can be viewed as a planar capacitor, formed
by the gate electrode and semiconductor on both sides of a
dielectric (Fig. 17). Applying a voltage to the gate electrode (VG),
i.e. charging the capacitor, causes charge carrier depletion or
enhancement in the semiconductor and thereby tunes the
current flowing between the drain and source terminals (IDS).
In practical digital circuits, the device is optimized for ON/OFF
switching based on the logic input on the gate terminal. In
addition, FETs are also highly useful experimental tools for in-
depth characterization of semiconductors. The key parameters
to compare device performance are the charge carrier mobility
and the threshold voltage, as described elsewhere.163
A challenge in fabricating FETs to study crystalline materials
stems from the fact that charge transport occurs only in the
first few molecular layers of the semiconductor. Electronic
percolation within these layers is required for device operation.
Importantly, for polycrystalline MOF films, several eﬀects of the
particle–particle and semiconductor–dielectric interfaces, such
Fig. 17 Three geometries that are widespread for FET integration and
testing of organic, and recently hybrid, semiconductors. From left to right:
bottom gate, bottom contacts (BG–BC), bottom gate, top contacts
(BG–TC), top gate, bottom contacts (TG–BC). Redrawn from ref. 163.
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as grain boundaries, interfacial adhesion and roughness, affect
contact quality and charge carrier transport and are therefore
expected to interfere with the interpretation of the device
performance.337 It is noteworthy that single crystal MOF FETs
in which such effects would be minimized are still to be
realized.
Panda and Banerjee reported the characterization of a two-
dimensional In(III)isophthalate framework using a FET.129 In
this work, BG–BC FETs were fabricated by drop casting the
crystals on pre-fabricated device structures. From the IDS–VG
transfer curve of the device, p-type depletion behavior and a
typical threshold voltage and carrier mobility of 2.0 V, respec-
tively 4.6  103 cm2 V1 s1 was found. The charge mobility
was linked to close p–p stacking of the two-dimensional layers
in the framework. Zhu and co-workers reported the character-
ization of a two-dimensional Cu-BHT (BHT = benzenehexathiol)
coordination polymer using a FET.46 In this work, the material
was directly synthesized as a free-standing polycrystalline thin
film at the interface between immiscible aqueous and organic
precursor solutions. The thin films were transferred to a pre-
fabricated device structure to form BG–BC FETs. From the
transfer characteristics of the device, high ambipolar transport
was found, with up to 99 cm2 V1 s1 and 116 cm2 V1 s1 hole
and electron mobility, respectively. This behavior is typical for a
FET fabricated from a gapless conductor. However, the
observed mobility surpasses all previously reported organic
ambipolar devices. Therefore, further research on the manip-
ulation of the electronic band structure, for example through
doping, could lead to very promising FET devices based on
similar coordination polymers.
Although not strictly porous, the results for the above
materials are relevant for the further development of MOFs in
this area. Xu and co-workers recently reported the first FET that
implemented a porous MOG, namely Ni3(HITP)2, as active
channel (Fig. 18).28 Physisorption measurements confirmed
a pore volume and BET surface area of 0.51 cm3 g1 and
625 m2 g1, respectively. Polycrystalline free-standing thin films
were formed at the air–water interface of a Ni3(HITP)2 synthesis
solution. Next, BG–TC devices were fabricated through trans-
ferring the films to a SiO2/Si substrate, followed by gold contact
evaporation through a shadow mask. The top surface of the
interfacial film was very smooth (RMS roughness of B1 nm),
which is thought to be responsible for the low estimated defect
density in the resulting devices. From the transfer character-
istics of five devices, p-type depletion behavior and a typical
threshold voltage of 1.1 V and average carrier mobility of
38  8 cm2 V1 s1 were found. The device moreover displayed
on/off current ratios as high as 2000. The observed mobility is
competitive with state-of-the-art solution-processed organic
and inorganic semiconductors, a remarkable feature for a
material that consists for a significant part of empty pore space.
The authors pointed out that no saturation current was
observed and that the device showed gapless conductor beha-
vior, similar to the Cu-BHT case.
4.1.2 Resistive memories. Memory resistors, or in short
‘‘memristors’’, are two-terminal circuit elements that display
bipolar switching of resistance through field-dependent hyster-
esis. Current–voltage behavior of the element can be switched
between a high and low resistance state by opposite writing and
erasing voltage sweeps, i.e. storing digital ON and OFF signals.
Importantly, in order to be interesting for low-power applica-
tions, switching needs to occur at relatively low threshold
voltage. Switching in memory resistors can either be based on
physical processes, such as phase transitions, charge trapping,
ferroelectrics or magnetics, or on chemical processes, typically
involving the reversible formation of mobile ion gradients or
passivation layers.338 Although relatively new circuit elements,
memristors based on ceramics are promising for integration in
Fig. 18 Proof-of-concept demonstration of Ni3(HITP)2 field eﬀect transistor. (a) Schematic representation of fabrication of the BG–TC device.
(b) IDS–VDS characteristic at different VG. (c) IDS–VGS transfer curve at VDS = 1 V. Reproduced with permission from ref. 28. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society.
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data storage in the form of resistive random access memory
(RRAM). Organic and hybrid nanomaterials are currently inves-
tigated for potential application in low-cost fabrication, flexible
or transparent devices.339 Notably, immobilization of such
materials in ZIF-8 films has also been explored as a route to
facilitate their integration in resistive memories.340
Physical bipolar resistance switching in MOFs has currently
only been observed for a single case. Li and co-workers reported
the apparent coupling of ferroelectric behavior and resistance
switching in single crystals of In[2-aminoterephthalate]2
(coined resistance-switchable metal–organic framework 1 or
RSMOF-1).39 In this study, a single crystal of RSMOF-1 was
glued on a Pt substrate using silver colloidal paste and connected
by a tungsten probe. The assembly showed two resistance states
(ON/OFF ratio of 30) which could be reversibly switched at a
relatively high threshold voltage of 7.5 V. Polarization-electric
field characterization of the crystal connected this behavior to its
ferroelectric nature. It was hypothesized that the electrical proper-
ties of the MOF were strongly modulated by aligned water mole-
cules densely packed in the one-dimensional nanopores. Molecular
dynamics simulations showed that these guests hydrogen-bonded
to the amine-lined pore walls undergo realignment upon polariza-
tion switching, resulting in a 0.16 eV decrease of the activation
energy for charge carrier hopping.
Chemical bipolar resistance switching assisted by MOFs was
first demonstrated by Grzybowski and co-workers, who utilized
Rb-CD-MOF (CD = cyclodextrine), a framework that contains
mobile hydroxide ions in its pores.341 A single MOF crystal was
contacted by applying silver colloidal paste at two opposite
faces. Essentially, the MOF functions as a rigid selective elec-
trolyte that allows hydroxide ions to pass but restricts mobility
of the large hydrated silver ions released from the electrodes
under anodic bias (Fig. 19). In this way, the MOF stabilizes the
formation of a AgOH/AgOx passivation layer on the anode.
The working principle of the device relies on the occurrence
of negative diﬀerential resistance, which is a decrease of the
current with increasing voltage due to formation of the resistive
passivation layer. Writing was done at relatively high 10 V
sweeps, reading at 2–4 V (ON/OFF ratio of 150).
Chen and co-workers explored resistance-switching using
ZIF-8 as porous dielectric.314 Patterned arrays of Si/ZIF-8/Ag
memory cells were fabricated through room temperature
solution deposition of 60 nm ZIF-8 films on doped silicon,
followed by Ag thermal evaporation using a shadow-mask.
When characterized as memristors at moderate voltages
(1–2.5 V), the cells showed a relatively large sample-to-
sample distribution of the high and low resistance states, but
consistently with a very large ON/OFF ratio of 107. In this case,
the mechanism of resistance switching relies on the reversible
formation of silver ions at the silver electrode. These ions are
transported to the counter electrode by electromigration in the
applied field, and are reduced to silver nanoparticles. The
conductive pathways that are formed between both electrodes
in this way result in a transition from high to low resistance.
Opposite biasing can be applied to reverse the process.
This mechanism, filamentary switching, has been observed
for many types of MIM systems.342 A distinguishing feature of
the ZIF-8 matrix was investigated by operation of the device in
atmospheres of different alcohols. These guest molecules were
adsorbed in the ZIF-8 matrix and enable additional routes for
electron-hopping and ionic conductance. As a result, environ-
mental responsiveness and guest-modulated tuning of the
current–voltage characteristics of the cells was demonstrated.
Lastly, unchanged performance of similar cells integrated on
flexible substrates was observed at different bending radii of
the substrate (Fig. 20a).
In an analogous approach, Li and co-workers studied the
resistive switching potential of Au/HKUST-1/Au/PET memory
cells fabricated through 130 nm LPE growth of HKUST-1
SURMOF.315 An initial voltage sweep to 15 V was utilized as
an in situ partial pyrolysis ‘‘forming’’ step, resulting in a switch
from high to low resistance. Next, relatively small opposite
sweeping voltages of 0.5 V and 0.8 V could be utilized to
induce switching (ON/OFF ratio of 18.5). A filament formation
mechanism was also hypothesized in this study. In the initial
step, copper ions are removed from the framework through
electromigration while linkers are decarboxylated through
Joule heating. These processes result in the formation of
sp2-rich conductive filaments that can be reversibly disrupted
and formed through subsequent writing and erasing opera-
tions. The approach was reproducible over at least 50 samples
and in a broad temperature range between 70 and 70 1C. In
addition, only a minor influence of bending the flexible device
was found (up to 2.8% tensile strain), for over a hundred of repeated
Fig. 19 Rb-CD-MOF electrolyte memristor. (a) Schematic representation
of formation of the passivation layer during the diﬀerent steps in operation
of the device. (b) Cyclic voltammetry showed the occurrence of negative
diﬀerential resistance. Adapted from ref. 341. Copyright 2014 Wiley & Sons.
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tests. The authors point out that this performance is by far superior
to purely inorganic counterparts. Moreover, the performance level
was maintained for 107 cycles at 2% tensile strain (Fig. 20b).
Redel and co-workers investigated a similar system consisting
of SURMOF films integrated by LPE in Au/HKUST-1/Al/Au sand-
wich structures.343 These ultrathin film devices showed switching
behavior at low potentials (1 V) without the need for an initial
pyrolysis step, and in the absence of evidence for copper migra-
tion or framework decomposition. Performance fine-tuning of the
device was shown through a downsizing approach (from 50 down
to 10 nm) and by loading the SURMOF with ferrocene guest
molecules. Although the underlying mechanism for this behavior
is not well understood, an interesting clue comes from recent
work by Attfield, Dryfe and co-workers, who produced HKUST-1
coated Cu electrodes via an anodic dissolution process.344 In this
study, the observed data storage behavior is attributed to electri-
cally accessible Cu cations within the MOF that are able to
undergo facile Cu(II)/Cu(I) redox interconversion as a function of
the applied potential. Optimization of electrolyte composition and
concentration and electrode separation resulted in an ON/OFF
ratio ofB5, with each state stable to at least 10 consecutive reads
and rewritability that persists over 6000 cycles.
4.2 Chemical sensors
Chemical sensors are devices that respond to changes in
analyte concentration and transduce this information as
electrical signals. Such measurement and monitoring devices
are crucial for instance in industrial leakage testing and house-
hold carbon monoxide detectors. Improvements in terms of
performance, size and cost would open up a range of new
opportunities for chemical sensors. For example, more energy-
eﬃcient and better insulated homes will benefit from sensor-
controlled ventilation systems to ensure indoor air quality.345
Exciting prospects also exist in medical diagnostics, through
detecting organic tracer molecules in human breath.346 In
addition, major demand is building for performant, small,
cheap and robust sensors that enable integration in wearables
and mobile phones, therefor hinting at distributed sensor
networks.347 In this context, fabrication scalability and low
power consumption are requirements to take into account.
Key performance characteristics of chemical sensors are sensi-
tivity (i.e. detection limit), stability (i.e. drift, reversibility) and
selectivity (i.e. no cross-analyte response). While sensitivity and to
some extent stability depend on the sensor type, peripheral electro-
nics and signal processing (e.g. amplification and noise filtering),
selectivity more directly depends on the performance of the sensing
material capturing and interacting with the analyte. Although
approaches such as sensor arrays address this challenge to some
extent, selectivity arguably remains the biggest challenge in current-
generation detection and monitoring devices. In comparison to
non-ordered sensing materials (e.g. polymer coatings), MOFs oﬀer
improvements in selective analyte recognition through precisely
Fig. 20 Examples of integration of MOFs on flexible substrates for application in resistive memory. (a,i) Schematic representation of Ag/ZIF-8/Au
memristor and demonstration of its implementation at the 14.2 mm bending radius of a wearable wristband. (a,ii) High and low resistance states (HRS,
LRS) of the device at diﬀerent bending radii and upon exposure to methanol vapor. Inset: Picture of the bending test experimentation. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 314. Copyright 2016 Wiley & Sons. (b,i) Operation window of Au/HKUST-1/Au memristor. Insets are the device schematic and the
breakdown current during the ‘‘forming’’ step. (b,ii) Stable switchable states of the device over 107 cycles at 4.5 mm bending radius. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 315. Copyright 2015 Wiley & Sons.
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tuned pore environments and molecular sieving. In our overview,
MOF chemical sensors are classified according to the transducer
operating principle as shown in Fig. 21.348,349
4.2.1 Mass-sensitive sensors. Mass-based sensors trans-
duce the uptake of an analyte into a mechanical response
(e.g. bending or changes in vibration behavior) that can be
detected as an output signal, often through piezoelectric materials.
Microcantilevers, microresonators, and acoustic wave sensors, for
example, are highly sensitive microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) that can monitor mass changes in an adsorbent film.
For polymer-functionalized mass sensors it is often a challenge to
achieve high selectivity for the analyte of interest. Approaches
include utilizing an array of partially selective films or coupling the
sensor with a preceding separation step, such as gas chromato-
graphy. MOFs could address this problem by serving as a highly
selective sorbent layer. The discussion below introduces the
operating principles of these MEMS sensors and highlights
selected instances where MOFs have been integrated.
Microcantilevers. Microcantilevers perform as highly sensitive
mass sensors by one of two transduction mechanisms.350
Dynamic microcantilevers detect changes in the resonant fre-
quency of an oscillating microfabricated cantilever beam upon
analyte adsorption (Fig. 22). Static microcantilevers, on the other
hand, sense mass uptake by stress induced at the interface
between the beam surface and an applied coating, causing the
microcantilever to bend. Bending can be quantified by optical
reflection using a diode laser and a linear position sensitive-
detector, or alternatively, via a piezoresistive strain gauge built
into the device. Both designs can be used for a variety of
physical, chemical, and biological sensing applications,351–353
and arrays of microcantilevers have been proposed to increase
both measurement speed and selectivity.354
In contrast to inorganic porous materials such as zeolites,
MOFs are particularly attractive as analyte recognition layers for
static microcantilevers, as they can exhibit large changes in
crystal lattice parameters upon guest adsorption, resulting in
Fig. 21 Electronic chemical sensors. Schematic overview of widespread strategies (a–f) for chemical-to-electrical transduction. Two functions are
distinguished: the receptor, and the transducer. The first element conducts the chemical-to-physical, the second the physical-to-electrical transduction.
Ideally, the resulting electrical signal can be (linearly) correlated to the concentration of a targeted analyte.
Fig. 22 Schematic overview of the four basic classes of representative mass-sensitive transducer platforms in which MOFs have been incorporated as
thin film adsorption receptor layers.
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detectable mechanical strain. This concept was first exploited
to detect water vapor using HKUST-1 thin films on a silicon
microcantilever with a built-in piezoresistive sensor.355 Highly
sensitive and rapid detection of volatile organic compounds
was subsequently demonstrated.355–359 The sensing of alcohol
vapors using ZIF-8360 and CO2 using MIL-53(Al)
361 was more
recently demonstrated through the simultaneous measurement
of both resonance frequency and deflection changes on silicon
cantilevers. From a device design standpoint, multiphysics
materials modeling pointed out that increasing the Young’s
modulus of the MOF thin film increases the sensitivity of the
functionalized microcantilevers, even more so than the density
or Poisson’s ratio.362
Although these initial studies were performed using thin
films of relatively rigid MOFs, frameworks with greater
adsorption-induced structural flexibility have been reported in
the literature. For example, the structural distortions exhibited
by HKUST-1363 are minor compared to the large-scale volume
changes (B40%) exhibited by MIL-53(Cr) in response to varying
water contents.364 By exploiting such highly flexible materials,
microcantilevers with unprecedented sensitivities for target
analytes can be envisioned. To guide the selection of suitable
materials, a deeper understanding of MOF mechanical proper-
ties and their relationship to framework dynamics upon guest
adsorption is needed. A theoretical framework for rationalizing
such behavior is being actively developed,365 but is still in its
early stages. An additional challenge is that the vast majority
of characterization studies needed to identify suitable MOF
candidates were performed using bulk powder samples. Recent
work demonstrates that a MOF that is rigid and non-porous in
particle format can exhibit dynamic, gate-opening type beha-
vior when downsized to a thin film.366 It is not yet clear how
common such downsizing eﬀects are among MOFs, or what the
range of magnitudes may be. However, related work concerning
crystal size eﬀects also shows that these can significantly aﬀect
the phase transition behavior of ZIF-8.367 These studies suggest
that care should be taken before using the properties and
behavior of bulk MOFs to predict the properties of their thin
film state.
Microresonators. Yaghi, Candler and co-workers fabricated
ZIF-69 resonant sensors that are conceptually similar to
dynamic microcantilevers, except with a design involving tor-
sional beams supported by a wide center paddle region.242,368
In an elegant demonstration of MEMS fabrication, these micro-
resonators were formed via a multi-step process involving SiO2
and polysilicon deposition followed by patterning and chemical
etching steps. ZIF-69 particles were then deposited onto the
paddle using either drop-casting368 or dielectrophoresis.242 The
ZIF-69 microresonators were used for the detection of CO2 and
isopropyl alcohol by laser Doppler vibrometry, and achieved a
mass detection limit of B26 fg,242 a value comparable to that of
static microcantilevers (Table 2). Eddaoudi, Younis and co-workers
integrated HKUST-1 films on electrostatically actuated resonant
polymer microbeams designed to display a mass-sensitive natural
frequency and pull-in frequency band (i.e. range at which the
resonator collapses with the counter electrode).369,370 The MOF
was integrated on the microfabricated device through inkjet
printing for the detection of water and ethanol. In this way, it
was shown that these sensors were sensitized for binary switching
between a ‘‘safe’’ and ‘‘alarm’’ signal, whereas the resonance
amplitude could be related to the gas concentration down mass
detection limit of B371 pg.
QCM devices. Acoustic wave sensors rely upon adsorbate-
induced frequency changes of waves propagating either
through or across surfaces, typically at MHz frequencies, resulting
in an electrical excitation that can be detected in piezoelectric
materials. Quartz crystal microbalances (QCM) and surface acous-
tic wave (SAW) sensors, are two of the most commercially devel-
oped acoustic devices and have been integrated with MOF thin
films for sensing applications. QCM devices generally consist of
an AT-cut quartz substrate with circular electrodes patterned on
both sides. By applying a voltage between the electrodes, the
piezoelectric properties of the quartz crystal create a shear defor-
mation. By applying an alternating voltage, the QCM crystal
operates as part of an oscillator circuit that changes frequency
upon guest adsorption on the MOF-functionalized top electrode.
Assuming the MOF thin film is rigidly adhered to the resonator
surface and has acoustical properties identical to quartz, the
decrease in resonant frequency upon mass adsorption can be
approximated by the Sauerbrey eqn (5):371
Df ¼  2f0
2
A mqrq
 1=2Dm (5)
in which Df is the frequency shift due to added mass, f0 is the
resonant frequency, A is the area of the quartz crystal between the
electrodes, mq is the shear modulus of the quartz substrate, rq is
the density of quartz, and Dm is the mass change. Typical QCM
devices operate at frequencies between 5–30 MHz (Table 2), and
for a device with an upper frequency of B10 MHz a quartz
thickness of around 150 mm is needed.372 Although decreasing
the crystal thickness would increase the device operating fre-
quency (and thus its mass sensitivity), this would make the device
too fragile to fabricate or handle.
Two factors must be taken into account in determining the
appropriate thickness of MOF films in QCM devices. The first
consideration applies irrespective of the type of sensing device
and concerns the sensor response time upon exposure to an
Table 2 Typical operating frequencies and mass detection limits for
representative mass-sensitive sensor designs.372,392 Note that actual sen-
sor performance can be highly dependent upon additional factors such as
the substrate thickness, sensor exposure conditions, and physical proper-
ties (thickness, uniformity, adhesion) of the thin film
Device
Operating frequency
(MHz)
Mass detection
limit (ng)
Microcantilever (oscillating) B0.02–5 B0.01
Microcantilever strain gauge N/A 106
Quartz crystal microbalance B5–30 B1
Surface acoustic wave sensor B20–500 B0.1
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analyte. Heinke et al. quantified this relationship and showed
that although the cyclohexane loading in a HKUST-1 SURMOF
film was unaﬀected by its thickness (ranging from 52 to
690 nm), the time to reach full-scale response (i.e. equilibrium)
increased quadratically with thickness.373 This observation
indicates that the uptake for SURMOF films is limited by
intra-crystal diﬀusion rather than a surface energy barrier.
The second consideration is the validity of the Sauerbrey
equation. As mentioned above, a key assumption is that the
film has identical acoustical properties as the quartz crystal,
which is critically related to the acoustic wave coupling at the
substrate–film interface. This is governed by the film thickness,
but also by the film adhesion and the differences in mechanical
properties of the MOF relative to quartz. These relationships
are poorly understood for most materials; regarding MOFs, a
systematic investigation of device response versus film thick-
ness would be of great value.
An advantage of QCM over dynamic microcantilevers is
facile operation under vacuum, gas, or liquid-phase conditions.
This versatility, combined with their simplicity and commercial
availability, have made these devices widely used tools for in situ
probing of a wide array ofMOF film properties. The chemical aﬃnity
of MOFs for adsorptive chemical sensing of various volatile organics
has been studied using thin films deposited on QCM.199,221,359,374,375
The methodology was utilized in a few cases to study the substantial
influence of structure and chemical functionalization of multi-
component thin films on the sensing selectivity.376–380 In addition,
QCM has been frequently used as a tool to study transient phenom-
ena ranging from structural responsiveness and mass transfer
kinetics of guests in MOF thin films,366,373,381–385 to real-time insight
into the mechanisms of layer-by-layer growth during the thin film
deposition process.195,386–388
SAW devices. Another acoustic wave device commonly used
for chemical sensing applications is the surface acoustic wave
(SAW) sensor. First reported as a chemical vapor sensor in
1979,389 a key distinction between SAW and QCM devices is the
acoustic modes by which they operate. Whereas QCM devices
utilize shear horizontal waves, a SAW device primarily relies
upon surface-normal displacements that create what is known
as a Rayleigh wave.390 One implication of this operating mode
is that, although SAW devices can operate at much higher
natural frequencies (tens of MHz to GHz) than QCM devices,
thereby endowing higher mass sensitivity, these compressive
Rayleigh waves cannot propagate eﬀectively into liquids. Con-
sequently, SAWs do not operate eﬃciently outside of gaseous or
vacuum environments. For a comparison of the typical operat-
ing frequencies and gravimetric sensitivities of the acoustic
wave sensors discussed in this section, see Table 2.
Like QCMs, SAW devices are also commercially available, but
have been less explored for sensing applications using MOF films
despite their exceptional mass sensitivity. Nevertheless, this high
sensitivity was exploited to create a SAW humidity sensor based
that exceeded the sensitivity of many commercially available sen-
sors (sub-ppm concentrations) by coating ST-cut quartz operating
at 97 MHz with HKUST-1.391 In a more recent study, the use of
MOF-based SAW sensors was extended to include sensing of
volatile organic compounds using thin films of various MOFs
sharing the ‘‘nbo’’ topology as the chemical recognition layer.388
4.2.2 Electrical and electrochemical sensors. Electrical and
electrochemical chemical sensors are based on direct chemical-to-
electrical signal transduction. However, the working principle of
these devices is based on diﬀerent physicochemical mechanisms
that aﬀect electronic properties such as charge density, charge
mobility, polarizability and electrostatic potential. As a general
operation principle, the current–voltage (I–V) characteristic of a
chemically sensitive electrical component changes in relation to
the analyte concentration and is determined through circuit
analysis (Fig. 23). Depending on the ideal behavior of this
component, such sensors are typically categorized as chemiresis-
tors, chemicapacitors, chemitransistors, etc.
Conductometry and chemiresistors. Chemical sensors operat-
ing through analyte-induced electrical conductance variation
are often analyzed through monitoring of the direct current
(DC) that flow through the element at a constant biasing
voltage (i.e. conductometry). The specific conductance or
conductivity (s) of a material is the ratio of the current density
( j, A cm2) and the electric field (E, V cm1). For a mixed
semiconductor, the conductivity is determined by the mobility
(m) and density (N) of holes (p) and electrons (n), as given by the
general conductivity eqn (6).393
s ¼ j
E
¼ empNp þ emnNn (6)
Hence, the conductivity is changed by those physicochemical
interactions between the analyte and the sensing material that
Fig. 23 Overview of some relevant electrical and electrochemical sensor
circuits. The position of the chemically sensitive MOF is represented by the
blue square (and black arrow to indicate external modulation of the I–V
characteristics). Selected examples of the output signals are shown.
(a) Conductometry. (b) Impedimetry or impedance spectroscopy. (c) Potentio-
metry. (d) Voltammetry or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
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alter either the concentration of charge carriers or their mobi-
lity. The resistance (i.e. inverse of conductance) of an unknown
circuit element can be analyzed directly from the current
flowing through the elements in a connected known circuit.
As the working principle of a chemiresistor relies on its ohmic
behavior, at least moderate electrical conductance of the sensor
assembly is required; otherwise no observable current and
voltage drop would arise over the sensor. Semiconductor metal
oxide (SMO) sensors based on wide band gap ceramics such as
zinc oxide, tin oxide and tungsten oxide are the most wide-
spread commercial chemical sensors. SMO sensors have to be
operated at high temperature (4200–400 1C), as conductance
shifts are caused by the formation of surface states by chemi-
sorption of oxidizing or reducing gases at the gas–solid inter-
face. These surface states alter the conductance of the space
charge layer at the oxide grain boundaries. Molecular semi-
conductors such as conductive polymers,394 and carbon
allotropes such as graphene395 and carbon nanotubes,396 offer
alternative operating principles at room temperature, as rela-
tively weak charge transfer interactions have been observed to
lead to significant conductance shifts. However, these materials
typically need extensive functionalization to achieve high
sensitivity towards targeted analytes.
A first share of studies, recently published in parallel by
diﬀerent groups, investigated the performance MOF@SMO
heterostructures as chemiresistors. In these devices, the MOF
functions as receptor material, whereas conductance and che-
miresistive behavior is supported by the SMO. The main
motivation for this approach is the limited selectivity of SMO
sensors, which leads to high cross-sensitivity. In a first study by
Yao et al., ZnO nanowires were hydrothermally deposited on a
seeded sapphire substrate. Subsequently, ZIF-8/67@ZnO nano-
wire heterostructures were fabricated by solvothermal treat-
ment of the structures with a precursor solution (Fig. 24a).397
Colloidal silver paste was used to create ohmic contacts at two
ends of the substrate. A catalytic eﬀect of the Co-based ZIF-67 in
acetone sensing was observed at 260 1C, in comparison with
reference measurements with non-coated nanowires (tenfold
higher signal). Acetone sensing was successfully demonstrated
between 0.25 and 100 ppm, showing a 2 ppb extrapolated
detection limit based on the signal noise level. In contrast,
the sensor was fully desensitized to humidity variations due to
the hydrophobic nature of the MOF (Fig. 24a), showing feasi-
bility of the device for selective acetone trace detection in a
humid background, similar to the conditions in diagnostic
breath analysis. In a second study by Drobek et al., ZIF-8@ZnO
nanowire heterostructures were fabricated by vapor deposition
of the nanowires on interdigitated electrode (IDE) substrates,
followed by solvothermal treatment with a precursor solution to
form the MOF shell.209 Conductometric chemical sensing was
performed at 300 1C. The results showed overall reduced sensi-
tivity (various gases/vapors at 10–50 ppm) in comparison to
the pristine nanowires, but significantly improved selectivity
towards hydrogen (0.29 nm kinetic diameter) over larger mole-
cules such as benzene and toluene (0.52–0.53 nm kinetic dia-
meter, respectively). This effect was attributed to the narrow pore
aperture (0.34 nm diameter) of the ZIF-8 framework. Therefore,
these results are an exciting demonstration of size exclusion
through molecular sieving for chemical sensing applications.
Lastly, in a third related study by Tian et al., ZIF-8@ZnO nanorod
heterostructures were fabricated by solvothermal processing as a
powder and subsequent spin coating from a suspension on an
Fig. 24 MOF–SMO heterostructures as chemiresistors. (a,i) Schematic representation of ZIF-8–ZnO nanowire SMO fabrication through seeded
deposition and solvothermal treatment with the linker. (a,ii) Chemiresistive sensing experimentation showed that acetone detection at 10 ppm was
made insensitive to variation of the humidity. Adapted with permission from ref. 397. Copyright 2016 Wiley & Sons. (b,i) ZnO nanorod SMO, and (b,ii) ZIF-
8–ZnO nanorod response to various volatile organics, showing ZIF-8-induced selectivity towards formaldehyde over more polar analytes and analytes
with a larger kinetic diameter. Adapted with permission from ref. 398. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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alumina substrate with pre-integrated resistive heater and gold
contacts.398 Conductometric sensing experiments at 300 1C
showed a quasi-linearly correlated response of the device towards
formaldehyde at concentrations between 10 and 200 ppm (extra-
polated detection limit 5.6 ppm). Moreover, the interfering signals
of more polar analytes such as water, methanol and ethanol, and
that of analytes with a larger kinetic diameters such as ammonia,
acetone and toluene, was significantly reduced by the ZIF-8 shell
(Fig. 24b). The previous studies show the advantageous properties
of MOFs as tailorable receptor materials to improve the selectivity
of SMO chemiresistors. Importantly, heterostructured sensors of
this type need to be operated at relatively high temperature due to
the SMO transduction mechanism.
MOF sensing layers can be combined with materials other
than SMOs to fabricate chemiresistors that operate at much
lower temperatures. For example, HKUST-1@graphene oxide
composite devices were fabricated by slurry blade-casting on
IDE substrates.399 By pretreatment in ammonia, the MOF was
converted to an amorphous phase that demonstrates reversible
binding of ammonia. The MOF-derived device showed a quasi-
linear response to ammonia concentrations between 100–500 ppm
at room temperature. However, the response of the system was
rather low in comparison to other functionalized graphene sensors.
Much improved responses may be expected for MOFs that can
maintain their crystallinity and porosity upon exposure to the
analyte. An interesting variation on coating conductive materials
with MOFs is to grow conductive polymers in the MOF pores. Le
Ouay et al. grew conductive PEDOT chains inside MIL-101 particles
and created a resistive NO2 sensor by drop casting this compo-
site on an IDE.400 Although the surface area of the composite
(SBET = 1038 m
2 g1) is lower than that of the pristine MOF, the
pores provide much improved accessibility to the polymer chains
compared to bulk PEDOT (SBET E 2 m
2 g1). The nanoscale
structuring of the polymer resulted in a linear response at room
temperature up to 10 ppm of NO2, with rapid equilibration times
(o30 s for low concentrations) and an extrapolated detection
limit of 60 ppb.
Other studies have demonstrated the application of MOFs
directly as intrinsically chemiresistive materials. In these
examples, the MOF material functions both as receptor and
transduction material. Zhang and co-workers reported the
chemiresistive behavior of ZIF-67401 and Co(IM)2
402 films
fabricated by slurry casting on IDE substrates. The ZIF-67 device
was used in formaldehyde sensing at 150 1C and showed sig-
nificant responses for concentrations between 5 and 500 ppm.
A limited influence of humidity was observed, as expected for the
hydrophobic ZIF-67 framework. The Co(IM)2 device was
employed at 75 1C for trimethylamine (TMA) sensing between
2 and 500 ppm. Strong TMA adsorption was indicated by the
slow recovery time (B1 h). By contrast, negligible response of the
device was demonstrated for water, methane, acetone, ammonia
and methanol. The origin of this selectivity is unclear. The authors
attributed the chemiresistor performance of the Co(II)imidazolate
frameworks to the low band gaps of 1.98 eV and 1.80 eV. However,
as conduction mechanisms and experimental conductivities were
not reported, further investigation is needed to understand the
‘‘turn-oﬀ’’ conductance shifts of these sensors. Dinca˘ and co-
workers demonstrated chemiresistive ammonia sensing for the
conductive Cu3(HITP)2 MOG (0.2 S cm
1 bulk conductivity) by drop
casting thematerial on IDE substrates.71 The device showed a quasi-
linear and reversible ‘‘turn-on’’ response between 0.5 and 10 ppm
ammonia at room temperature. To simulate real-world conditions,
quantitative ammonia monitoring was demonstrated down to
5 ppm in air at 60% relative humidity (RH), which is competitive
with literature benchmarks. In follow-up work, a sensor array was
prepared consisting of three IDE substrates coated with the
Cu3(HITP)2 and two isomorphs with altered linkers and metal
centers, Cu3(HHTP)2 and Ni3(HITP)2.
403 Monitoring the response
of each sensor upon exposure (200 ppm, room temperature) to five
classes of volatile organic compounds or VOCs indicated that the
nature of the metal center, d8 Ni(II) versus d9 Cu(II), had the largest
impact on the signal intensity. As the charge density of the MOG is
considerably aﬀected by the metal center, this indicates that
electron transfer between the analytes and the MOG nodes is
probably responsible for the chemiresistive response. However,
the results showed clear evidence for multiple sensing mechanisms
with diﬀerent concentration-dependence. By combining the
response of the three MOG-based chemiresistors, the study showed
how it is possible to distinguish between VOC categories through
principal component and linear discriminant analysis (Fig. 25).
Fig. 25 MOGs as intrinsic chemiresistors. (a) Structure of three isoreti-
cular analogues of Cu3(HITP)2 that were utilized in the sensing array.
(b) Schematic representation of the measurement of the sensing
responses of the diﬀerent IDE sensors, followed by statistical treatment
of the data. (c) Clustering of diﬀerent VOC categories based on principal
component analysis of the signals from the array of three sensors. Adapted
with permission from ref. 403. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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Impedimetry and chemicapacitors. A very general readout
strategy for two-terminal chemical sensors is through monitor-
ing of the current–voltage behavior in the frequency domain, by
connecting the device to an alternating current (AC) power
source. In AC circuit analysis, the generalized concept of impe-
dance (Z, O) is defined in analogy to DC resistance, as the voltage
to current ratio. The real part of the impedance is the resistance
(R) and the imaginary part is the capacitive reactance (XC), which
depends on the electric field geometry (7). XC is inversely
proportional to the dielectric constant (k) of the sensing material
(8), and hence the variation of this property upon analyte
adsorption can be exploited for chemical sensing.
Z ¼ VðtÞ
IðtÞ ¼ Rþ jXC (7)
XC / 1k (8)
Note that the resistance does not contribute to the complex term
of the impedance. In other words, electric charge transport
through the MOF is not required for chemicapacitors analyzed
in the frequency domain. The required readout and data proces-
sing circuitry are generally more complex for chemicapacitors
than for chemiresistors. Conversely, the biasing frequency is an
additional experimental variable (cf. impedance spectroscopy),
offering opportunities for elucidation of the host–guest interac-
tions through transient circuit analysis.393 Additionally, the
absence of a net polarization of the contacts eliminates inter-
ference of the contact resistance with the analysis.
The early proof-of-concept chemicapacitor by Moos and co-
workers (2009) was one of the first examples of application of
MOFs in an electronic device.404 A set of commercial MOF
powders (BASF Basolite) was casted together with an organic
binder on IDE substrates. Impedimetry at 1 Hz and 120 1C
showed a quasi-linear and reversible response to water for
MIL-100(Fe), of 590 MO per % RH up to 2.5%. In the same
study, the feasibility of impedimetric VOC sensing was demon-
strated as well. Ruan and co-workers, more recently reported a
similar approach for water sensing at higher concentration
using MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 slurry casted on IDE substrates.
405
Measurements at room temperature and 100 Hz showed a
quasi-linear response to humidity of roughly 1.4 MO per %
RH between 11 and 95% RH. Impedance spectroscopy showed
that the device output became independent of RH at kHz frequen-
cies, indicating the possible role of ionic transport of dissociated
water in its impedimetric detection inMIL-125(Ti)-NH2. In another
example, Qiu and co-workers evaporated millimeter-sized alumi-
num dots on a HKUST-1 film solvothermally grown on polished
copper.406 The resulting parallel-plate chemicapacitors showed a
linear, reversible capacitance response to humidity at 1 MHz of
approximately 1.5 pF per % RH between 10 and 90% RH. In a
later study, Zeinali and Homayoonnia showed a link between
the HKUST-1 crystallite size and the response kinetics of similar
parallel-plate chemicapacitors.407 Wagner and co-workers fabri-
cated parallel-plate chemicapacitors via deposition of gold
electrodes on both sides of pressed pellets of diﬀerent isoreti-
cular analogues of aluminum-isophthalate CAU-10.408,409
These assemblies were operated as humidity sensors at room
temperature and the mHz–MHz spectral range. Using the
Havriliak–Negami model, different non-correlated contributions
were distinguished for the observed impedance, such as a
5 orders of magnitude variation of the DC resistance over the
humidity range. However, the observed response of 0.13 pF per
% RH was rather low. In a later study, the occurrence of a phase
transformation was observed in CAU-10 during hydration
and dehydration,410 an effect that can enhance either counter
balance the polarizability rises that are anticipated for water
uptake in the pores. The rather low response in the study might
indicate the latter effect.
De Smet and co-workers recently reported fabrication
of a microelectronic sensor by drop casting MIL-53-NH2(Al)
nanoparticles in a polymer matrix (MOF@polymer) on top of a
capacitance transducer manufactured through 140 nm CMOS
processing (Fig. 26a).411 The active area of the device consisted
Fig. 26 Miniaturization of chemicapacitors. (a) Overview of the device
layout of a CMOS fabricated IDE chemicapacitor. Left: Computer-assisted
design: the red rectangle marks the active area. Right: Picture of the actual
device after coating with MOF@polymer (Matrimids). Bottom: Schematic
cross section of the IDE capacitor. (b) Chemicapacitive response over time
of the device and two reference devices upon exposure to 0.5% methanol
followed by desorption. Adapted with permission from ref. 411. Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society.
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of planar IDEs that were downsized to 0.5 mm width and 1 mm
spacing to optimize the capacitance response. Furthermore,
custom lithographic fabrication of the IDE geometry enables
matching of the electric field to the MOF layer thickness and
thereby optimizing sensitivity, response time and recovery
time. Device operation was tested through impedance spectro-
scopy at room temperature (20 Hz–1 MHz). Consistently with
the presence of accessible pore space, the MOF functionalized
sensor showed a response roughly double that of a sensor
coated with polymer alone upon exposure to 0.5% methanol
(Fig. 26b). Pursuing an analogous path of CMOS compatible
integration, Eddaoudi and co-workers reported solvothermal
growth of Y-FUM sensing films directly on SAM-functionalized
IDEs (4 mm width, 5 mm spacing).412 This environmentally
stable MOF was selected based on its high affinity for H2S,
for which monitoring in the range of the toxicity exposure limit
of 100 ppb is an industrial need. Sensing experiments show a
quasi-linear capacitance response over the extraordinarily
broad range between 0.1 and 100 ppm H2S (room temperature,
unspecified frequency). The detection limit of the sensor extra-
polated from the response between 100 and 1000 ppb was as
low as 5.4 ppb. Moreover, sensor stability over 12 weeks of
testing and high selectivity to H2S over other gases such as NO2,
CH4, H2 and toluene was demonstrated.
Potentiometry and chemitransistors. Potentiometry utilizes
the potential diﬀerence between two electrodes for chemical-
to-electrical transduction and is performed under zero current
conditions. Typically a potentiometric sensor consists of a
reference electrode that is kept (or presumed) at a constant
potential and a chemically sensitive electrode. The work func-
tion (F, eV) is defined as the thermodynamic work needed to
extract an electron from the Fermi level of a conductor and
place it in a vacuum just outside the material.413 Physicochemical
models for the chemical modulation of the work function of
electrodes in the gas and liquid phase have been previously
described.414–416 For the following discussion, it is important to
keep in mind that the work function of an electrode depends to a
large degree on interface phenomena, including the surface
termination chemistry, the adsorbate phase and the electric field.
Intuitively, it can be understood that the presence of dipoles and
charge density (in the form of molecular orbitals) near the
electrode surface alters the barrier for removal of electrons from
the solid and therefore the work function.
A well-established analytical circuit to measure the work
function of conductive materials is the Kelvin Probe (KP). In the
KP method, a parallel-plate capacitor is constructed consisting
of the analytical electrode and a vibrating reference electrode
(Fig. 27a).414 When contacted through an external circuit, the
Fermi levels of the two electrodes will equalize and, as a result
of the migration of electrons, the capacitor charges proportion-
ally to the work function diﬀerence, i.e. the contact potential
diﬀerence (CPD, V). The working principle of the KP relies on
applying a harmonic vibration to the reference electrode by a
piezoelectric actuator. The periodically changing distance
between the electrodes causes an oscillation of the capacitance
that can be used to infer the work function of the analytical
electrode by taking into account the known reference. Chemical
work function modulation can be measured in real time by
introducing analytes during KP monitoring of the analytical
electrode. The sensing response, DCPD, is interpreted in the
assumption that the analyte does not interact with the inert
reference electrode. The KP method is well-established as a
method to screen the potentiometric sensing performance of
(semi)conductive materials based on their surface interactions.
However, recent studies demonstrated that analyte-permeable
dielectric sensing materials can also be screened using the KP
method.416,417 As the notions of Fermi level equalization and
work function cannot be extended to insulating materials,
the KP method in these cases evaluates the influence of the
dielectric layer on the potentiometric response of the under-
lying electrode.
The KP sensing response of dielectric MOF films deposited
on (semi)conducting electrodes were investigated in a few
studies. Davydovskaya and co-workers utilized HKUST-1 micro-
crystals drop casted on TiN electrodes to demonstrate CPD
responses upon exposure to trace concentrations of diﬀerent
aldehydes.418 The reversible responses were particularly signif-
icant in case of pentanal (14 mV at 10 ppm), whereas only
minor (tenfold lower) responses were observed for longer or
shorter chain analogues, such as hexanal or propanal. Accord-
ing to the authors, these results seem consistent with a close
match in polarity and size between the analyte and the MOF
cages. In any case, the results proved an undisputable correla-
tion between the chemical and structural features of the MOF
Fig. 27 KP gas sensing by chemical modulation of the work function of
the underlying substrate. (a) Layout of KP measurement circuit. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 416. (b) CPD of HKUST-1/TiN as a function
of the trace ppm concentration of diﬀerent alcohols. Adapted from
ref. 419. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (c) CPD of UiO-
66-NH2/Si as a function of dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) trace
ppb concentration in dry and humid conditions. Reproduced from ref. 423.
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and the chemical modulation of the underlying electrode. In a
follow-up study, a range of small alcohols (methanol, ethanol,
1-propanol, propanol) showed similarly high responses at
comparable concentrations (10–20 mV at 10 ppm), consistent
with the anticipated stronger adsorption of these compounds
in HKUST-1 (Fig. 27b).419 For a better understanding of the
results, QCM and KP responses of HKUST-1 films were
recorded and compared, in dry conditions as well as at 40%
RH. This comprehensive investigation showed that the inter-
action with analytes could be significantly influenced by the
presence of water in the framework.419,420 The unsaturated
metal nodes of HKUST-1 served as a preferential strong adsorp-
tion sites in dry conditions, whereas the interaction of the
analytes with adsorbed water clusters is dominating in the
presence of humidity. The same research group also reported
exploratory results on using the unsaturated metal nodes in
MOF-74 for selective CO2 sensing,
421 and the complementary
use of MOFs and catalytically active electrodes for potentio-
metric sensing.422 Recently, Ameloot and co-workers utilized
the KP sensing approach to demonstrate that the high affinity
of UiO-66-NH2 for toxic organophosphates can be exploited in
sensors (Fig. 27c).423 The selection of this particular MOF was
inspired by its reported catalytic activity for decomposition of
such compounds in buffered media.424,425 The MOF powder was
drop casted on silicon and the assembly was benchmarked in
detection of the nerve agent simulant dimethyl methylphospho-
nate (DMMP). This study showed a significant and reversible
response to DMMP concentrations in the lower ppb range (24 mV
at 10 ppb) and an extrapolated detection limit o1 ppb in ideal
conditions, which is among the lowest ever reported in KP
sensing. Remarkably, at 50% RH, enough to saturate the nano-
pores of the MOF with water, DMMP could still be detected down
to roughly 2 ppb. DFT modeling of the adsorptive interactions
between the analyte and MOF, indicated that the combined
interaction with the amino linker and the cluster Zr-OH/Zr-OH2
groups is probably responsible for the very high partition coeffi-
cient of DMMP. The study demonstrates that judicious matching
of the MOF pore space to the analyte can greatly advance
sensitivity and selectivity for particularly demanding analytes.
The KP method is typically not utilized in miniaturized
devices due to scaling issues for the oscillating electrodes.
However, potentiometric eﬀects similar to those registered by
the KP method can be utilized in many types of field eﬀect
devices, of which chemically sensitive field eﬀect transistors
(CHEMFETs) are arguably the most technologically relevant.426,427
The operation principle of CHEMFETs is based on chemical work
function modulation of the gate electrode (or the channel semi-
conductor). In a FET device, the threshold voltage (VT) is propor-
tional to the diﬀerence between the work functions of the gate
and channel (9):428
VT p Fgate  Fchannel (9)
In CHEMFETs, VT is determined from the IDS–VG transfer
characteristics and related to the analyte concentration. For
instance, in (n-channel) CHEMFETs operated in the saturation
regime, the IDS at a constant gate voltage is related to the square
of VT, with VG and Kdev the externally applied gate voltage and a
device constant, respectively (10):428
IDS = Kdev(VG  VT)2 (10)
This equation illustrates the direct electrical readout of
chemical work function modulation in CHEMFET devices.
CHEMFETs can also be considered impedance transformers,
as the impedance of the gate-channel capacitor is converted to
an associated IDS. As such, the CHEMFET provides options for
intrinsic amplification of the signal.429 Moreover, a CHEMFET
can be designed to provide both work function and impedance
information, through simultaneous determination of the
IDS–VG and IDS–VDS characteristics. These characteristics and
the option to obtain multidimensional information offer an
important advantage over other sensor designs.
Though MOF CHEMFETs are yet to be realized, two recent
reports show progress in this direction. Firstly, De Smet and
co-workers demonstrated metal–organic polyhedra (MOP) silicon
nanowire CHEMFETs (Fig. 28a).430 MOPs are discrete molecular
cages, often considered zero-dimensional MOF analogues. Similar
to MOFs, they contain well-defined cavities and are constructed
from tunable metal ions and organic linkers. In this study, CMOS
fabricated nanowire FETs (i.e. containing an active channel in the
form of a single silicon nanowire) were functionalized by a mono-
layer of Cu-MOPs selected for binding of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
(TNT). The IDS sensitivity towards TNT was raised by three orders
of magnitude by the MOP functionalization (in ethanol, down to
100 pM). Secondly, Rao and co-workers reported MOF@conduct-
ing-polymer CHEMFETs fabricated by spin coating a mixture of
the copolymer diketopyrrolopyrrole thiophene-vinylene-thiophene
(DPP-TVT) and the MOF Cd(NDC)0.5(PCA) (NDC = 2,6-napthalene-
dicarboxylate; PCA = 4-pyridinecarboxylate) on pre-fabricated
BG–BC devices (Fig. 28b).431 Decreasing IDS was observed at different
gate voltages upon exposure to saturated streams of nitroaromatic
explosives. This observation pointed to a charge-carrier trap mecha-
nism resulting from the electron-withdrawing nature of the analytes,
potentially amplified by accumulation of the analyte in the MOF.
Consistent with this hypothesis, a greater effect was observed for
analytes with multiple electron withdrawing nitro moieties on the
aromatic ring. However, the function of the MOF in the composite
is somewhat ambiguous, as reference devices containing only the
polymer were not subjected to comparative tests.
Electrochemical sensors and voltammetry. Electrochemical
cells consist of two electrodes contacted at one end through
an electrical circuit and at the other end through an electrolyte
(often complemented by a high ohmic third electrode as a
reference at constant potential). When utilized as electroanalytical
devices, these cells oﬀer a lot of opportunities for chemical-to-
electrical transduction. Voltammetric methods measure current
as a response to the waveform of an applied potential. Ampero-
metry designated diﬀerent types of single-potential voltammetry.
However, the terms are often used in an interchangeable way.
Electrochemical sensors are distinguished from the previous
sensors by the fact that the (Faradaic) current in the measurement
circuit is associated with reduction or oxidation of the analyte and
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is coupled to an opposite ionic current in the electrolyte. Electro-
chemical voltammetry is the operation principle in various types
of microelectrode sensors.432 Electrochemical pathways are of
particular interest to connect aqueous (bio)chemistry to electro-
nics. A growing number of studies focuses on electrochemistry at
the interface between aqueous analytes and MOF functionalized
electrodes. Various dielectric MOFs were utilized in composite
electrocatalysts, either to immobilize the active sites on an
electrode or to enhance the overall activity and selectivity. Analytes
of interest in these voltammetric sensing studies were aqueous
contaminants (e.g. dihydroxybenzene,433 hydrazine,434,435), bio-
molecules or metabolites (e.g. acetaminophen,436 ascorbic
acid,437,438 L-cysteine,439 dopamine,436–438,440–442 chlorogenic
acid,443 glucose,444 hydrogen peroxide,445,446 tryptophan,447
urea,448 uric acid437,438,440). A particularly elegant example of
such routes was demonstrated by Zheng and co-workers: ZIF-8
was coated on one-dimensional arrays of metal oxide semicon-
ductor nanorods to fabricate ZnO@ZIF-8 core–shell nanorod
composites. These core–shell composites functioned as photo-
electrochemical sensors that utilize the size-selective sieving
properties of ZIF-8 to create distinct photoelectrochemical
responses upon UV-excitation, depending upon the size of the
hole scavenger molecules present in solution.445
Although research in MOF sensing is dominated by volatile
analytes, arguably inspired by the extensive literature on gas
separation and storage, such molecules have not yet been
targeted in electrochemical voltammetry. Nevertheless, oppor-
tunities may be found in analytes partitioning between the gas
and electrolyte phases. Jeong and co-workers demonstrated
selective CO2 sensing through electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy of a MOF in an electrochemical cell.449 A pressed
pellet of Rb-CD-MOF saturated with methanol and contacted
using silver conductive glue was utilized as electrolyte. Analysis
of the impedance spectra (0.1 Hz–30 MHz) showed that proton
conductivity in the cell gradually dropped 550-fold upon expo-
sure of the framework to different CO2 concentrations. It was
hypothesized that the effect was triggered by reversible binding of
CO2 as carbonates to the free hydroxyls in framework. Semi-log
correlated CO2 sensor responses were demonstrated at room tem-
perature for various concentrations between zero and 100% (Fig. 29).
Fig. 28 CHEMFET sensors. (a,i) Array of Cu-MOP functionalized CHEMFETs, schematic layout of device and chip packaging. Inset: Optical picture of the
chip. (a,ii) IDS response over time to diﬀerent concentration of TNT. Adapted with permission from ref. 430. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
(b,i) MOF@polymer composite BG–BC CHEMFET layout. Inset: Picture of the applied drain and source contacts during experimentation. (b,ii) IDS–VDS
curves at different VG, before (black) and after (red) exposure to TNT. Adapted with permission from ref. 431. Copyright 2016 Elsevier.
Fig. 29 Implementation of aMOF for electrochemical impedance sensing. The
proton conductivity shifts upon carbonate formation were utilized to reversibly
quantify atmospheric CO2 over a broad concentration range. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 449. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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Analogous gas sensing routes through Faradaic impedance can
by envisioned as a next step. However, this application relies
chiefly on the design of MOFs as effective solid electrolytes.
Traditionally, the volatile constituents of electrochemical gas
sensors are the main bottleneck limiting sensor lifetime, operat-
ing temperature range and electrical potential window.432
4.2.3 Optoelectronic sensors. Interaction of light with matter
involves reflection, scattering, refraction and absorption, poten-
tially followed by emission (i.e. photoluminescence). As previously
discussed in Section 2, such interactions are often guest-
dependent in porous MOFs. Hence, they oﬀer opportunities for
chemical sensing via chemical-to-optical and optical-to-electrical
transduction pathways in MOF-based optoelectronic devices.
Routes for on-chip integration of optical elements such as lasers,
waveguides, filters and even full spectrophotometers, are rapidly
developing and oﬀer new opportunities for integrated optical
sensors.450 Many spectroscopic studies have been focused on
tailoring of MOF to achieve superior optical responses upon guest
uptake. In particular, host–guest responsive photoluminescence
has become one of the most active domains in MOF research. The
corresponding material design strategies have recently been com-
prehensively reviewed.119,451 The following discussion is limited to
recent studies that actively target integration of MOFs in optoelec-
tronic sensors.
A scalable device for optical absorption gas sensing was
recently demonstrated by Toda and co-workers.452 To fabricate
the device, a HKUST-1 coated polytetrafluoroethylene filter was
mounted between two optic fibers, one equipped with a blue
light source and the other with a photodiode (Fig. 30). This
measurement cell was utilized to determine the transmittance
of blue light through the MOF upon exposure to diﬀerent RH
air streams. The significant color shift of HKUST-1 upon water
binding has been previously described in detail.363 The device
showed a quasi-linear response in trace water sensing, rever-
sibly covering an extraordinary dynamic range of five orders of
magnitude (50 ppb–2000 ppm). This device provides an excel-
lent example of how guest-induced spectroscopic shifts can be
utilized in chemical-to-optical-to-electrical transduction.
The refractive index shift displayed by MOFs upon guest
adsorption oﬀers interesting options for optical sensing as well.
The magnitude of this phenomenon was first demonstrated by
Fe´rey and co-workers for spin coated MIL-101 thin films on
silicon. Refractive index increases up to thirty percent were
observed through spectroscopic ellipsometry upon exposure of
the film to diﬀerent volatile molecules.237 For practical applica-
tion of this eﬀect, the refractive index shift needs to be
transformed to a measureable optical signal. A range of strate-
gies to achieve this goal relies on mesoscopic structuring of
MOFs as photonic etalons, Bragg stacks, two-dimensional, or
three-dimensional photonic crystals. As a common feature,
these structures consist of regularly repeated regions of high
and low refractive index materials. Photonic behavior resulting
in observable colors through interference and diﬀraction
occurs when the periodicity is roughly half the wavelength
(i.e. 200–400 nm for the visible range). Readout is typically
performed by monitoring color changes that correlate a change
in refractive index contrast upon analyte adsorption.
Hupp and co-workers showed that MOF thin films can be
exploited as guest-sensitive etalons (or Fabry–Pe´rot interfero-
meters).177 In their study, ZIF-8 thin films of uniform thickness
corresponding to optical wavelengths were deposited on glass
substrates. The samples showed distinct interference fringes in
the visual range as a result of diffraction and interference at the
glass–MOF and MOF–air interfaces. Substantial red shifts (up to
49 nm) were observed upon exposure of the ZIF-8 thin films to
different gases and vapors. In a follow-up study, Bragg stacks
consisting of three repeated Pd/ZIF-8 bilayers, were fabricated on
glass by ZIF-8 deposition alternated by Pd sputtering.108 Adding
layers to a Bragg stack leads to increased relative intensity of the
interference fringes and therefore improved sensitivity in detecting
peak shifts. As a proof-of-concept case, quantitative sensing of
hydrogen at concentrations between 0 and 5% was demonstrated.
Lotsch and co-workers, fabricated analogous Bragg stacks by
alternatingly spin coating colloidal suspensions of ZIF-8 and
TiO2 nanoparticles on silicon (Fig. 31a).
238 In this example,
reflectance spectra fringe peak shifts of up to 100 nm were shown
upon exposure to various alcohols. In a follow-up study, it was
demonstrated that the combined responses of Bragg stacks con-
sisting of different MOFs offers options for optical analyte recogni-
tion by using MOFs with different polarities, namely ZIF-8,
HKUST-1 and CAU-1-NH2. Fingerprint analysis of different alco-
hols was demonstrated by principal component analysis of the
visual shifts observed for the different Bragg stacks.453 As an
additional route for analyte-selectivity, Wang and co-workers
demonstrated how guest-specific framework breathing behavior
can be exploited to govern the kinetic and equilibrium response to
Fig. 30 Transmittance fiber optic device for gas sensing through the
colorimetric changes in HKUST-1 upon hydration and dehydration. Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 452. Copyright 2015 Elsevier.
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different organics (MIL-88B-NH2–TiO2 Bragg stack).
454 Wo¨ll and
co-workers fabricated HKUST-1–ITO Bragg stacks by alternated
SURMOF LPE spray deposition and ITO sputtering.192 In this
study, Bragg stack reflectivity of roughly 80% was observed, which
exceeds previous examples. The reduced scattering losses and high
optical quality of the thin films grown by LPE could be beneficial
for their performance in chemical-to-optical transduction in future
applications.
The previous Bragg stack photonic structures are character-
ized by a periodicity parallel to the substrate. Two-dimensional
photonic crystals are equivalent photonic structures with a peri-
odicity perpendicular to the substrate, which is highly versatile as
it can be applied by highly-controllable lithographic patterning.
Faustini and co-workers fabricated two-dimensional ZIF-8 photo-
nic crystals (ZIF-8–air and ZIF-8–TiO2) by soft-lithographic nano-
imprinting of nanocrystals on different substrates (Fig. 31b).455
Using a simple consumer-grade charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera, measured reflected light could be correlated to isopropyl
alcohol concentrations. Three-dimensional photonic crystals are a
combination of the strategies discussed above. Li and co-workers
were the first to demonstrate fabrication of three-dimensional
MOF photonic crystals.456 HKUST-1 and ZIF-8 were solvothermally
grown in the interstitial space of a close packed film of mono-
disperse polystyrene beads on glass substrates. After removal of
the polymer template, the reflectance spectra of the structure
showed a redshift response (up to 75 nm) upon exposure to
methanol vapor. Secondly, Hupp and co-workers demonstrated
MOF–SiO2 photonic structures through HKUST-1 deposition in the
interstitial space of predeposited SiO2 photonic crystal films
(Fig. 31c). The transmittance spectral shifts were utilized for
carbon disulfide sensing in the range between 100 and
10 000 ppm.457 A third general strategy, reported by Huo and
co-workers, demonstrated layer-by-layer Langmuir–Blodgett
coating of self-assembled monolayers of highly monodisperse
MOF nanocrystals.458 Utilizing the strategy for UiO-66, trans-
mittance spectra red shifts (up to 30 nm) upon exposure to
different volatile organics was shown for a five layer coating.
Recent studies have underlined the potential advantages of
mesoscopic design and fine-tuning of three-dimensional MOF
photonic crystals. Firstly, two-mode signal transduction based
on photonic eigenmode, as well as Fabry–Pe´rot oscillation was
demonstrated for monolayers consisting of MOF hollow
spheres.459 The performance was further increased by sand-
wiching the monolayer between highly reflective films.460
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is an electromagnetic
phenomenon that can be utilized to detect extremely small
changes in refractive index. Recently, a lot of recent progress
has been made in the fabrication of miniaturized SPR biosen-
sors relying on analyte recognition by conjugated antibodies.461
MOFs show potential to assist in extending the SPR sensor
platform beyond typical biological analytes towards vapors and
gases. However, only a few studies that explore the concept of
MOF-enhanced SPR have been reported. In a first study, a two-
dimensional ordered array of silver nanoparticles on glass was
coated with HKUST-1 through LPE growth.462 The transmit-
tance UV-VIS extinction peak of the sample was monitored
spectroscopically upon exposure to pure streams of two analyte
gases. It was observed that the peak shift response of the array
towards carbon dioxide was enhanced roughly tenfold by theMOF
film, whereas no enhancement was seen for non-interacting
Fig. 31 Photonic films and assemblies for vapor sensing. (a) ZIF-8–TiO2 one-dimensional photonic structure (Bragg stack). Top: Electron microscopy
cross section. Bottom: Reflectance spectral shifts recorded as a function of different organic vapor concentrations. Adapted with permission from
ref. 238. (b) ZIF-8 two-dimensional photonic structures. Top: Electron microscopy top view of surface-patterned ZIF-8. Bottom: Reflected luminance
recorded by smartphone CCD device at different isopropanol partial pressures. Adapted with permission from ref. 455. Copyright 2015 Wiley & Sons.
(c) HKUST-1–SiO2 three-dimensional photonic crystal structure. Reflectance spectral shifts recorded as a function of different analyte vapors. Adapted
with permission from ref. 457. Copyright 2011 Wiley & Sons.
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sulfur hexafluoride. In a follow-up study, ITO nanocrystals were
sandwiched between a sapphire substrate and the HKUST-1 thin
film.463 The stacks were used for carbon dioxide sensing based on
surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA), showing a moder-
ate (factor two) increased sensitivity at 0.1% concentration in
comparison to bare substrates. The prototypical HKUST-1 frame-
work is known for its electrophilic open copper sites that can be
exploited for high-aﬃnity carbon dioxide binding. Though it is
important to note that many MOFs with better performance in
selective carbon dioxide capture have been identified in recent
research.464 A related approach for chemical sensing and recogni-
tion of analytes, through their vibrational fingerprint, is surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). In a proof-of-concept study, a
three-dimensional plasmonic array of silver-coated SiO2 nano-
spheres on glass was coated with ZIF-8 using a stepwise deposi-
tion method.465 Upon exposure to diﬀerent vapors, the sample
was irradiated with two infrared lasers (excitation and pump
wavelengths), and the backscattered light was spectroscopically
monitored. Using this method it was shown that traces of
vapors such as benzene, toluene, nitrobenzene and 2,6-di-tert-
butylpyridine could be identified. By contrast, no signals were
observed for the bare substrates in similar conditions. As these
molecules are more bulky than the crystallographic pore aper-
ture of ZIF-8, it was hypothesized that adsorption of the
analytes on the external surface and grain boundaries of the
MOF film is responsible for the enhanced signal. The SPR,
SEIRA and SERS proof-of-concepts discussed above show a
potential role for MOFs in emerging miniaturized plasmon
resonance sensors. Notably, recent studies on bulk MOF and
noble metal nanoparticle composites have also demonstrated
opportunities for liquid-phase plasmonic chemical sensing, e.g.
metal ions,466 organic compounds,467 and even large macro-
molecules such as proteins.468
5. Challenges and perspectives: an
updated roadmap
As stated in the introduction, the large and growing interest in
MOF materials stems from a desire to better understand and
design matter at the atomic scale. At this level, where the
boundaries between chemistry and materials science blur,
the well-controlled and ordered environment oﬀered by self-
assembled crystalline solids enables a range of novel proper-
ties. Although in many cases highly promising for application
in electronic devices, such work is currently in a proof-of-
concept stage. To further mature and pinpoint actual require-
ments, the developed concepts need to find their way into other
scientific communities, ranging from solid-state physicists to
electronic engineers and hardware specialists. As was pre-
viously highlighted, the ITRS roadmaps successfully targeted
collaborative and highly focused work to solve critical problems
inhibiting the advance of microelectronics fabrication.
Although MOF research is evidently much less mature, the
success of this approach inspired some of us to author the first
roadmap for MOFs in electronic devices.5 The purpose of the
current update is to highlight the significant progress as well as
remaining challenges, to stimulate reflection within the com-
munity and raise awareness within other fields. In the following
we attempt to indicate some of these issues and opportunities,
categorized by property, processing step or application.
MOF as electronic conductors
In the past few years, significant progress has been made in the
synthesis of conductive MOFs. These materials oﬀer opportu-
nities for new types of active electronic components. In contrast
to purely inorganic or organic conductors such as MoS2 or
graphene, which do not easily lend themselves to chemical
functionalization, the electronic properties of MOFs can be
tuned by chemically altering the linker, metal ion or guest
species adsorbed in the pore space. As some elegant first
demonstrations have been reported, for instance for layered
metal–organic graphene analogues, we expect intense efforts in
this area. As experimental results and theoretical calculations
provide indications that MOFs might be suitable as semicon-
ductors in future electronics,469 the challenge of rational band
gap tuning in MOFs is of burgeoning interest. In this context, it
will be exciting to see how doping through the inclusion of non-
innocent guest molecules in the pores can be used as a design
element to generate guest@MOFmaterials with new properties.
Although thus far only pioneering efforts were devoted to this
approach (see Section 2.1),14,336 the potential offered by porous
crystalline (semi)conductors is clear. One can see a conceptual
analogy between atomic doping in the crystal lattice of a non-
porous semiconductor and molecular doping in the pore space
of MOFs. The use of pore space is not limited to electronic
conduction; some other uses are described in Section 3.4.
The increasing number of conductive MOFs also highlights
the challenge of accurately determining their properties, espe-
cially for the more conductive ones. Since MOFs are typically
obtained as powders, their properties are often evaluated as
pressed pellets. While useful and convenient to gauge bulk
behavior, this approach masks the eﬀects of sub-optimal par-
ticle–particle and MOF–electrode interfaces. In addition, it fails
to indicate anisotropic conduction phenomena. Such data are
available from single-crystal measurements, although care
should be taken how to attach electrodes. A first step towards
the standardization of measurement protocols, which would
allow straightforward comparison between different groups,
was recently given by an extensive comparison of techniques
for a single material.49 In this context, the importance of MOF-
based FETs must be highlighted as well. In addition to a
functional building block of logic circuits, FETs provide direct
access to in-depth characterization of their channel material,
e.g. in terms of semiconductor type (n or p), charge carrier
mobility and interface defect density. MOF-based diodes are
another device type that is useful to study fundamental proper-
ties, as well as for practical application as a logic building block.
To the best of our knowledge, a MOF-based Schottky diode has
been characterized only in one case.51 Although the device
properties are far short of conventional all-inorganic diodes,
they are comparable to those obtained from single-crystal
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organics such as rubrene.470 An advantage of the MOF over such
organic semiconductors is the higher thermal stability.
MOFs as ionic conductors
An intensive search for solid electrolytes is ongoing, mainly for
energy storage and conversion devices, but as well for electro-
chemical sensors and ionic transistors.471,472 The ordered and
porous nature of MOFs oﬀers new opportunities in this area.
Most work on ion conducting MOFs has been focused on
proton conduction. Nevertheless, conduction of metal ions
has been reported, even for divalent ones. In addition to their
potential implementation, the well-controlled environment
within ion conducting MOFs oﬀers valuable insight into the
design parameters of solid electrolytes. For instance, the
straightforward introduction of various acidic functional
groups is a tremendous tool in clarifying the relationship
between proton conductivity, topology, and pore wall functio-
nalization. Such insights will prove valuable to synthesize
crystalline MOFs with commercial potential or to implement
in amorphous polymer or hybrid electrolytes.473
Especially in metal ion conduction for battery applications
much room for improvement remains. Although the metal ion
conducting MOFs discussed in Section 2.2 are obtained as free-
flowing powders, they mostly rely on the inclusion of solvent-
like molecules in the pores. As these species are small and
relatively mobile, the risk for failure through evaporation or
diﬀusion to and reaction at the electrodes is not completely
eliminated. Also in this case, rational design through the host–
guest chemistry of MOFs can generate entirely solvent-free solid
electrolyte materials, for instance through the inclusion of poly-
mer chains from a melt or via in-pore polymerization.474,475
Therefore, the MOF porosity itself might not be the crucial
characteristic of the resulting electrolyte, but rather the key to
designing host–guest interactions in a controlled environment.
Compared to polymer-only electrolytes, such host–guest synergy
can prevent the formation of less mobile polymer chains (e.g.
through crystal domain formation) and, at the same time, align
the functional groups on the polymer backbone.476 The introduc-
tion of ionic liquids to facilitate metal ion conduction has already
been demonstrated;88 it will be interesting to see whether this
approach can be extended to polymerized ionic liquids.
Another approach that perhaps surprisingly has not yet been
explored for metal ion conduction is the covalent anchoring of
solvent-like moieties to the framework. Again, it should be
noted that eﬃcient ion conduction does not require permanent
porosity and might in fact benefit from the lack thereof.477 This
type of solid electrolytes oﬀers perspectives to maintain liquid-
like mobility in the pores while the rigid framework provides
mechanical stability, thereby overcoming a common trade-oﬀ
for polymer-only electrolytes. The above approaches could be
combined with ionic MOFs.478 In an anionic framework
employed as solid electrolyte, the immobilized negative charge
cannot move in an electric field, resulting in single-ion con-
ductors in which only the metal ion of interest migrates.479 If
this is not the case, the ionic mobility measured by impedance
spectroscopy represents a combined cation and anion mobility.
As for the measurement of electronic conduction, the distinc-
tion between pressed-pellet and single-crystal measurements
should be made. Isolating the cation mobility in the presence of
mobile anions requires further characterization (e.g. 7Li solid-
state NMR). On the other hand, deliberately facilitating the
migration of anions into battery electrodes is an interesting
approach to enhance energy storage capacity. While such
insertion reactions are well-established for metal cations (e.g.
in Li-ion batteries), it is remarkably challenging to accomplish
the same task with negative ions. This diﬃculty is because
electrochemically stable anions are large compared to metal
cations; hence, their accommodation requires a much greater
accessible volume. Redox-active MOFs with pores large enough
to accommodate such anions were already demonstrated as a
‘‘dual-ion’’ cathodes.480
Optoelectronics
Significant progress has been made in exploiting the hybrid
organic–inorganic structure of MOFs for energy harvesting.
Demonstrations of MOF-based solar cells have mostly been
based on the dye-sensitized concept in which photocurrent is
generated through charge injection into a semiconductor,
typically TiO2. Nevertheless, modeling of the chemical potential
of several MOFs identified the misalignment of the LUMO and
HOMO levels with the TiO2 conduction band as a possible
issue. Interestingly, the richness of MOF chemistry perhaps
obviates the need for an additional semiconductor. In such
systems, the MOF fulfils the functions of light absorption,
carrier generation and transport. For instance, the crystalline
organization of porphyrin entities in a Zn(II) framework
resulted in the formation of what may be an indirect bad gap
semiconductor with efficient photocarrier generation. We
expect concentrated efforts in improving the overall carrier
mobilities in such materials, for instance by adding LPE layers
to create multi-heteroepitaxial systems. Semiconducting prop-
erties can be installed in MOFs through different approaches as
well (see Section 2.1). Interestingly, the dyes used in DSSCs are
often grafted on the surface of TiO2 particles through carbox-
ylates. As is clear from the success of low-dimensional analo-
gues of inorganic semiconductors in electronically conducting
MOFs (e.g. one-dimensional chains),8 there is potential to
convert the TiO2–dye assembly into an ordered and integrated
metal ion–ligand framework. The combination of this approach
with the improved properties of light-absorbing linkers when
immobilized in a rigid framework or inclusion of different
dyes in the pores remains inspiring, for MOFs and related
materials.481 Taken together, the performance of current pro-
totype devices is encouraging, although far from that of cham-
pion devices using all-organic sensitizers.482
Besides photovoltaics, other opportunities exist for MOFs in
optoelectronics. For example, the photo-induced conductivity
response demonstrated by some MOF materials26 hints at their
potential as detector materials for light and other types of
radiation.483 Much attention has been devoted to emission-
tuning of MOFs for use as down-conversion phosphors. Build-
ing on this knowledge and the progress in understanding
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electronic conduction in MOFs, it can be expected that direct
emission LEDs with MOFs as active components will be realized
in the near future, similar to what has been reported for
perovskites.484 In addition to fine-tuning light absorption, the
regular organization of dyes in the pores of the crystalline solid
can create novel guest@MOF emission properties. A fascinating
example of such behavior is lasing in single MOF crystals loaded
with dye.485,486 A similar concept was previously demonstrated in
zeolite crystals and pointed out enhanced stability of the
occluded dye.487 The potential of MOFs, as ‘‘metamaterials’’,
for application in non-linear optics was recently reviewed by
Vinogradov and co-workers.488 Notably, similar to our discussion
of electronic applications, the influence of fabrication on the
optical performance is rather critical,489 but still underexplored.
Dielectrics
Studies on the use of MOFs as both low- and high-k materials
show clear potential but also indicate that a fundamental under-
standing of the factors contributing to the k and the chemical
concepts for their tunability are largely unexplored. From the
limited data available, it is clear that to achieve a low-k MOF,
ligands with fewer polar functional groups and less-polarized
bonds can be introduced. Heavy transition-metal centers should
be avoided and guest molecules should be evacuated. As empty
space has the lowest possible dielectric constant, increasing the
MOF pore size will further decrease the k value. Importantly, very
few papers report on the functional testing of integrated MOF
dielectrics. As the k value is only one aspect of the suitability of a
dielectric for implementation, it will be essential to evaluate other
process-specific characteristics. For instance, typical low-kmateri-
als have to be hydrophobic, thermally stable up to 350–400 1C,
have sufficient mechanical strength, good adhesion to neighbor-
ing layers, etc. Outside the typical low- and high-k applications,
other potential uses for dielectric MOFs exist. For instance,
organic–inorganic dielectric hybrids such as ceramic–polymer
composites, are receiving a lot of attention e.g. for application in
low-loss dielectric resonators for wireless communication.490,491
The potential advantage of MOFs as tunable dielectrics in this
context is yet to be explored.
Mechanical properties
In MOF-based electronic devices, mechanical properties will
play a role at the level of both the MOF and the device
characteristics. Although mechanical characterization in this
context is arguably in the initial stage, the former aspect is
considered more ‘‘fundamental’’ and received more attention.
Elegant studies demonstrated how gate-opening behavior
appears when a rigid MOF is deposited as a very thin film
and how such ‘‘breathing’’ is crystal size dependent.366,492
While such studies will indirectly aid the integration of MOFs,
there is a clear need for further assessment of tuning of
engineering-type parameters (e.g. hardness, modulus, stiﬀ-
ness). Although nano-indentation is becoming a more common
tool to characterize single MOF crystals and thin film, few
materials have been characterized in depth. As already high-
lighted in Section 4.2, these data will be crucial in interfacing
MOFs with oscillating mass-sensitive devices, for which stiﬀer
materials and tailorability is desirable. Functional testing of
MOFs with real substrates under simulated process and opera-
tion conditions will rapidly indicate potential mechanical
problems, caused for instance by a coeﬃcient of thermal
expansion mismatch. The higher expected flexibility of hybrid
MOFs compared to inorganic functional materials could be an
unexpected advantage. With increasing attention for flexible
and wearable devices, elasticity is a highly desired property.
This research trend is also reflected in the increasing attention
for ‘‘molecular layer deposition’’ (MLD) processes, used in an
analogous way to ALD to deposit hybrid coatings.493 Accord-
ingly, the MOF community needs to systematically include
relevant polymer substrates (e.g. PET) in coating studies, and
subject such samples to standardized bending tests. In addi-
tion, this approach could open up opportunities to modulate
the electronic structure of MOFs through the introduction of
mechanical stress and strain.494,495 Lastly, recent literature has
demonstrated the option to melt and cast some hybrid crystal-
line frameworks and related glasses.496,497 Next to oﬀering new
opportunities for structural and mechanical tailoring, these
phase transitions can also form a basis for new device fabrica-
tion methodologies.
Property modeling
To design MOF-based electronics, in silico modeling will
become an increasingly important tool, in the first place to
understand and predict fundamental material properties. In
this respect, specific challenges are abound in each of the above
sections. For instance, the determination of the band gap and
type (direct vs. indirect) has important implications for photo-
voltaics as well as the general use of MOFs as semiconductors.
Similarly, modeling will prove valuable in the design of linkers
that absorb light in specific parts of the spectrum, in under-
standing mechanical properties, spin crossover behavior and
dielectric constants. In addition, modeling of guest behavior in
the MOF pores will not only benefit the design of the best
materials for sensor coatings, but guest@MOF approaches as
well. Recently, the application of machine-learning algorithms
was demonstrated as a tool for elucidation of the (often
complex) factors that govern the reaction outcomes in
organic–inorganic chemistry.498 Basically, the algorithm is
optimized to extracts chemical information that is hidden in
previous experiments and exploits this data to predict the
outcome of related experiments. Since machine-learning tools
show an ability to offer insight beyond the ability of human
chemical intuition, they could become valuable and widespread
screening tools for the MOF community. To access fundamen-
tal properties through modeling, the crystalline order of MOFs
is an asset as it enables methods using periodic boundary
conditions.499 Since MOFs have very large unit cells, this
approach can reduce the costs of otherwise highly expensive
calculations. Some other high-accuracy methods, such as quan-
tum Monte Carlo, are not feasible for systems with such large
numbers of electrons. In this regard, MOFs are more challen-
ging than traditional electronic materials, which are typically
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much smaller in terms of unit cell size. Consequently, even
though accurate prediction of MOF gas adsorption properties is
now feasible, our assessment of the literature indicates that
computational methods are at an early stage of development
with respect to predicting MOF properties relevant to electronic
devices.
Nevertheless, it is a highly positive evolution that modeling
data sets and tools are becoming more broadly accessible.
Several eﬀorts and initiatives should be mentioned in this
context. For instance, a scripted workflow to extract the MOF
subset (currently 70 000 structures) from the Cambridge
Structural Database was recently released by the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre.500 Previously, the Computation-
Ready Experimental MOF (CoRE MOF) database was already
released by an independent group authors, comprising over
4700 MOF structures from the Cambridge Structural Database
for which solvent molecules, partially occupied and disordered
atoms were removed.501 An even more refined database of over
800 MOFs optimized using periodic density functional theory
has also been made publically available.502 Similarly, databases
and tools such as mofplus.org,503 MOFomics,504 the Reticular
Chemistry Structure Resource,505 Zeo++,506 etc. make basic
computer-based screening of candidate materials available to
non-expert users, for instance to identify frameworks with a
specified pore connectivity and windows that would allow
passage of certain ions.
Thin films and fabrication
As is clear from the discussion in the previous sections, reliable
methods to deposit uniform and defect-free MOF films will
form the basis for microelectronic device fabrication. In addi-
tion, such uniform MOF films will in many cases provide a
better basis for measurements compared to pressed powder
pellets (e.g. k value). Several thin film growth techniques have
been further developed as discussed in Section 3.3. Of particular
interest in terms of compatibility with other cleanroom pro-
cesses is the all-vapor phase MOF-CVD route, first illustrated by
Ameloot and co-workers for several MOFs based on divalent
cations.211 Recently, Lausund and Nilsen showed that a related
ALD-type CVD process can be used to deposit an amorphous film
that upon subsequent exposure to acetic acid vapor resulted in
crystalline Zr(IV)-based UiO-66.507 Work by Karppinen and co-
workers includes several illustrations of direct MLD growth of
crystalline coordination polymers.508–510 It will be interesting to
see if such all-vapor phase methods can be extended to various
MOFs and device applications.
To fabricate the first FETs based on semiconducting
MOFs,28,46 interfacial growth processes were combined with
subsequent film transfer. A recent report has suggested that
such approaches could be combined with simultaneous
patterning.511 Most MOF film growth strategies, including the
ones highlighted above, result in non-oriented polycrystalline
coatings. In several scenarios, oriented thin films are desired.
Currently, the go-to method for oriented MOF films is LPE in
combination with a suitable SAM as surface functionalization.
However, for applications in which electrical contact with the
MOF is needed, a potentially insulating interstitial layer could
be fatal to the device performance. It is therefore interesting
that LPE has been demonstrated directly on hydroxyl-
terminated substrates.391 Moreover, in some cases the MOF
phase has an intrinsic preference for alignment parallel to the
surface, because of the formation of well-defined crystal faces
or the inherently layered nature of the material.187,208 A parti-
cularly exciting discovery in this context is the hetero-epitaxial
growth of a MOF material on an inorganic substrate.214 This
report is the first demonstration of both in-plane and out-of-
plane orientation of the crystallites in a MOF coating, and
therefore suggests the possibility to grow larger oriented crys-
talline domains. Such single-crystalline domains would be a
remarkable achievement with practical implications for device
fabrication. For instance, the memristor eﬀect demonstrated
for single MOF crystals was not observed for polycrystalline
films. It is not unlikely that currently other properties and
functions are obscured by sub-optimal thin film deposition
methods. In addition, FETs based on single-crystal layers would
have minimal structural and electronic defects, therefore allow-
ing a better characterization and understanding of charge
transport.
For any film deposition route, several process-related
aspects need to be taken into account. Throughput is a para-
meter mainly discussed in the scale-up of MOF powders, for
instance via microwave, sonochemical or mechanochemical
methods. Nevertheless, the MOF deposition speed is crucial as
well to assess the viability of a film growth process. It is unlikely
that film growth processes can build on the approaches devel-
oped for powders to decrease growth times. Many MOF deposi-
tion processes use large quantities of solvent. Solvents are not
only costly, but they present handling, safety, and disposal
issues. In the ITRS roadmap, a ‘‘green fab’’ category therefore
specifies both process and factory integration requirements that
target minimizing both solvent and water usage. Consequently,
it is reasonable to expect that future manufacturing with MOFs
will require processes that comply with such green chemistry
principles. The roughness of the deposited MOF films is another
aspect that will require optimization. Compared to established
thin film deposition technologies (e.g. sol–gel methods, PVD,
CVD, ALD), MOF films typically show a higher roughness, often
above 10% of the film thickness. In the proof-of-concept FET
devices, this roughness results in only one side of the self-
supporting film to be smooth enough for device fabrication.
While there is a lot of progress to be expected from fine-tuning
the crystal growth process, it will be interesting to see whether
existing microfabrication approaches such as CMP can address
this issue. Patterning via standard lithographic protocols has
been scarcely demonstrated for MOFs. It can be challenging to
induce isotropic etching for crystalline and porous materials,
especially when working with extended single-crystalline
domains. Nevertheless, the expected anisotropic etching beha-
vior can become an opportunity when rationalized as in the case
of ZIF-8.512 In standard silicon-based microfabrication, the
introduction of anisotropic etch steps is utilized to generate
complex features in a single unit step. Notably, the influence of
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the etching chemistry on important MOF properties such as the
specific surface area, pore accessibility and the formation of
lattice defects has only scarcely been studied. Similarly, not
much is known about the effect of the process steps following
MOF deposition or vice versa, the effect of the presence of the
MOF during further processing. Although film deposition is
considered the first step in the fabrication of microelectronic
devices, it is clear that many opportunities remain in this area.
Note however that powder processing routes can be acceptable
in some ‘‘macro’’-electronic devices such as batteries and super-
capacitor modules.513 These types of devices and fabrication
processes fall outside the scope of this review.
Chemical sensors
As is clear from the case study in Section 4.2, chemical sensing
is receiving a lot of research attention and might be the first
discussed area to shift from the proof-of-concept to the devel-
opment stage. Arguably, the implementation of MOFs in sen-
sors is the electronic device application that can build the most
on the adsorption studies performed for bulk powders. It has
been claimed that extending MOFs into the realm of micro-
electronics is hampered by the paucity of (semi)conducting
MOFs. While this is certainly true for applications that require
inherent electronic conduction (e.g. active channel in transis-
tors), this is not the case in most sensing schemes, with the
notable exception of chemiresistors. A large variety of MOFs
could therefore be implemented in future microelectronic
chemical sensors. Currently, the main barrier to progress is
finding the right combination of MOF material and transduc-
tion mechanism for a certain analyte. Also in this case, high-
throughput computational screening coupled to a detailed
understanding of how host–guest interactions are transduced
could be a valuable aid. Nevertheless, it is most probably an
oversimplified scenario that single MOFs can be used to
selectively detect specific analytes in a complex mixture. Array
strategies that interpret the combined output of several sensors
functionalized with different MOFs can be a viable solution.
In any case, in a fully integrated MOF sensor, signal processing
should be considered. It can be displayed in analog form,
subtracted from the reference signal and displayed as a differ-
ence, or it can be digitized and processed statistically. Such
processing can be carried out on-chip/on-board in ‘‘smart
sensors’’ or in a separate processor.
In potentiometric sensing, CHEMFETs functionalized with
MOFs to modulate the eﬀective gate voltage are a foreseeable
next step. Important for the context of portable and wearable
devices, such CHEMFETs are highly scalable and typically
operate close to room temperature, resulting in a lower power
consumption than typical SMO sensors. In mass-based sensing,
QCM and SAW are the most developed acoustic wave sensors. It
will be interesting to see the performance gain by combining
MOFs with more recent sensors that exploit diﬀerent elastic
wave propagation modes including acoustic-plate-mode and
flexural-plate-wave devices.392 In voltammetry, the application
of MOFs as intrinsically electrocatalytically active electrodes is
still uncharted territory. Eﬀorts in this area can be anticipated,
as conductive frameworks such as Ni3(HITP)2 can be used as a
sole electrode material.513 While most sensing-related work
focused on gases and vapors, yet again likely inspired by the
large related body of work on MOF powders, there are a lot of
opportunities in liquid-phase sensing as well, for instance in
the detection of heavy metal ions or biomarkers. It is expected
that currently unexplored sensor platforms will be included in
the range of proof-of-concept MOF-based sensors. Given the
wealth of bulk calorimetry data, it is for instance surprising that
no MOF-functionalized calorimetric sensors have been
reported. In chemical sensors, MOFs are ideally suitable to
fulfil other roles than the active sensing layer as well. For
instance, a solid electrolyte operating at low temperature and
environmentally stable would rapidly find application in elec-
trochemical sensors resistant against electrolyte evaporation.
MOFs have already been demonstrated as (selective) pre-
concentrators that extract a specific analyte or a group of
related molecules from a sample for subsequent analysis.
Table 3 SWOT analysis of MOFs in the context of valorization in electronic devices
Strengths Weaknesses
 Well-controlled organization at the (sub)nm scale through
self-assembly
 Combined aspects of organic and inorganic materials
 Nanoporosity and rich host–guest chemistry
 Modular design strategies are enabled by crystallinity and
pore space
 Simple organic and inorganic building blocks
 Crystallization needed to achieve distinguishing properties
 Inherent trade-oﬀ between properties of typical hard and soft materials
 No perfect examples to illustrate the class of materials as a whole, i.e.
diversity as a source of confusion
Opportunities Threats and challenges
 Research in electronics is shifting towards organics and
hybrids
 A clear need for ‘‘beyond CMOS’’ materials and processes
 Broad knowledge platform has been established in other
MOF research
 First commercial breakthroughs will increase interest out-
side the current community
 New and better computational tools for property modeling
and screening
 ‘‘Jack-of-all-trades, master of none’’ perception does not trigger broad
interest (in contrast to e.g. graphene)
 Heuristic material selection and design due to lagging fundamental
understanding
 Lack of focus and standards as a result of the inherent structural and
chemical versatility (no accessible classification for non-experts)
 Limited open dialogue with application-development communities
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In this scenario, the sensitivity and selectivity requirements for
the actual sensor are alleviated and shifted towards the MOF
pre-concentrator.226,514,515
Valorization perspectives
Practical applicability should not be the sole guidance of
scientific explorations. It is nevertheless interesting to note
that the potentially higher added value of MOFs in electronic
devices compared to bulk applications alleviates the cost and
scale-up restraints for candidate materials. Given the head start
of research in gas adsorption, storage and separation, it is
natural that the first commercial uses of MOFs focus on niche
markets in this field.516,517 However, it would not be surprising
if future steps in valorization of MOFs would target technology
areas that require comparatively very small quantities of mate-
rial. Examples include the applications highlighted herein, as
well as other opportunities in the biomedical field, optical
coatings, etc. Any demonstration of commercial viability will
lead to increased interest from diﬀerent domains. As closing in
on real-world applications inherently requires an interdisci-
plinary development eﬀort, any commercial success is likely to
benefit the MOF community as a whole through the involve-
ment and interest from diﬀerent expertise. The challenges
discussed in the sections above highlight the need to expand
the field beyond the realm of synthetic chemistry and involve
those with expertise in solid-state physics, lithography, process
design, materials integration and device engineering. As food
for thought, we end with our vision on the strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) in respect to the
valorization of MOFs in electronic devices (Table 3). It is clear
that many opportunities remain to bring the fascinating prop-
erties of MOFs stemming from their nanoscale organization
into real-world applications.
Abbreviations
General concepts
AC Alternating current
ALD Atomic layer deposition
BC–BG Bottom contact, bottom gate (FET
geometry)
BG–BC Bottom gate, bottom contact (FET
geometry)
BHJ Bulk heterojunction
CB Conduction band
CHEMFET Chemically sensitive field eﬀect
transistor
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide–semicon-
ductor (fabrication platform)
CMP Chemical-mechanical planarization or
polishing
CPD Contact potential diﬀerence (Volts)
CTE Coeﬃcient of thermal expansion
CVD Chemical vapor deposition
DBA Donor–bridge–acceptor
DC Direct current
DFT Density functional theory
DSSC Dye-sensitized solar cell
FET Field eﬀect transistor
FRET Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
GGA Generalized gradient approximation
HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital
IC Integrated circuit; microchip
IDE Interdigitated electrode (device
geometry)
ILD Interlayer dielectric
IRMOF Isoreticular metal–organic framework
ITRS International technology roadmap for
semiconductors
KP Kelvin probe
LED Light-emitting diode
LMCT Ligand-to-metal charge transfer
LPE Liquid-phase epitaxy (MOF growth/
deposition)
LUMO Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MEMS Microelectromechanical systems
MIM Metal–insulator–metal (device geometry)
MOF Metal–organic framework
MOF-CVD Metal–organic framework chemical
vapor deposition
MOG Metal–organic graphene analogue
MOP Metal–organic polyhedra
MLD Molecular layer deposition
PV Photovoltaics
PVD Physical vapor deposition
QCM Quartz crystal microbalance (sensor)
QD Quantum dot
RH Relative humidity
RMS Root mean square
SAM Self-assembled monolayer
SAW Surface acoustic wave (sensor)
SEIRA Surface-enhanced infrared absorption
SERS Surface-enhanced Raman scattering
SMO Semiconductor metal oxide (sensor)
SPR Surface plasmon resonance
SURMOF Surface-anchored metal–organic
framework
TG–BC Top gate, bottom contact (FET
geometry)
VB Valence band
VOC Volatile organic compound
Ligands and other molecules
AZPY trans-4,40-Azopyridine
1,3-BDC(H2) Benzene-1,3-dicarboxylic acid
BDC(H2) Benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid
BHT(H6) Benzenehexathiol
BPAC Bis(4-pyridyl)acetylene
BTB(H3) 1,3,5-Tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene
BTC(H3) Benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid
BODIPY 4,4-Difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene
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CN Cyanide anion
DABCO 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
DCPP(H2) [5,15-Bis(4-carboxyphenyl)-10,20-
diphenylporphyrinato]Zn(II)
DMMP Dimethyl methylphosphonate
NCS Thiocyanate anion
NDC(H2) Naphthalene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid
PCA(H) 4-Pyridinecarboxylic acid
PDT(H2) Pyrazine-2,3-dithiol
TATPT(H6) 2,4,6-Tris(2,5-dicarboxylphenylamino)-
1,3,5-triazine
TCNQ 7,7,8,8-Tetracyanoquinodimethane
TCPBE(H4) Tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)ethylene
TPPE 1,1,2,2-Tetrakis(4-(pyridin-4-
yl)phenyl)ethylene
TMA Trimethylamine
TNT 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene
TTFTB(H4) Tetrathiafulvalene tetrabenzoate
Recurring MOF nomenclature
Al2(BDC)3 Basolite
s A100; [Al(III)OH][benzene-1,4-
dicarboxylate]
CAU-1-NH2 Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel 1;
[Al(III)4(OH)2(OCH3)4][2-amino-benzene-
1,4-dicarboxylate]3
CAU-10 Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel 10;
[Al(III)(OH)][5-R-benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate],
R = Br, NO2, NH2, etc.
Cd(NDC)0.5(PCA) [Cd(II)]2[naphthalene-1,4-dicarboxylate]-
[4-pyridinecarboxylate]2
Cd-TATPT [Cd(II)2Cl]3[dimethylammonium]15[2,4,6-
tris(2,5-dicarboxylatephenylamino)-
1,3,5-triazine]4
Cu-(BHT) [Cu(II)]3[benzenehexathiolate]
Co(IM)2 [Co(II)][imidazolate]2
Cu[Ni(PDT)2] [Cu(II)][Ni(II)bis(pyrazine-2,3-dithiolate)]
Cu[Cu(PDT)2] [Cu(II)][Cu(II)bis(pyrazine-2,3-dithiolate)]
DUT-4 TU Dresden 4; [Al(III)(OH)][naphthalene-
2,6-dicarboxylate]
DUT-5 TU Dresden 5; [Al(III)(OH)][biphenyl-4,4-
dicarboxylate]
Fe2(AZPY)4(NCS)4 [Fe(II)]2[trans-4,40-
azopyridine]4[thiocyanate]4
HKUST-1 Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology 1; [Cu(II)]3[benzene-1,3,5-
tricarboxylate]2
In2BTB3 [In(III)]3[1,3,5-tris(4-carboxylatephenyl)-
benzene][1,3,5-tris(4-
carboxyphenyl)benzene] [oxalate]3
MFU-4 Metal–organic framework Ulm Univer-
sity 4; [Zn(II)Cl4]5[1H,5H-benzo(1,2-d:4,5-
d)bistriazolate]3
MOF-5 Metal–organic framework 5; [Zn(II)4O]-
[benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate]3
MOF-74 Metal–organic framework 74; [M(II)]2[2,5-
dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate]
MIL-53 Materials Institute of Lavoisier 53;
[M(III)OH]-
[benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate]
MIL-88B Materials Institute of Lavoisier 88B;
[M(III)3XO][benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate]3,
X = Cl, F, etc.
MIL-100 Materials Institute of Lavoisier 100;
[M(III)3XO][benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate]2,
X = F, OH, etc.
MIL-101 Materials Institute of Lavoisier 101;
[M(III)3FO][benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate]3
MIL-125 Materials Institute of Lavoisier 125;
[Ti(IV)8O8(OH)4][benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate]6
Ni3(BHT)2 [Ni(II)]3[benzenehexathiolate]2
Ni3(HITP)2 [Ni(II)]3[2,3,6,7,10,11-hexaaminotri-
phenylenesemiquinonate]2
NU-1000 Northwestern University 1000; [Zr6(m3-
O)4(m3-OH)4(OH)4][1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-
benzoate)pyrene]2
Rb-CD-MOF [Rb(I)OH]2[g-cyclodextrin]
Sr(1,3-BDC) [Sr(II)]2[benzene-1,3-dicarboxylate]2
UiO-66 Universitetet i Oslo (University of Oslo) 66;
[Zr(IV)6O4(OH)4][benzene-1,4-
dicarboxylate]6
UiO-67 Universitetet i Oslo (University of Oslo) 67;
[Zr(IV)6O4(OH)4][biphenyl-4,4-
dicarboxylate]6
Y-FUM [Y(III)6(m3-OH)8][fumarate]6
ZIF Zeolitic imidazolate framework
ZIF-4 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 4;
[Zn(II)][imidazolate]2
ZIF-7 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 7;
[Zn(II)][benzimidazolate]2
ZIF-9 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 9;
[Co(II)][benzimidazolate]2
ZIF-14 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 14;
[Zn(II)][2-ethylimidazolate]2
ZIF-67 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 67;
[Co(II)][2-methylimidazolate]2
ZIF-69 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 69;
[Zn(II)][5-chlorobenzimidazolate][2-
nitroimidazolate]
ZIF-8 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 8;
[Zn(II)][2-methylimidazolate]2
ZIF-90 Zeolitic imidazolate framework 90;
[Zn(II)][imidazolate-2-carboxy-
aldehyde]2
Zn6(BTC)4(TPPE)2 [Zn(II)]6[benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate]4-
[1,1,2,2-tetrakis(4-(pyridin-4-
yl)phenyl)ethylene]
Zn-DCPP SURMOF-2 [Zn(II)][{5,15-bis(4-carboxy-phenyl)-
10,20-diphenylporphyrinato}Zn(II)]
Zn2(TCPBE) [Zn(II)]2[tetrakis(4-carboxylatephenyl)-
ethylene]
Zn2(NDC)2(DABCO) [Zn(II)]2[naphthalene-1,4-dicarboxy-
late]2[1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane]
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Other materials
DPP-TVT Diketopyrrolopyrrole thiophene-
vinylene-thiophene copolymer
FTO Fluorine doped tin oxide
ITO Indium tin oxide
PB Prussian Blue; Fe(II,III)hexacyano-
ferrate(II,III)
PEDOT Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
PET Polyethylene terephthalate
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